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ABSTRACT

ThiS special issue was developed by the Asian-South
Pacific Bureau for Adult Education .(ASPBAE). in preparation *for
Unesco's'fourth international conference on adult education. A
'section on "Literacy--A Great Challenge and Important Debate"
'includes "Why Literacy? (Paul Fordham); "Cooperating or Campaigning
for Literacy" (Heribert Hinzen, Jakob Horn, Wolfgang Leumer, Rolf
Niemann); comments from Sri Lanka
1.
Wijetunga), Bangladesh
(Rezaul Hague), Indonesia (Pepep Sudradjat), Australia (Arch Nelson),
-and India (K. M. S. Benjamin);."biteracy: The, Moving Target" (Carmel*
Hunter); "Thai. Natiohal Literacy Campaign "; and "Experiece from the
Field: Litracy--What and How?" (Oni Shrivastava). The nekt section
contains observations on: the conference by,W. M. K. Wijetunga;
"Summary of ASPBAE Consultation on. Desirable Conference Themes"
(Chris Duke); a brief sUmmary of an ASPBAE-Unesco consultation;
Unesco Alian Regional Consultation; "Adult Education in Asia Today"
'(A. Chiba);- and 1.983 ASPBAE executive meeting minutes. Next,
"prespectives from the Aiian Region" contains a report on the 1964
establishmAt of,ASPBAE; "Aftuth Asian Examples ofAdult/Nonformal
Education: (Hwang Jong-Gon); "Village Level Action in India"dOm and
Ginny SlfivastaVa); "Women's Development in Chip* Village" Y.
'(lajleumari); "Literacy to Development: The Growth of 'a Tribal
Village" (Manohar. Singh); and "Strategies for Development and Peasant
Education" (Chanida Chanyapate).i'he section entitled "What Can the
Non-Governmental Organizaticens Achieve in Adult Education?" ineludes
commentary froM Kerala, India (K. S.'Pillai); the Indian Adult
-Education Association' '(J. C. Saxena); Bangladesh (Osman Ghani); Nepal
(Sri Ram Lamichhane); and Sri Lanka (W. A. Jayawardana). (MN)
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.

.special. issue of the:ASPBAE ourier openc-by collecting together various suggestions which, h ve come from. this'Region:in
relation'to the *FourthInternational ,conference on Adult- Education,
The'Asian and Pacific regions
to be convenedby.Unesco in 1985.
have tended to play a- very ,modest role in such int,ernertiOwa/ deb-.
ates, despite the large, proportion. of the world's°population that
is foandein Asia. It ,lshoped .that. the
-7
the experience,
the wisdom, the understanding deriVed froth long:and .rich cU.ltural
conditions as well as modern dynamism and innovation - of the
countries of the Re6ionwill be heard. mdW'clearly.than in the
past.
There is an lAgian way'" and also perhapSa
r
(though Azian cultures and languages, vary -greatly, 1nd.the
Melanesian, Polynesian and Microneo7.an parts of:'the Pacific also
differ one from another): Because that way often meani speakt'ng.

Community organisation and the-developTent of recipient systems
Balancing endogenous materials aild modes with materials and resources
from
outside
a
s*

The accessibility of educational-opportunities 'from the learners'.
perspective
.

.

.

.

Staff training and development, .and the dangers of professionalisation

Role of and support for non-governmental'organisations and activities

more quietly, morereflectively,thhn do-some other regions and
so, as with the drowning of
traditions,.it may- pass unheard,.

If

4

A

.

.

women's voices by menN,..the Arid remains -the poorer for- it.
o

,

The relation between non-formal tdult education and the formal education
system within Ptotal education syStem concept and strategy

a

SuppleMenting section 1 of this issue, the following 'issues. for
consideration! were put by ASpBAE to.thetnesco Regional Adult
Education Conference in 1980..,TheY -are Oproduced here, as they
are stilZ important. to consider in:1985.

Section 2'is on hellerucially important matter, Of literacy.
There
is a new. urgency about the literacy-dkateinorecent Months, within
a context of universally shared commitment to the reduction and
so.far as possible eradication of illiteracy.
Phe debate concerns
means rather than ends, 'also the accidental and unintended conbeq-uences of some of the assaults on illiteracY which may overlook
other equally ,impoAant objetives arul-at the same time be.ineff-'
.ectuul becausei of their timing and lack of relation to other
efforts and objec. ives.
To this extent scepticism about.sOme
approaches, and a out the international leagufiyable or 'pecking.
order' which seem to Auggest_tkat literacy 'can be achieved once
for all (it is in fact a -imovleg thrgati),io healthy..
.

4

(\,,

,

.

The 'sCope of 'aduJ4f education':
including literacy work;
but wideitalarr, work - oriented education

including also,

.

The distinction between non-formal education as an administrative term
amt. 'as

a. description of .ways df.;teaching and learning

0.

.

A

.

.

. .

-..

-

.
.

.

The limitations and faili gs of purely economic development and of theme
down' theory
a

6

1

This section is offered as a-contribution to-what will surely be
an important review of progress 42nd approaches to literacy. cit,..k
the International Conference next year..
-.

-P

.

.Unintended<consequences of'deVelopment'and adult eduCation programmes,
40.4. raised expectations -end migeation.to'urban areas
.

.

FdltoWing a section offering Asian perspectives on adult education,
;this, issue coneludes with a diScuosion of the-role of nongovernment
al Organisations in'adult education.i.A passage from the Bureau's
pdsition paper to the regional Unesco conference in 1980 had this
.tosay-about the place of the voluntary or, nongovernmental effort:

.

Problems of social change and redistributionr the predicament of, adult
educators-confronting inequality-and injustice
4
,
Liydtations on participation if local needs and -national. policies are
.
in conflict
.

Role and limitations of the mass media for participative adult

educWon

How to inform national.planners of:therole, and contribution Of adult
education

A..At the Asian - Pacific regional level it seems clear-that a body like'
the bureau can play a useful complementary role to that of the inter-,
governmehtal and large aid agencies; providing the role is clearly

.

ti

understood on all sides as-a complementary one, aparthership and not
competitive., -Within.a number of member countries, and depending 'pn history,
traditibn, and present iocio,polit4kal system, voluntary 'ageno,ies and the
101Inteer efforts of Mobilised communities of ordinary people play an
important role .in,addp.t education for development.
It is impossible to
conceive of the Burmese literacy Campaigns having the success they have
had without massive mobilisationof voluntary effort. In India and
Bangladesh, countries:with large populations and pressing adult education
and. development needs, non-gevernmentarorganisations play a'significiant
part and are acknowledged'end Supporteh blithe respective Governments a
.

Middre.dlass subversion O.programmes intended for those in greatest
need
J4

t-Implications of technological change add .specialisation for resource
alloCation and democratisation
4-

.

-

partners in education and development. ASPBAE is doing what it can to
foster national associations in all member countries where there appears
to be a need. Such associations make it easier for adult educators in
government, in universities,. and in NGOs, to meet together and benefit,
in tkleir work, from exchange of experience-both locally, nationally
'and eegionally.

Unesco is'also facing a crisioof identity and Orvival.

Althou'gh

this a brought on by the atti'tud-es and action of he world's most
wealthy nation, it would be an error to dismiss the crisis as just
a produet,of U.S. hostility.
Large bureaucracies, 'like large
governments, tend to get.out of touch with the need: of 'the people.,
The ICA.E in 1982 opened an,exciting adult educatidn'assembly in

Unesco nadquarterswhich addressed'the need r6r and means to
'Since thiS Wav written several other Countries in the region have
established national associations: Malaysia,.Macau, Pakistan;
Others close to creating stieh associations are Fiji,
China in 1980.
Nepal and Tkiiiland.

.A .series of cage studieu_on ldult education and .the' reduction af
poverty (doordinated by the ASPBAE Secretar.y-General-On behalf of
the'Interiiational Council for Adult EduCation and includng:good
reprecentation.of.Asian examples) indicates different. roles for
national 'governmental programmes and the'various nongovernmental
The former can uquhlly achieve much wider impact.and
agencies.
On the '
achieve more, inone sense, with _their bigger programmes..
other hand (except it places where 'there has been pOpular revolution
and a commitment- to major change in society by a new government)

.

.'authentic development'. Can . the. Conference thkra_i_n_118.5...also:-address the real and important questions. facing adult education,
and threats to humankind? 1. Such is the earl (.,f.this issue .of ASPBAE
Courier.
If issues of peace, human rights, Poverty and inequality,
are left aside as too difficult or too political, and the Conference
addreases only matters of a professional and technical kind, the
Fourth International COnfere4ce will have failed to meet tie
challenge before it.
Thei,e is no doubt that adult education has
a major part of playin improving the tot of humankind, if only
44,adult educatoxs have the support, the courage and the 'clarity. to
attempt it.

.,----n-orrgozF-rnmt-fr-17-d-lprgahiqmtiOnS---:tend-46 be better at°devi.sing and.

'carryAg through innovative and radical programmes which addreas
the exploitation, inequali-4ies and corruption that sifter. underlie
(Chris- -Duke )-

aYt cause poverty ant{ illiteracy.
.

Items and comments in this issue on the role of nongovernmentaiorganiaations should be squarely addressed by national commissions and
Each government should consider what part
government departments.
the voluntary sector can and might play in using adult 'education
to promote social and human, as well as sCrIctlp. economic, development. 'This consideration should extend,.also, tothe preparation
of.delegations and country position 6pers for the International
Conference, and to the choice and briefing of delegates, to including-noh-governmeqtal participants and-non-governMental.perspectives.
The International' Conference.will take stock of progress made in
adult eduCation sine 1972, just as the Tokyo conference that year
looked'back over the previous twelve years to Montreal, tend back
There are many groUnds for aatiofrwm'there to Elsinore in 1949.
faction, but none for complacency. Adult eduCation.hds gained much
in different countries of the'Asian region, in respectability and
credibility - as the strengthening of ASPBAE in tikatitime well
I?oes recognition by government, and
reftects. ..But at what price?
sothe measure'of professionalisation, also mean bureaucratisCition,
becoming the unqa.estioningservant of economic growth and the'
priorities of-the powerful? Will there be still.move ministers,
permanent-heaa's of ministrin of educition, and piqtripe.
at Paris in 1985 than Tokyo in 1972 ?: Now many field workers will
be seen at-theParis Conference? How muck knowledge of, and commitment to 4.mproving tine lot of, the paordst of tha poor, may be.expected? No.doubt 'the Conference will be largely gover*Imental'in
orientation, as of .necessftY,.is Unesco-itself.

'

-

ties.
We must be able to justify our bebief t at 1.iteraCy,ile-today
not only a basic human right.,- but also atAessen tial tool for national

LITERACY =,C=GliEPT COLLAGE AND ANOPORTANT DEBATE

r:

.0

4vVelopment..-

lliiteracy remains one of the area -treat challenges corl--.

Of course, deyeloPment may sometime '%-s-

fronting adult educatlen, :nowhere more sothan in parts
of Asia., China's mag,nificent l::teracu campaign at ano
follEyind the time of Lib04a4ion remains a lesLm from which.
The .NatioqalAdu2t Educatto: learn.
the world

literaCy,

,

.

nagoo

Me most-) recent large-ovy national effort is that
to which tke last varit:crO,1 'tJ:zio.biteracy section
-

of Thai lan,-1,

is-We,oted.
,-

Lack of pure water and/or miles of wal
to fetch it
leaves less time. for production,and inorea s the likelihood of illness.
Lack of vaccination; healt -education
'and basic durative services leaves workyrs and peasants
too we-a to be fully productive... ,Illiteraey'reduces
Markers' flexibility and productivity even in 'simple.,
occbpatiOns.such aspeasant farming, construction or
handicraft...

A

.The I,nternat7.ona1 Council for Adult Eaucati,on, of which
ASEliAE constitut,:u an aotie.regional organisitlon, has.

sponsored a number of mgior cOnfereWees:and 'seminars dcelgncd
to proMote literd,?y effortik dad tV e.nabl.e-coontries tat'Jkling

illi.ter.a4:to share theimexperienceand Yearn from ones
This. section opens wi-t,h,a brief iTot chapter.
another.
Paul evodhilm!o.summary report.or the mout recant of these.
Pordham's
Ajor.seminars,.held in 4?.erlin inOctober
Aief intro,ducti6n is headed iviMplyyWhy Literacy?'. 1.

.

.

.

GloNal recession, the accompanying need to reconsider development
Priorities.and the absence of any clear balance between-the avanability.of education-and the availability Of paid jobs: all theSe
have combine-to question the. importance of literacy as a prioritydevelopment goal. When thousands of schobl leavers are unemployed,
.why should everi'mbre scarce resources be, devoted to literacy, either
.. for schbol-age children or for ililiterate adults? Would it not be
-better to sacrifice early universal literacy - and other basic:
services -:for the sake of boosting employmentin directly'
--productiv sectors?
.

.

.

.

.

.

-6

.

,question of timing is all impertant..- For the, individual, -Unless-tie
is motivated to learn, it i-s futile to offer a literacy programme.

.

it is tie same with nations. For them, the skill will be to seize
the 'magic moment' .to determine when now is the time-to embark .kr,
If political will is the essenTial
an effective natibnalprogramMe.
as our Seminar certainly belieted 7
starting point for literacy
good. judgment about timing may-be the essential ingredient for
success.

The day8 are
Investment in educatiOn.iS everywhere under scrutiny.
'long past,-when a-simple and direct connectionwas.assumed betweeninvestMent in education-and national development.
.

-

In determining the plade of literacy as a development priority the

:WHY LITERACY?

.

en without recourse'to
enabled td increase his
tension. service using oral

eommunication, in person or on the radio. BUt',sooner or later,.ifthe development process, continued, if ;the economy becoMes more
cqmplex and if basic-Services improve:- in-other words, if 'rural
development' really begins to happen, them there will come a. need
for literacy.- While it is useless to offer literacy instead of
good, housing, water supplies or electricity, it- may become
uneconomic to offer them without it.' Literacy -may be only a part but
is still an essential part
of the-range of basicftervices
which-bring direct economic returns'aS well as-direct social benefits..

citizenry generallli Lao in Bangladesh), reg.ionally and by
-towns or "distrioto (au in Wrmal or through a variety of
l and Jocal,
n
. efforts:.

for example, the farmer''

.production, perhaps.With the help bf':,

ion
I-Frogram.,!e
.EIT India in reo4;.nt yearcs has aftractee:
:wide interest.. -t.)ther countries. in the yunion have tac:,:eed

illieracy; both through national campdig?zsmobiPsing the

4109

:

.

.

.

.

.

Now these are the kind of questiOns'more frequently-asked by
developmen planners andby-politicianth than by- educators. But if
're- affirm their commitment to:Universal literacy
educators are
0 - as we did in Berlin --then educator6,themselves
by the y
must al q,..take.a-hand in answejiing the hard questions about
deVelo ent priorities as we-laps-those about educational priori:-

12

.

Given that.for many countries the time is clearly now, what emphasis
should be placed on different aspects of work towards literacy?
There has been much debate-in.recent years'about the relative'
ortance of Universal Primary Education (UPE) on 'the one harld and
ass adult'educationon the other; but this seems .tO:us a false
o
We therefore welcome the dual Strategy recently (1582)
ark ithesis.
adopted by UNESCO:- the extension-and improvement of primary educa-:tion and renewed literacy efforts felr out of school yobth and adults
Without mass adult education, UPE alone would take 30 or more years
to achieve. universal-literacy even i-f instantly established: with -"
out-UPE,\the effect of an adult literacy- programme could only be
temporary.

.

'

.

.

.

However, important though this dual strategy may be, it is not by
itself enough.. For we see literacy as far more than the acquisitiont
.of simple-reading, writingand numeracy skills, Young people'and
newly literate adults must be able to use theye basic skills for

.

,11,

Purposes Which.haveclear meanings both for them and for. the made)
society. Access to newspapers, text books, stories and other
ruading Matter-is.one necessary aspeCt of a literate environment.
-,
tso,-too, isa br6ad range Of non- formal adult education programmes
both general and vocational, And it is here, of course, 'that
.

stagnation, recession. and despair they will need to generates a.new 'climate of urgency' fon.litaracy.

A.

Notes

.

literacy ceases to be- *the exclusive preserve of the ,.educator.
.. Personnel in health, agriculture and Other sectors-must all be.

brought in if literacy is.to make its maximum-impact. 'Co- operating
for, literacy makes as much sense within countries as it does at the
intsrnational level.' --WS return to adult continuing education in the
section on 'Beyohd Literacy" below. (Not included in this extracit.Ed.)

1.

Our definition of 'literacy' is therefore a wide one. Me sea it aS
(I) litdracy for adults and
having three inter-related components:
out of school Yotith,.(II) UPE and (III):adult continuing education.
And all three must be,seen and planned as part of the overall
Tb answer the question, why literacy?
process of national development.
..
:- .is as we see it intimately bound up with the 4estion-, what-for?

ft

,.

this chapter in theCourier.

.

:-.

All this is not to-lose sight of tile broadly humanistic; idealistic
reasons for literacy: If there are/close on'one billion*, adult
d,
illiterates in the world - as therp are-- then there are also one
:billion living reasons for literacy. Or, as an -Indian partidipant
put it: 'I don't want to live in a society where literacy is: the
culture Of only one part.' .And again, for the individual; literacy
'gives a. kind
., of faith, an ability to-ask questions..' We are therefore.thinking of the role of literacy 'in a development which is not
simply a notion in the'mind of an economist, but:a means .by Which ...millions of individuals can-transform both themselves:and their
societies..
..

N

.

-.

.

.

.

1983; Germany (ISBN 3-78900882-6).

.

It is sometimes-asserted that enthusiasts.for literacy i gnore'or
under-value the,importance of oral: cultures. Oral.cultures have
It would bean
theiXown.Validity and they must not be devalued.
unforgivab,e,arrogance which equated illiteracy with agnbrance or
What we. do assert is -that the, ability to read
literacy
h -wisdom.
,and write is increasingly indispensable for living in all societies.
Even wherettlliteracy rates are Still high, there is plenty of evi--.dence to show that illiterates d2 feel maxainalased whenever'they.
And in Countries with a long
come close to the litArate worldi.
tradition of literacy ,on the- one hand combined with high rates of
illiteracy on the other, there is-a clear connection between mass
illiteracy and ma s poverty.
.

.

Bhola, H.S. i collaboration:in 'Josef :Willer and Piet
Dijkstea, The Promise of Literacy, Campaigns,. Programs and
Projects, Report of the International SeMinar on Campaigning
for Literacy, Udaipur, India, January 4-11'11982, ICAE
Seva Mandir (India). 1982, German Foundation for'International
Development '(DSE).. Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, Baden -Baden

.

2.

Green, R.H., Paper on 'Literacy, Depression and the Poor'.

3.

See: e.g.. Yusuf Kassam, Illiterate No More, Tanzania
Publishing House, 1979.
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.
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The illiterates-a e at a clear disadvantage when they try to participate 'in eitherothe world of work-or the world where decisions aremade. They are increasiDgly dependent .on others and-denied access
tq writtehoultures or to further educatiOn: 'above-all, they are not :
able to make a full- contribution to the life and work of any nation.

There is.a dynamic interplay between'literacyand development at all
levels of society.' Literacy cannot be separated.from thedevelopment.
''.. process.
If'all the countries of the world are to move forward from
.
.

*

J

The full set of. papers from the earlieisUdaivr seminar are
also available see below:

4.

.

Fordham, Paul,'Co-operating for Literacy,. Report of an
.International Seminar held-in Berlin, October, 1983,International Council for Adult Education and German
Foundation for International DevelopMent, 1983Available-free to Third World countries from: German
.FoundatiOn fox International Development, -Hans Boeckler
Strasse'5,..D-5300, Bonn 3, F.R. Germany. :Please,quote
DOC 1122 1t7a.
tCAE as cq-pUblisher authorised use of

.
.

Defined as one thousand. milliOn.
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CAUSNEITYI. APPEARANCES ARE DECEPTIVE
.,.

A

.

AlPhou:h.the importance of promoting-litoroy a; r2.1 helpn,7

thosewho cannot rea,i andwrite to find a wayoulo!:
Miierady i1J airr,.:,,I.C::most universally (the onlu 'exception

As far as the. presumption
causality is concerned - correlation
.and interdependence "ale not eqUal to causality - there. is no general.
proved evidence that literacy
-Y1

-

may be aome in power who prefer to keel- their s4ju0tauninf.ormcd.an4 without access to knowledge' ohich

.

erceoura,ge ;item to protest.thei

aireum'atances) it'is
no means ;;;o.widely.avreed what are the best meawa of
4mbattinj iltiteraCy, and whether. this should-.nece.ssarily
.be: given absolut,.: priority ahea4 ofother adult ediic(ction,
or for that matterl,eqief an!1 develoFment, progr'ammes.;-;ometimes thy.: bat af int6ntIons-and oforto can kape
.

.

.

.

,

unintended an.d.und..estrable con,sequences.
o
the Th,.?,-,artment
the Gorman Adli I 1;c11.11. 011

International. C.'oopera

Afembers
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since 1927., recently
Olort,paper.
-refle-Cting cOncorns abou± some of thi.'se uw.intended consequences,
o'' the
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other.

Nor is there any general evidence that literacy efforts by
themselves. have diminished exploitation and poverty in so.called'literate societies.
The fffbt that:the freqwntly cited maps of poverty and
illiteracy Coincide, is7h6proof 'that literacy is the
determiA.ing factor for the distribution4of wealth within"
a given society.or betweeQ nation's.

*--"

t.-i,on

in historical terms was a prerequisite-of economic and social
sdevelopmedt.
In fact historically in .Europe and-other
industrialized-countries Widespread literacy followedthe industriial revolution, and they then reinforced each

Many examples haVe'shown that' eVer-increasingforts for
and large expenditurebnliteracYdid net necessarily lead

the

Courier sent copier: of this paper to a nlimbe.r of Asian
ajult, educators,for comment, Wu reproduce herc.the German
poVitick paper, and comments from those of our colleagues
in the rield whD have 60 far .been able .toprovide comMen0.

.

.'to a reduction of poverty.

COOPERATING -OR CAMPAIGNINGFOR'LITERACY: 'LET'S REMOVE DOUBTFUL
.PROMISES AND COPE WITH THE PRACTICABLE,

:

0

Literacy and intelligence are both context bound, literacy
is not a prerequisite,for intelligent understanding and
handling of life.
Literacy becomes a necessary, or at
least an enabling skill, for the.ihdividual in,a literate
environment-.
There is-.also no direct relationship between literacy.and
the"attainment of participative structures and general human
values; literacy is not the exclusive or even self-sUfficentskill,tor liberatiOn and self-tealiZation, or-for.the.'
'
abolishment of epPreSsion.
.

In the past few.yearsa new dimension seems to have been given to the

discussion about literacand the 'eradication of illiteacy'
ILLITERACY'.= IGNORANCE = INDIGNITY:

.

N WRONG EQUATION
LITERACY:

-Active-as"W% are in'the field of adult.education and development, we
deplore the fact that many of our colleagues are increasingly
referrisig-to illiterates. -as ignorant, to illiteracy as .an indignityo mankind..-and at-the same time assuming that illiteracy is the
ause of oppression, exploitation. and further impoverishment..
It it
even more deplorable to find this attitude in official declarations,
reports and so-called-research pamphlets that pretend to offer'
insights-and guidance, but which, in fact, are misleading in many

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
.

TheSe whostill propound the argument that literacy finally leads to
the enlightenment of individuals and/or mankind should keep in mind,
that the teerifying arms race and,deStruction of unrenewable natural
resources, which endanger the'existence of our world, are not
perpetrated by- illiterates, but are,only possible through literacy
and highly literate specialists
although, again, thiS should not- '
.be mistaken as a causal relationship.

.

.

respects.

The. kind of'despair felt by many of us in the face Ofthe ever-increasing'misery in the world and ever-widening gaps between the
haves.and have-nots should not become an. excuse for a Wrong.analysis,
and.can never become d justification for themere.repetition of
slogans that will not hold water when confrentedlatth a thorough
examination of our insights and day-to-day experiences.
,

'

We should also bear in min:,.- Withouttaking a romantic view of
irliterate'communities.- tliat non-~literate societies have produced
and still produce vosj,tive, 4ndigonous values and techniques far the
satisfaction vf-baSid-:needsAnd human enrichment,.which are important
and appropriate. now and may t ecoMe eve n' more decisive-in the- future.
Arb we fully aware.and concerneel'about the.harmful-and oftbn
destructive-potential of our literacy endeavours_and the indirect,
negative, influences and .repercussions on developmental processes

.

.

'

4 :.,2

,

..
°

A
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Will not the characteristics o f centralization,. which are part and
parcel of camPaigns,' jeopardize very important. essentials of adult
N! education, namelyiparticiPatiorrand self-detorminatiOn?

which are'aPparent in phenomena like rural exodus, negligence of"
traditional skills and cultural heritages bound to non - written
transfer.from generation to generatibn?

.....
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We do see a peripective,for integrated,literacy work'as part of a
more comprehensive concept of.adult education and development which
takes adults -. literates and illiterates ante - seriously in their- .
realization oftheir-lives, and which remains open to the questions
of Whether literacy can be meaningful or even d'tool.for change.
Whether literacy is-a necessary or. helpful tool for the improvement.
of living conditions can only be assessed according to the specific
prevailinsituation. Assessment and decision have to.be based on
ly
the experience and knowledge of those who 4r.4--Oonceped and dire
involved,

v

.
.

l

.

,.-

Nevertheless, we db see two other aspects and use

.

.

.

of campaigns:

Campaigns for information, creation of public awareness and
motivatiop for literacy.
Ir.

.

'
.
Our experience clearly shows4that'adult education and lOcal develop-,
-----:---ment-can often be effected without literacy skills and that the need
.

.

Above al l have4opot mcA of all past campaigns she
tthe larger
the campaign the more insurmountable the difficulties
ewin respect
to functionality, training.of literacy personnel, produ tion of
materials in meaningful quantities and qualities, -trap ort, etc. etc.

.

.LiteraCy;..Iike any othyr means in- the develbpment of the individual,
the community and' the' society has to 1e a socially appropriate

A largely literate environment produces the nee6ssity
for additional literacy efforts. , Adult education must make prOvision
for motivated learners and .try to satisfy their demands.

ytechnology'.

REALITY VERSUS WISHFUL THINKING
t:

Let us be honest and realistic: no matter what' efforts are made 7,unless the world, North and South, West and East, and the rich, elite'
and poWerfUl within 'countries are prepared for an alternative orient
ation and a-tOtal shiftoffinancial resources from arms' budget's to
basic services - illiteracy will be a fact of life even after the
Therefore the call for 'eradicationof illiteracy by
year 2000.
the year .2000'. is mi,Sleading and.amunrealistdcobjective. It is Al.
t-is a discriminillusion and not a meaningful utopia. _Moreover,

.

,

Literacy-camg5igns.in the context of'far reaching changes
or revolutions in society - a contextwhich adult_ education
cannot presuppose, nor creete,bY itself, nor

for literaCy May':-only arise during, itr even after. the .performance of

adtivities by a given community or the society at large. In jppo8ing
'literacy' above ,all as a precondition we Couldbe opposing .ourwn
the
olijeCtives. by demotivating the learners and 4eading to failure;
demotivatiQn effect may'bepermanent and irreversible.

.

V
-CONTINUITY IN' CO

EAATION

0

a

rWe are conscious o the.ihterrelation between, adult education and
development. per fore we sh'all, continue --E.O.support'adult education
and. literacy in our own country and in the framework of international
cooperation.
ou
ihernational work our prime concern will
continue to be the improvement-of the living,conditions of the poor
who form the major ty in Africa, 'Asia and Latin AMerica through adult
education, while ecognizing the-limitations.of education for- the
development process. At,the.same time we realize our quantitative
limitatiors faced by this huge task, although the last decade has
shown a favourable increase of resources for our work in cooperation
with our adult education partners:

We are of the opinion that it is better to continue with the present
diversity of modest approaches-in literacy Work, embedded in many-.
other activities of non-formal education and development.

.,.

ation And. an insult' for those who will continue too master' their

liVeS as illiterates or non-literates.

Illiteracy

is' not a.fatal.disease which requires a' rvocainatibn.'
programme' for its eradication. On the contrary, literacy work needsa carefUl, sensitive and sensible choice of:pedagogical approaches,
neither hand-outs nor injections willhelp..
-t

CAMi'AIGNS:. YES AND /011NO?
.

Taking these insights and experiences seriously we must confess that
we do not ,seethe posSibility'nOr necessity for either an immediate
oonfrOptatiVe approach.or for littikacy cardpak4las as. a strategy for
everxohe and everywhere at present.'
..

INVITATION TO DIALOGUE
'We would appreciate an open dialogue-onthe issue'of. ?literacy for.
deyelopment'., which-would stimulate the theory and practice of adult
education9 iike for the benefit of the learners.
-.Heribert Hinzen,. Jakob Horn, Wolfgang Leumer, Rolf Niemann
German Adult Education Association.(DVV)
Department for-International Cooperation

r
Among the first

.

.

comments came thece.from Dr AjetUnga,

,

.

.

D4 Re;:auL (Dulal) ((ague of. Jangiadetfl responded 'as.

Sri Lanku:'.

fdllows

9
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LITERACY

.COOPERATE OR CAMPAIGNk

1
A
It is a thought provoking presentation of some critical issues re
literacy, and would appear as a continuktion of a dialogue initiated
by Nyerere with his opening addresp at Dar-es-Salaam in 1976.
There
is Certainly-much futility inapursuing literacy-fOr its own sake,
without due consideration to and understanding of life and social
situations; cultural values, life-skills or even survival skills.
*N.

o.-

LITERgCY A MUST

0

.

.

.

.

.

However some apprehension can be caused. in the way_ this'diAlogue is
conducted, if the hand of the developed countries is made to look as
if pulling the reins andturning off the taps, or even laying the
guide-lines. Even Sri Lanka, ,with its acclaimed high literacy rates,
is often left out in-most activities connected with Jiteracy.
Many
people.can read ffiany things into any assultptio or c elusions.
Still for all, as you rightly suggest, there
10 e a useful
:
dialogue, and a closer look at some of the. p rceived assumptions.

sr.

Illiteracy = Ignorance: This certainly is a'hangoVer. fr4 om-our
colonial experience, where traditional knowledge and skills had
scant respect or understanding of the colonial masters. Such things
'were considered superstitions.
On the other hand despite lack-of
'
A
reading ability, both men and women had-acquired a deep knowledge
i
and understanding of religion and culture and a wide variety of
skills; A person's conduct was more important' than book knowledge.
Conduct (seela) was the way..to introspection (samadhi) and to
ica es.

Today,
_

.

)

It has been rather confirmed that illiterates-are referred to as
ignorant by many of the adult educators. Besides illiterates are
assumed also- to be stupid and indifferent about their problems and
prospects.
This is a deplorable attitude but thiS can only le
rectified-through improved awareness)and appreciation of the
situation by the practitioners and not by denying access of th;'
illiterates to-educational/literacy programsThe authors have referred, to industt'al revolution eriod in Europe
and'discussed its effects` on the sp ad of literacy.
But the
current situatioin the T ird Wor d countries are far mor :_different.
and complex. Although rel tively primitive. and not veiy
ead,
with tho, advent of modern craMunication system and other amenities
for modern living in-these countries, people are exposed-to a variety
of experiences.
Thq gradual fall and Withdrawal- of-British-EMpire
from most of its Third World colonies and, the newly earned ilkidependence has produced long term impact on the people's psychosocial
constitution. Thus, the development versus literacy inter-relationship,- as explained, may no. longer stand valid.

-

knowledge7TiE nai.

A recent writing by Heribert Hinzen And others entitled, 'Cooperating
of Campaigning for Literacy: Let's Remove Doubtful Promises aad Cope
with the Practicable','is a thought-provoking ana interesting reading.
The arguments put forward elaborate some of the deepseated 'pncerns,
which',
however, usually are either ignored or overlooked by the
4
traditional adult educators and planners. Nevertheless, from a
Third War14point of view, some of the issues raised in the article.
may be wortR-re-examining.

knaldedge-is ......synonymous-wIth-book-learn,,

Where as it should also include development

of character.

However there should not be a total abandoning of literacy efforts.
Literacy should rather oe a tool/process in the total. evelopment of
humankind.
Here one is reminded of the prdVerbial Brahmin who knew
all the texts, but was totally lacking in life skills which would
enable him to'face the perils of .a capsizing boat, in which 'he was
being-ferried.

tinfortuntitely the authors hav isolated literacy and failed to put
it in the total context of de elopment.
Although there is no proof
that literacy alone has dimin shed exploitation and poverty, there
is no evidenCethat illiterac has alleviated the situation either.
There is statistical'evidence that the literate nations enjoy higher
per capita income than theit Jess literate counterparts. Faulty
planning, which is aprodUct of political-developments, and weak
implementation and. follow-up of literacy or a development prograM
for that matter, does not justify the. statement that expenditure -for
literacy programs are ill-conCeived. Since literate people and
literate environment will continue to influence human life for years
to come, striving for.an illiterate primitive society, will. only help
increase the gap between the haVes and have nots and strengthen the
hands of c9rrupt literates. . Participation is a social process and is
influenced by several variables, and under the current ehvironment,
is neither attainable in a literate nor also in an 'illiterate'
society, to its truest sense.
.

Causality:
This assumption is- buttressed by the Srilankan experience
in. family Plannin work, where. contrary to normally held assumptions,
best reported re ults haVe been-recerded among the least literate of
the population,
eing the Tamil-population in tea estates.
But this
does not necessarily mean that literates are not equally motivated
towards the sa e_-'Is there,. on the other hand, a correlation
between povert. And:religion, and poverty and culture? What,. on the
same count, i thecorrelationletween literacy and rationality?
.

Literacy and otal Mobilisation: Mass literacy campaigns have
relevance an meaning in certain circumstances, such as in the
socialist co ntries; where it is a form.of mass mobilisation for the
attainment of certain goal's.
It is not for its own sake, but only.
as.a means to anend.

.

It. is understandable that illiterates are. not responsible for arms
race, destruction of unreneWable natural resources and other'.related
genocidal phenomenon,
But historically the illiterates are the

2 -11
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victims of poverty, ill-nealth; and.to a.greater extent, population
boom, jibetation frOM which is'v.irtually-impossible. This vicious
cycle itself is: self-destructive and. a threat to the future human*
existence. Virtually- serene and hea-venly rural society is now a
xeminisetnoof.the past,-'and Cap only survive if they are
reinforced with aggressive literacy and simultaneous socio-economic
'development efforts. . The onus to make provision for motivated
learners'should hot be one on the adult education programs, but
At
other, component activities conducive to thiS situation axe to be
orchestrated.

An

MASS LITERACY:-

.,

.

Literacy is. imperative in a literate society.
It is imperative not because it is the cause of oppression, exploitation and impoverishment (although, as we shall see later it'has.an
indirect bearing on. these deplorable consequences), but for its
value even as an enabling skill to dial with the requirement of a.
Literate community.

-Letf's face the fact.

.

...

.

.

e

.

Illiteracy may not be fatal for human body, but far more damaging to
the ever burgeoning section of mankind. Vaccination programs, to
the author's surprise do not have to reach 100%.Population, but the
idea is to cover maximum percentage of population so that an envirenhent is created whidh isnot conducive for the growth of particular
I think this concept of creating and Maintenance.of a
diseate,
favourable environment is key to the success of a vaccination program
and by the same token, of an adult education program.,

It can be said that nowadays, Dy.sociqy, even the so-called
traditional, is exempt from a penetrating and sometimes harmful..
Any reference to a.purely traditional. and
surge of modernization,
non-literate society in which people are supposed to be contentedly
satisfying their basic needs and human enrichment, overlooks the
und(ircurrent dynamic changes occurring in those communities.
It is exactly these societies that were vulnerable to a barrage tf
literacy requisites which they were ill - equipped to cope with,
In dealing withproducts of
resulted in human misery, even death.
agrochemical industry, for.instance, which are-proliferating even in
the remotest and non-literate village communities, the simple skill
of reading the label can spell thediffrence between safe use and
At least, illiteracy does .lead to
fatal. poisoning or intoxication.
deprivation and waste and curtailment of human potentials.to reach
optiMum self growth and self actualization.

.
.

.
.

.

..I agree, adult education is not toothpaste or any consumable commodity
Bvt even the campaign of
.that can be-sold through campaign approach,
a consumer item is also synchronized and integrated with effective
marketing add distribution system.. Besides, the emphasis is again.
A good mix and timing of campaign approach or any
on maintenance.
%.
other method with proper integration withvarious development
approaches may seem appropriate. A system that works in one place,
But it. is the..
may not be suitable .'or another social structure.
practitioner's responsibility to identify and try the method.
However, even if one is to say.. that the methods so far employed may be
that does not mean that literacy is detrimental to any modern
wrong,
day. human society. Till todate.writing is the most scientific,
effective and effiCient tool for communication, if used properly
with.other societal variables.
.

.

YES OR NO?

.

a thoxs have taken resort tosome health terms; eg, 'eradication
ill'teracy by the year 2000' (reminds, health for all by the year
o
2li00), 'vaccination program.for eradicaki.on Of the. illiteracy', and
But similarities end here. let us See What happens, if
the like.
the,, relevant examples, are stretched further.- The objective of
It may not be (presumably)
health for all is an estimated target.
achievable, but this is a lighthouse, guiding star to usher planner
and.implementers to a definite goal. Nevertheless,.this does not
mean that 'Health for all' is an unrealistic objective, on the
'. contrary, understandakly at least something will be achieved11,which
Is this
would have.been impossible without thispre-set objective.
I's this a discrimination
an illusion. and not a meaningful'utopia?
and an insult for those who will be compelled to maintain their
lives as sick or unwell?
ft
.

:':.ic.irati.!at.

individually like you and me to haVe it'and what the consequences
are for not having it. ToAargue that since in .historical terms
literacy has never beer pro en to be a prerequisite of economic and
social development,40ence no justification for wide-spread or universal literacy can dnly Mean one thing; a prjvilege to some and denial
Because cei.ainly industrialization and the
to the_xest-.(majority).
resultant sbcial economic development could not have .been generated
and sustained by illiterates? Who was to decide what members of the
communit were tobe made literate with which to.have easier access.
to the 'sources of knowledge and Information to develop themselves
and be4prime ctors'.of change and progress.

:

.

pPooi..ic,i by Pepe:

Perhaps now comes the tune for us. t. put bhe'issue of literacy in
its propor perspeetive. A perspective of what it means for people

Th

.

1udon,:.:11an Pcr.onai: Wa

.

!e
..

Let me illustrate the point with what literacy means for a person in
Village government used to
a village life in Indonesia at present.
be the most indigenousand democratic political institution.' It
was made up of people (villagers) nominated and elected direct by and
from among themselves and an iti]own affairs on its-own resources.
The leaderi whoyere elected were usually characterised as honest,
intelligent, inspiring, a nature -l-' eader and'very.often illiterate.
NoW it.has changed, one requirement for their election has been added
ie, literacy skill. No Matter-Vw intelligent one can be, how
qualified a villager be for a position of a village chief,j.f. he/sheis illiterate, he/she cannot be made chief.
.

-s
6

InNpstsocieties, illiterates 11a\ no Access to certain occupations
w'matter.how adept or skilful he/ghe is in the relevant field.
In some others, illiterates are not given the opportunity to even
exercise their-fundamental right to vote, to elect and be elected
If literacy ivls nothing to do/with intelligence,
as a representative.
with wisdom,-etc., why can't we have an illiterate as illage chief,
policeman, teacher, judge or for.thatiMaVter, president of the
country? Who knows that among'illiterates, there are' those with
high potentials to become what he/she is-cap4le of becoming? If
he/she remains illiterate, can these potentials be reafised?

So, if literacy is notthe cause of oppression, exploitation or
furthir impoverishment are there not.indicationS enough that
illiteracy leads to deprivation, to cOrtailment of opportunity for.
optiMum .selt growth, to become foreman instead of labourer, to
become leaders Who lead'others instead of followers being. led by
others, etc.-tofind the mpst,ftoductive and useful place .in one's
community?
Is it not justified enough to demano literacy for all
Amply because of whit one 'can possibly become with it in terms of
self growth and self- development or because of enabling skill to cope
with the requisites of a literate society in which one has to live
nowadays?' Andther perspectiVe of literacy mayalso be viewed from
another angle.
If.we consider literacy as one of
fruits of
civilization or one of the products of culture to beenjOyed'by all
because of its intrinsic value, why should there be a discrimination
of those who may and may not share the enjoyment?
The advocacy for universal literacy-Or. literacy_for all within .then..
-----S-Ifort-SE-P.i5ssible time should not be delimitated simply because of4
mere technical considerations, such as insurmountable difficulties
with respectto functionality, training of literacy personnel,
production of'materials.for illiterates as well as neo- literates
and transportation:. or difficulty in maintaining or sustaining
motivation-and interest for literacy for the majority, etc., etc.
to the'effect that literacy Campaigns are rejected out of hand.
BeCause,if we learn-from a few countries that have. tried before,
literacy teaching on a massive scale is feasible.
Take Cuba and
lc- Indonesia fo example. Cuba:has provided us-with a unique experience
in how 4imas
literacy campaign could be-generated to bring about
social ch n e through'mobilizing own resources for other than purely
economic co siderations.
,
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LITERACY. AND DEVELOPMENT
.N)

There may be a variety of reactions to.the interesting statement,
Cooperating or Campaigning for Literacy,. from our German colleagues.
Some of us matt be inclined, given the'size of the task. ahead, to
take issue with them on their- statement that 'it is, bettet to continue
'with the present diversity.of modest approaches infliteracy work' than
presumably, to launch'a thorough going campaign for the development of
adult literacy.
Doe2(notthinking of this kind, one may ask, sMac;:05f
defeatism?.
.

.

.
.

.

I shall.return to this questionlate/r.
Meantime let us say that I
find much wisdom in the German statement:
much that endorses what
thOughtful practitioners in the adult literacy field in Australia
have written and said Nen reflecting on their%own work:. much that
should be beyond dispute .among the experienced and'enfiAtoned. This
is evident from many. of tWargumentg in thd statement.
.

-

.

.

.

First it is contended that we should not write down the world's
illiterates as ignorant and presumably unintelligent.. Nor should we
assume that illiteracy is the cause of oppression, exploitation and
further impoverishment.
This is surely the beginning of wisdom. Wp
need an end to the thinkngwhich in our day to day life as-well as
in the Third World, identifies the educated and' literate a&-firSt--rate and as.intelligent.and the inadequately literate as third rate.
and unintelligent. Unless we are
re able to
an end to this kind
of thillking there can be little real coo eration between the. literate
and those who feel themselves to be outS le the literate culture,'
and, in consequence,vdrives f or the dev opment of adult literacy must.
fail.
-But to agree that illiteracy is not the. 'Cause:of oppression, '
exploitation and impoverishment' is not to suggest. that the Confidende
which.cOmest from the ability to express their thoughts jn words is..
unlikely-to be'a powerful and essential factor in helpi?Ig the
disadvantaged to resist .oppression, overcome poverty and reel that
'they matterinthis confusing and rapidlil changing world.
.

,

.

The e

ence of the arguments put forward in the statemeiq-maT well be.
in the following sentence;: "Nor is there(any general evidence
to s gest that literacy-efforts by themselves' have diminished
.,exploitation and poverty in so-called literate countries'. Singe
very little 'general evidence' has been produced in 'literacy effcrts'
this,is'not surprising. But experience/arid commonsense do suggest
that to tackleany.secial problem - be it illiteracy, poverty, Child'
delinquency, drpg addiction or adult'crime
by'treating it alone and',
without regard for ,the total community-situation fctom which it has
-arisen would.be-foolish in the extreme.
I would, there-fort, agree
not only. that 'literacy efforts by* themselves' would be unlikely to
do much to diminish the general despair of the disadvantaged, but
also that, if undertaken in splendid isolation, such efforts would
be, unlikely to do much. to'raise the general level of literacy.
y.
But
where:leadership is-sensitive and imaginative 'literacy efforts' are

,jo...fo
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One major weakness in these tWOoampaigns had, beeh attributed to
the failure to sustain the momentum for after care activities up to
a'level of functional-literacy.

.

.

.

The argument for integrating literacy into broader educational or
developmental schemes should. not obscure the assumption that literacy
is very important in its own right as indicated earlier:.

.

If we should.proceed with modest approaches in literacy- work, it.must
only be considered as a strategy which is subject to resources at
hand, a tacit admission that we fail to generate indigenous and.local
potentials for 'active participation in this noble effort.
.

0

not fitly to be 'by themselves'..
.
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The paragraph headed'Campaigns:- Yes and No' is, as the heading
suggestS, inconclusive. ThOe Vriterswarn against the dangers of
centralized campaigns and the problems involved in'coping with size
sand conclude that literacy*Ampaigns.are not '0 strategy for eve**one and everywhere at present'. But they.db concede the appropriateness of (1) 'campAgnSfor information, creation of public awareness'.
and*motivation for literacy',,and (2) 'campaigns in the context of
:far reaching ohanges.or revolutions in society'. Perhaps this

An Indian comment comes.frOm (Dr) K.M.S. Benjamin,
Director of the Centre for Human Deve:lopment and .Social
Change in Madras:
-ADULT EDUCATION AND LITERACY

.decentratization couldhelp and planning iSconsistent:with decentralization. Campdignsfor public awareness and motivation are, it- .seems
CO me, not Merely-appropriate or useful, but essential to any serious
movement to develop the level of adult literacy. And I should think- ft-"- that all the really significant movements for adult.literacy in our

.

.

.

v,

People had been living in the world a long time before systematicallydeveloPed script became a basis fot communication;
Unfortunately,
indications.overAa.peMod of centuries suggest that an individual's
level of literacy does riot necessarily guarantee the expected result:
fUll human development.
In our immediate experience. we'havefOund
jethdt.those.who*have a quite strong, ability to read and write are
sometimes unable to meet-even their basi,c'needs;*'ie, threeAlleas.a.
day, decent and simple- housing, basic clothes to cover ohe'sbody
against the vagaries of'nature.

.

'immediate future will be if not 'An- the context ofrevOlutions',..at
least a function. of a radical and compassionate re.thinking of:the
responSibilities that we'adults.have for' each other: a re-thinking.
'which must be given practical expression if communities are to' remain
or become democratic. *
-..
4
Of course, the suggestion° that 'literacy campaigrs' are. not for evetyone. does imply that they are for some. 'Before it came to powbr the
present Australian Federal Labor Government premised to initiate and
fund, in cooperation with the StateS; a Aationwde campaign for adult
literacy.
It now has before it a- precise recommendati9n. This provides for funding to enable the responsible authorities, over a
three-year period, to meet.existing but unsatisfied demand and to
.:prepare and plan for much more comprehendive provision later. If
adopted this .recommendation Wouldkallow for the kii of.experiment.ation.participatory research and community consultation which is the
antithesis of the 4immediatebonfrontative .approach' reflected by. our
BLit this doesnot mean that the approach Should
German-colleagues.
be- other* than thorough and determined.
Any campaign for adult
literacy must obviously be sincere' and purposeful. BUt as in all'
adult-education it is of:supreme'importance tharreIationships
To'imagine.that we
shimld be genuinely and sensitively egalitarian.
are entitled.toprespribe-for the lives o4 others would be a cardinal
and catastrophic- mistake.- : Our task is surely to help thedisadvantaged to create for themselves an.envitonment in which they will be

:

.

amounts to little. more: than counselling ca Lion and suggesting 'that..
each case should be examined on its meritd. The dangers of centralization are real but to be forewarined surely makes it possible to be
fore-armed. Nor do existing adultliteracY.authoritips, ill equipped
to Cope with a heavy. potential demand, and therfore'ery fearful: of
it, need. to beremindedef the problems of size. But here again

In this context, over emphasising the importance of.literacy*becomes
stupid.
In reality; literacy has not yielded the deSired results with
the mass of people.
In fact. in several societies, written language.is
used as the basic tool of oppression.
One has%todistinguish.very.
clearly between literady and education.
Often literacy.is equated.
with. education.
This*is a sad situation which trivialises the broad.
.concept of education as the ptecess whereby human beings constantly
learn'how to ensure their basic needs and how to copeA)ositively"
withlire's problems.

.

. 'On the other_hand; the teaching of writing,, reading and srithmetio. .the threeRs' of basic liteiacy-- has not changed the face of hunlan.
.society, particularly in the Third World.
In industrialised.

societiesithe highly literate are unable to recognise that the
'progress' taking place is a-lop-sided development-producing fewer
'solutions than probleMs, such as pollution, imbalanced use of
resources, nuglearwar, militarisation,'psychoetotionai depression,
.lonelinegs, etc.. .Even so, the-challenges lacing the ThiralNorld-are
much sharper as they highlight more fundamental problems which are
impossible to disguise.,
4
(1,

Those whoargue for the importance of literacy alone are certainly
living in a.fool's paradise.. Such arguments are delusions.' They.:
could be presented only by those who are seeking to maintain .he

.

status quo.of.the existing socio-economic. "andpolitical.(dis)order,
a system which, incidentally, ensures:the-perpetuation of the misery,.,
squalor and exPloitation of:the. masses,. the non literate.

able to*gro(1.,.

,

I have'dppreciated,this invitation to anopen:dialogue.on the issue
; of.litetacy and.development. It is,'indeed, timely..
.

.

.

.

4

.

Certain conclusions dmergelrOM current experimentS and exPeriencps
in adult education: ultimately, the crucial educational need of
today is the politicisation ofthe pock andthe marginalised. 'Such"
pOliticisationstioUld be carried Outin the context of a sharp'
ideological h0s0Jand'a clear visionfor"the future.*:. Otherwise it
-bedomes very difficult for people to wotk'ojointy or to carry on the
task in.a sustained manner.
.

.

Theie are interesting' experimenti in the systematic building up of
'pepple's-limements currently taking place Along.nOn-party political
Lines. It is-good.to see that-such visions are,emergi7in different

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Editbr.of ASPBAE .Courier makes no apology for airingthese important questions, even thbitgh they may cause some
unease and even conflict among adult edueators.
Lt. is very
important that we-be as clear as'we can what we are trying
to do, how best to go- about it, and how far it achieveS its
objectives 7 and perhaps has some consequences as well, that
were not p4Inned for Or intended,

pockets. '.One can only hope that these individual visionswill join
tobgethef to give a much stronger and broader understanding-of the
ailments of society. When this happens, we should be able to get
a much.clearei.copcept of the role, and -the nature of.adulteducation.

I

ICAE has recently launched a Newsletter which enables adult
educators to follow and contribute to this discussion,' and.
generally to exchange .views and experience about literacy..
Literacy Network is edited by Anil Bordia, 72 Devi Path,
Kanota Bagh, Jaipur, India. -Readers are invited tocbrrespond.
with Anil Bordia and to send him materials for use in. the
News

tter.

.0ne of the most stimulating sessions at the recent Adult
Education Symposium in Shanghai, China (May.1984) .addressed
the question of literacy.
Dr Carman St John flunter's.brief
paper, 'Literacy;
the.Moving Target', is closely reasoned
and full of significant vints.

LITERACY:

THE MOVING,TARGET

Carman St J. Hunter
CHINA SYMPOSIUM,: May.1984

,.

4
The Major purpose of this brief paperis to'provoke-discussiodnround
some of the issues that underlie-the 'literacy debate'. Perhaps no
other apparentlysiMple'concepi'has created so much difference of
opinion as.the questions surrounding literacy... Everyone agrees that
literacy is important, but beyond that affirmatiOn,-there areseem;-.
OestIon$: And there. are a series of myths which,
though generally discredited by those' most knowledgeable in the field,
-7)

persist in different forms to cloud the dcussion.

W.

THE LITERACY MYTHS

.

It is'commonly believed that it is pdssible to compare levels of
literacy among nations on.an international scale.
Various world
bodies publish statistics purpOkting to show the literacy levels in
every nation of the_world.- The figures are quoted to prove a wide
range of pOints..by persofis who ought to know better,
CoMparative
statistics have no meaning unless they'are based on comparable data.
In the .case-.of 'literacy, such comparable data .does 'not exist. Th0re
is no set inventory of.skills that is measured in every country of
the world.. q.

S.

The second myth is that there should be sOchf a set- of absolute
measures that would allow us,to compare. one nation with another:
But'literacyis a set of skills .related to.the4Codirig and decoding
of .written language.
The ability to code and dedide is not An end
in itself.
It.is.used by people-to accomplish purposes important to
themselves within certain cultural and persOnal arameters_
Depending on the level of social;'economic and cultural development, nations

require larger ersmaller numbers of citizens. at differentlevelsof
proficiency to fulfil the current needs of the society.
Therefore
the question of. who needs what level ofliteracy skills to do what,
is a key question. This varies from one culture to another and, even,
within cultures. An Indonesian.villager andan urban. Canadian will
obviously require differentlevelo of literacy skillsTherefore,
even if 'there were a way to use the same inventory of skills to
measure the literacy level of two person so distant ftom each other:
geographically and culturally, the result would tell,us very little.
The. reality is that desirable levels of literacy not only vary within
and among nations, but, also, over time. 'A Eerson living in Paris.in
1984 will require considerably greaterliteracy skills tocarry on
.

.

his/her daily work compared to the sk'ill's a Parisian .needed in 1924,
for example.

.

.

ards and 'apply to specifid. points in time,

The-UNESCO definition,
and others that are similarlybroad, are more developmental.
As
conditions and ambitions change, individuals can only qpPly internal
standards to judge their own.levels of achievement. WM), other than
the person concerned, can truly say whether he can 'engate. in.all
those activities in whidh literacy is required for effective functionWho, other than-the person concerned,- knbws whether he can
_ ing'?
'use his skills in his own and the-. community's development'?
.

Of course, literacy. means reading and writing, but at what level?
Thete is a serise'in which the level can only be-determined by what
a person needs/wants/hopes to.be.able to do., Alnatioh can set.Minimal
leVels that define literacy but these have little'to do,- in reality,
with the objectiV6s individuals set for themselves, Whenever
participants-in a literacy group are asked Why they are seeking
literacy skilplsat whatever level the.responses are very different.'
One wants to'help.her children with their studies;
another hopes
to write'letters to a relative living far away.
Some have.ambitions
involving further stud and far-reaching vodational.goals. Whether
or not the minimal,staigard set externally will be sufficient to
enable the individual to reach his persctl goals, is another sign
of how the target changes, in this instaice, within individual
Lives.'.Minimum standards can be set, but are there any maximum'
.standatds?. 'These are very personal,.
.

This latter point leads us immediatelyto another myth.
It is quite
common td hear about the need to eradicate 'illiteracy. While it is
quite possible that. a nation could. achieveuniVersal basic literacy,
that is;_ reach.the.goal of having.every-citizen .able towrite her
name and read a simple; assage or write a paragraph that would-be
intelligible, few, if
y, nations have accomplished this task.
However, as modernization takes place, the person. with those minimal
skills would probably encounter.great difficulty. functioning in the
.society.
Since literacy competence is not some absolute-Minimal
level of achievement but, rather, a competence that is related to a
set of demands that the society lays on those who wish to participate
jnt, then literacy 'is, indeed, a moving target. Once a minimal

.

.

goal. has been 'achieved, another will be required.

.serious consideration..

THE PERSONAL DIMENSION
.

.

But there is always a limit set', sometimes ty'the persons themselves
and sometimes by conditions that they cannot control.
Think fora
moment about who the 'illiterates' are in any society. Are people
poor becaus%Ihthey are illiterate or illiterate because they are poor?
This is one
the questions that has caused a great 'deal of'contro'veray in literacy disdussions.. Geherally it is easiest to avoid
further dischssion'by saying that thisislike the question of which
comes first, the chicken or the egg? This.is a complex matter abouO
which thetecan be no absolute position. The evidence requires
THE ECONOMICS OF LITERACY

.

.

In 1962 UNESCO stated that&

Why is ittrue that the highest rates of.absolute illiteracy are in
the poorest nations? In China, -prior to'1949,, large landowners;
government employees and the smaltaffluent_class in general were.not
illiterate.
Internal and external oppressipns had kept the ma6ses
poor.
Onee:the barriers to economic development were removed, a
message of hope for the 'future was delivered together with'the great.
literacy campaigns. WithinindUstrialized nations, the.poor (minor7
ities, women, immigrants,.older people) have4the-lowest literacy'
levels: 'Their options for development are few, therefore there are

.
.

A person is literate when he has acquired the essential
knowledge and skills which enable himtd engage in all
those activities' in which literacy is required for
' effective functioning.in his group'and.community and
whose. attainments in reading,..writing and arithmetic
Make it possible for him to continue to'use-theseskills.
towardhis own and the cNIZTity's development,

.

.

-'.
.

.

OnCe'literacy hag been described in functional terms, as in this
definition, it becomes almostimpossible-to think.only. about external
measurement. A nation can'set desirable literacy leve'ls and- measure
:theM.
China has, at. different periods defined. literacy as the ability.
to read 1000, '1500'or 2.000 characters.
In the saMe'way,. the United'
StatOS Has set 4th or 6th or 8th grade teading.levels as.\minimum
standards.- Employers .1se.sereen prospective. employees. according to.
levels required for specific jObs,
However, these are external stand,

less demands for literacy in theli.r daily lives,

and,. therefore, they

have thelowestlitetacy level's. Economic development and the hope of
participating in its behefitS cause literacy skills to be more highly
prized. Sometimes only the hope is necessary. Change begins, to
take place before t+Okhope-is fqly realized. Where dramaticsocial
and political Change has occurred, Ii.teriasycampaigns have had far
,greater success-than in nations where there hag. been no such change.
There is, of course, the possibility of serious pjoblems for individ
lwals and for the Masadsif,hopes are raised an(Pnot realized.
.

Allofthis is to,say that.raising the literacy level of marginal
people, those'left behind in any society,, requires more than the
provision of an increased number of literacy programs. IndividUal
...or group motivation is in direct relation to the degree of anticipation that the'pffort to aaleVe literacy skills will payoff in some
'tangible
way. When economic and social barriers to full participat
.
-tion in society-re'lemoved,tfiemotivation for and pursuit of
skills follow. When the desire td acquire literacy is
present, how can programs best be structtired to meet the needs of
edultelOng excluded fromlearning Opportunities?.

acquire literacy increases as social impediments are removed and
econoMic,options increased. Popular literacy campaigns and literacy
teaching have greater success when they are accompanied by policy
changes in. the larger seciety that movetoward.greater inclusiveness
of all levels of the population in all aspects of national life.
They are also more effective when methods and materials are grounded
in the daily. life of the people served.

y

.

1

g

''.

The Commission on Litgracy, International Council_ or Adult
Education,.4eeting inlaris,kOctobet 1982.

CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS,
...

,
.

.

.

.

'Just,as existing barriers to participation in the full life of the.
.. society must'be rembyed before there is a'notable change in the
desire for literacy, there.is, built into the goals and methodology
of,successfulptograms, the assumption that the learners will actu-.
ally be full participants in the future. The following criteria
belie been developed by a grciupof literacy specialists:4.
.

.

.

.

4%*

.

'Learning programs trust emerge from the ne edandpioUlemss
.of the learners themselves. Mtive, conscious, organized
',participation of the population in all. levels and stages
of the pro4ram is fundamental.
,

,

.
.

Mo.

Programs must:`have credibility with, and inspire trust in,
the illiterate population'in order to motivate and mobilize°,

themfor the learning process.
-

.

"
Programs must inclUdp both the etudyof theory and.o0portunity for practice.

.-1

.

.

.

.

.

Programs should make use of animateurs who are integrated
in the%life of the local Communities where the`programs
are to -take place.
,

4'

Learners Must:haveopportunity to participate in the
construction 'of materialsto be used,in the program.
At the level of literacy
-target ES a moving one..
or semi t-literate.perzons
treatment. .Methodology.

instruction, also.; w:can see that the
,goodinstruction does -.not see illiterate
as
homogeneOus mass '.to receive-identical
and. materiplemust I; shaped, s.closely'as

A

possible to theparticular.Conditions, desires,'hopeaand.abilitiesof. each.-group-oflearners.

It is the "unlocking of, individual

orpativityandliMagination that isat'stake: _Otherwise, to what
end the cultivation of literacy skills? the ultimate target. among
all...the moving targets is the.literate,individual freely ontributing
tothe building of abetter society..
,SUMMARY

J

.

.

.

.

Literacy does not,represent a standard to be reached once and for'ail.
gather, literacy requirements change 'according to the opportunities
for their use
Theyodiffer from one society to, another and within
any particular society. They also change over time
motivation to

/

t'

.

To alleviate the illiteracy problie%towards the goal proMulgated in

Thic section on literacy continues with 'an official ,report
on -the current TKrziliteracy campaign from the. Department of
AzonfOrmgducation which is responsible. for its administration,
and extracts-from. an illuminuting, descriptive a-nd more
subjective, accou
of the CaMpaign as it appeara 'from 'the.
The reports
as prepared by Dr i(asama Varavavn,tDirector
of the Campaign.

the FUthNational Social and Devepment Plan, the. Ministry of
Education was directed by the National Rural Development. Committee
to launch a nationwide literacy campaign, with the aim to reach1.5 million_illiterates. within the ages of 14-15 during the years of

1984 1986..
GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND PREPARATION' FOR THE NATIONAL LITERACY CAMPAIGN

THE.THAINATIONAE LITERACY CAMPAIGN
.

The qampaign, the second in the nation's history,' was based on
several guiding principles.

Unlike the first campaign Of 19 40 Which was supported by 6,1aW
making literacy skills mandatory to all Thais, the present
National Campaign is based on the principle ofnon-,coercion.
Intensive popularization.efforts through localleaders, fieldworkers and mass media, creation. of conducive literate
environment and a systeMatic follow-Up and reportin23 system

THE NEED FORA NATIONAL LITERACY.CAMPAIGN
The year.1983 marked the 700th anniversary of the inventipn of the
Thai alphabetunder the command of King Ramkamhang the Great.
Today,.
literacy is no longer a 'privilege granted to a few.but it is
Literacy is identified
considered to be alpasic right of every Thai.
..a.4 a dedisive factor in the liberation of indiiiduals from ignorance,,
as a.preConditiOh for broad-based democratic participation and. as an
indiSpensablevehicle for the develogMent:of the society.
.

.

the.campaign.

.

In recognition of the nation's relatively high literacy
rateof over.86 per cent, the campaign aims to mobilize
literate persons within the family and within the community
to serve as volunteer instructors. Such approach will enable
the illiterate to receive individual, instruction:which oan be
arranged according to,his own learning pace and convenience.
It also greatly lowers the.ope'rating cost of the4campaign
and enables the campaign to reach the target group within
-the available budget,
f paid professional teacherb are'
-used, approximately 3
million baht will have to.be spent
to reach the target
oup of 1.5' million people.. Most
importantly,. such ap roach provides the-apportunity for
people from all.walks of life to participate and develop
a sense of shared commitment with the campaign.

7

Yeti-while the nation celebrates' the 700th anniversary of the Thai
alphabet, approximately' 3.5 million Thaig.are left at a disadVantage
because they are illiterate. These people are found among the poorest
of-the poor in every proVince of the nation.
Sixty pe`r cent and
within the working age groups and approximately 60 per cent are women.
Any struggle for a developed and a just society cannot 1,9e achieved if
it fails to reach 10.5 per cent of our population foundrin the national
census to be illiterate.,
As an i ndication of its firm commitment to the eradication of
illiteracy, the Thai gOvernment sets a target in the'Fifth Social
and .Economic Development Plan to reduce the country's illiteracy
rate among the working age population. .Accordingly,' a plan has-been
formulated to reach 1.5 million illiterates within five years,. with
emphasis n.those-within the'dge groups of 14-16.
+-

While the impetus for the.cdmpaign originates from'the A
Ministry of Education, its role in the campaign is confined'
to coordinating the implementation and providing technical
supports. Responsibilities in planning, mobilizing,
operating and. follow -up rest within the community.and.
different layers of provincial administrators.
Through
these administrative structures, various government and
..privateagencies-are mobilized to take part in thecampaign
in different capacitieS.

.

.

While there are several on-going efforts to cope with"the illiteracy
problem,the-universalization of primary education will ensure that
every'childwill'haVe access to schooling and .that there will be
fewer and fewer new illiterates.' For the out-of-School population,
the-Department.of.NOnformal Education.hasIbeen organizing .-funCtional
literticy teaching..It aims to promote rational thinking, to provide
basic.andlundamental edUcation as well as to certify. graduates for
primary edutation_ To.attain these objeCtives, the program ,requires

.

specializedtraining for teachers, tip -to -date learning.materials,
Consequently, in spite of
regular follow-up and supervision.
intensive investthent in the program, it can only, serve 50,000
illiterate adults each year.
°'
,

.

.

popular .eiuppOrt._from all

Lastly, the campaign is not conducted in isolation but is.
supported and stipplemented with. other development efforts.
Along with the attempts to eradicate illiteracy among'
-:edfls, efforts are being made to achieve universalization
of primary educatipn by thesame period, in order to reduce
thenumber of new illiterates being added. With.the-decision
to launch the National,Literacy Campaign; the government haS.
given-assurances to establish information resource centers
where the learners can continuously acquire reading-materials' ,.
in all,target villagesof the camPaign,
.

While exi,sting efforts can help to contribute towards the total
'eradication of.illiteracy, with limited.resources, it is not feasible
to expand them tb serve the target population of.1:5 million. Any.
Struggle to overcome illiteracy among-such a vast and diverse popu-'
latiorLcannot be-handled by any-one agency ereven%by the government
It must be based on a national sense'Of commitment and
alone:
receive`

in---

aYe.......designed-to-motivabe-the-target-grolip-to partiCipate
.

.

leVelS.'.
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Preparation of the campaign started well Over two years prior to
Official proclamation in September 1983.

On September 8, 1983, .the Iternational Literacy Day, the Thai
National Literacy Campaign was promulgated with national addresses
by.the Prime Minister and the.Minister of Education calling for
_
unified efforts in'the eradication of illiteracy.

A three-year'survey of x,500,000 fully illiterates began in 1981.
to develop a computerized name list to be distributed to campaign.
organizers in'everycommunity to be usedAn the planning, operation
and follow-up of.the campaign..

PROGRESSOF THE:NATIONAL LITERACY CAMPAIGN UP TO APRIL 1984
,The campaign is now under way. Even .though there have 'been delays in
release of budget, most provinces have used their own funds to conclutt
training of campaign coordinators and to implement the campaign.
Monthly reports from the provinces show gradual increase in program
participation. By Apri11984, 196,569 learners are reported to: have"
participated in the campaign With 149,696 volunteer teachers.
In
several Provionces, over 8-0.per cent participation rates have been
attained,

'

-

While village volunteers are encouraged to use any teaching
metho s and learnin materials most convenient to them,
twos oices of lit,racy primers were developed and.massproduced to assi
them in the teaching and learning
processes.
Both literacy,primers are based onthe basic
words used.in everyday life. The contents of the primers are
based on problems", stories and information which are of relevance,and interest
tothe learners.
,
Funds are allocated from the
government to provide one primer for each of -the learners.

From provincial reports 'and follow-Ups, the following conclusions can
.be made about the campaign's progress and problems.

Training models for provincial and ub-district.coordinators
and- manualS.for coordinators and vo unteers are developed
and mass-produced-with government 1 rids.

31.

Recruitment of Volunteers

Experiences from theimplement'ation confirmed the possibility of
recruiting local volunteers to serve as literacy teachers.
It was
found that most villagers are willing toserve for asocial cause,'
espeaially if they are requested by those' who command their-respect,
and.if they are convinced that they can be ofassistance and that the
teaching schedule does not conflict with their working.patterns.
Many
view teaching as a forkof making merit andaride themselves in being
selected to be 'teachers'. In general, in communities where the
village headmen, the. monks -and the teachers are committed to the
campaign, volunteers for all learners can be recruited within.one
or two weeks.

While maximal flexibility in teaching approaches is
encouraged, the program controls the.standard of literacy
skills achieved through verytarefuily developed testing
:systems. Ten sets. of standardized readiro->and writing tests
are.developed and tested.. To enable the learners to assess
their literacy skills at their own convenience,. primary
schools-which are accessible to most villages are requested
to serve as testing centers.
Popularization-campaigns-also Started well ahead.pf the
literacy campaign.
Newgpapers, radio programs, posters,
paMphlets;.folk media, aSwell as formal delegation of
responsibilities, are media used todevelop commitment and
enlist the support of policy-makers. administrators, the
general public and potential coordinators and volunteers.
The village coordinators and volunteers; in turn, are
expected to persuade the.target groups to join the campaign.

The large majorityof voIunteersare members of-the families or
neighbours teaching on a one-to-one basis or in small groups.
In
several communities, -members of organized groups and outside
volunteers such as the village.scouts,.the monks, primary and
secondary students and the. border, polite have also offered their.
services.

Motivation of Learners

In 1983,..a pilot prcject was conducted in.,nine provinces, of.

the country inVolvingJ,832 illiterates to determine the
feasibility of thq. principles of the camPaignand to develop.
;
campaign organizacional\and coordinating mechanism at
:different levels. 'f.
.

The mast crucial step in the.campaignstrategy is the
.develppment of cOmmitme4 and a .senseof shared.-respons,-.
ibiiitieS among governajent and private-agencies.and
provincial.autheritY. !To. achieve this goal, the tampaign

t

proposal based on the principleof shared responsibility
was first submitted to-the inter-agency:National Commission
of Non-Fotmal Education. Once approved in principle,
representatives-from various agencies. concerned'were
inVitedto:draftguidelines on theroles and responsibilities-.
of each.agency.::In Auguat, a seminar was organized for the

Midst campaign coordinators'admit.that it is easier torecrui,t volunteer teachers than to motivate illiterates to participate in the.
campaign. All illiterates have led theiriiVes without literacy
skills, they are pressed with hosts of problems and some may even
have. unhappy memories of early schooling experiences.. Therefore, ink,.
most communities, while there are many who readily participate in the
campaign, there.reMain others who have no interest, lack the confi
dence that they can learn or simply have no spare time.
.

f

A variety of:approaches have been adopted to deal with this problem,.
Among the sUcctssful.ones-are sermons by monks on the value
of
v
education,. persuasions by village:headmen and loCal leaders; use of
fplic'media and assWments given to school children to assist their'
:parents in acquiring literacy. skills.. .In one of the districts of

.

provincial gover41ors,. and key officials from 18 target
proyinceS of 19113 to plane fOr.thecampaign .strategy.
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Chaiyaphum Province where all target learners have participated in
the campaign,. the district officer personally visited every village
to. persuade the illiterates to join: He his also-prepared a manual
-to'be used by campaign coordinators when questioned'by villagers.
Among the. most frequently asked questions is 'Why do we have to be --literate when we are not government officials, soldiers or monks?'
The guidelines in the manual give the folloWing suggestion:
'Ekplain
to villagers that to-dearn to read isa.means to learn about life.
Point out contents within the primer,which deal with village problems.
As for the concern found among ffost illiteratesthat they would,not.
be able to learn, the manual advised that the coordinators should try:
to convince the villagers, that if they can leafn. to weave; a skill
which is more complex than literacy andhas yet to be acquired by the
literate government officials, there is no reason whythey will not
,be able to acquire literacy skills. In several communities Where
the learners simply have no free time for literacy education, other'
strategies have been deVised,,,FOr-example, in Samht Sa'khon.- Provihce,

Where a large nUMberf illiterates spend oveeten hours in the daytime in factories and the early hours of morning from*-3 o'clock
picking 'flowers, appeals were made to factories to allot time within
.their work schedule for literacy teaching.

Throu h the dedication of campaign coordinators at.the field level
e ingenious-ways-they have developed campaign strategies
and
to correspond to the specific conditions of the learners in their
communities, the campaign has been able to reach approximately 52
per cent of the targetporulation within eight months of the start
of the campaign.
Sustaining the Interests of T

cherg and Learners

.

Up to the'present time,. the most difficult problem-of th
campaign
has'been how to maintain the.commitment of both the volunteer teachers
and the learners until the literacy skills have been successfully
acquired.

.

The campaign has indeed -demonstrated, much to the surprise of many
educators, that the.vdlunteer teachers with no training and re/#rdleSs of- their sex, age and educational background, can,impart literacy
skills effectively, using a variety of conventional And unconventional
In'mos't cases,- however, the partnerswill face
'teaching techniques.
.certain prableMS resulting froM.loss of interest, conflicting time.
schedule or inability to overcome. some learning difficulties.
Unless
they are assisted to deal With-suchprobleMs, learning will:be most
likely discontinued, A sySteM,of follow-Up is, therefore, equally
critical to the campaign As recruitment of volunteers and motivation
of learners.

Preventtbg Reversion to Illiteracy
.

.

.

.

.
.

As more and more learners'-become literate, the need to provide a
continuous ,flow of relevant reading materials to the target areas
becomes 'nereasinglyevident. Having completed the priMer, neoliter tes continually reqUest the campaign coordinators for more
reading materials. Unfortunately, while a large number .of development agencies do distribute printed materials in rural areas, they
are often limited in number or are not suitable for new readers.

2

.

Several measures have been undertaken to create a more. literate
environment.
Requests have-been Made to major development'agencies to
to,be aw re of the needs and the reading level ol neo-literates.ando
to modify their materials accordingly.
All prognces have been
supported to produce simple wall-newspapers focussing on local news
rid'info
tion and using village writers. A series of.easy pictorial
readers.isAalSopublished with cooperation from professional writers
and artists. These readers have been successful with\neo-literates.
.But due to budgetary constraints, only.dne copy of each keader
-produced can be provided to the entire village. The campaign,-

thereforesseeking contributions from the public in supporting the
production of reading materials'inolarger quantity and in creating a
more, effective production and distribution system for ceading
materials to rural areas.
The National Literady Campaign is now only in its eighth month of
implementation. While it is too early to'draw conclusions about the
outcomes and the impact, the campaign has already demonstrated the
feasibility of certain principles which have been considered as
unattainable, It has shown that it is still possible to mobilize
:the spirit of voluntarism in rural Thai communities, to. motivate
illiterates to learn.without legal coercion, to use, untrained
volunteers as literacy teachers, to unite various agencies in reaching
a commongoaI and above all, to launch a mass literacy campaign in a.
non-revolutionary society,-

7),

se.

Main, a diversity of approaches has been deveioPed .to.deal with:this
Monks,-primary school teachers, health reporters, members of
issue.
farmers' groups or. even patrolling policemen have been.requested to
serve as coordinators td,,learnilog/teaching partners, to assist'them
to overecime difficUlties and to give el ouragement until the-learning
0
'process is 'Successfully completed.
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Finished, she lookedup, her eyes.dancing confidentlyover our faces.
Her'smile was so enthusiastic that, fora few moments,vshe forgot to

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE FIELD'

ckier it with her hand..

I have had a hard time,dealing with this National Literacy Campaign.
from.its early planning days, eVen though myrole has only been that
of an observer.. the-history of these things elsewhere has not been
too good. Big goals, big claims and then, several governments or an
:ideological shift later, reality.
I remember afellow_with whom-I
Once.worked in another- AsianICountry.- Ten years earlier.he.had
-.
provided his nation's-Char.ipmatic leader. with-the statistics that
that
enabled'him to claim - at someUNESCO meeting, I think.
illiteracy had been wiped witinthat country,- I believethe current
illiteracy rate for that country is -something like 40 per cent.

A withered old man sitting on the floor. off to.her right smiled too.
His daughter, 'aged 27; was learning to read and write:as a .partici-:
pant in one of the pilot activities which preceded the recently
initiated National Literacy Campaign. A younger cousin who'lives
several houses away was. teaching her.-

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

There:is literacy and there is literacy. A few years. back,a University of Texas studi'in the USA revealed 19 per centof the sample
erstand things likeOus'schedules and'could.not.
,'. studied-couldn't

living fOZMost people in that country,-

-,

.

V

fill out, ^those myriad of simple forms -that, are .part of: everyday

The young nonformal education official who led our unexpected visit
ceptinued this impromPtu testing. Bei,-asked the woman to'Sign her
name, which she did without:much difficulty. Then he wrote words and
short phrases on slips of paper and handed their to her one at a time:
.

,

'Muban', she read, then smiled.

.

.

'Sweep the:house.'

's

,

.

.

.

Smile.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

ikthem.

Her husband finally'manage4more than a grunt.

.

0...

.k.

.

.

.,

.

.

.

.

cynical. .That waS.41Out a year ag,o..
_

.

.

.

.

.

.

O

.

'Father, naa..." anotherdaughter started'to
quickly quieted by a firm, but understanding

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

But

in tha;,encli the:chance.-this thing .had rests'inthe,hands of
f: little Pdople:::.T4OPle'who will "t-aach. People who will coordinate,.elouraTe, ,support: People out there aOmewhqra.

.

.

.

,

_

.

.

.

ui,..0t.:an,idea of,,whaek+going on.out there and-in:betweeh, I visited
Nbrth East.
two pilot sites Of theprojeCt:
in the .8outh'and
..-,7,

-

,

.....

:..0

''

..,..

.

.In tklefieids
..is
'In the
Fields there aliie'liSh.;!: ,ThewoMan,reaton,SloWly deS*pite the periodic.'

old .grunts Of.410-4tUnOn.hUsband,And
.gfog1es, of three-Of- heri.daughterkwho.
t1

the-Water4here.arf4sh,

the p,layful pokes and muffled
had crOuChed down Around her

.

,, rim, we came tothe home of another woman participating in the pilot.
program,- Unlike those we had passed it was built on the ground,...
primarily with cement blockand lit brightly with'the pale white of
:neen. -The-doors were wide open.
Inside, twenty maybe thirty.childrenand esmattering of adults had their.eyes glued firmly on a large,
old black and white TV.
N.

in the

.-rS0qpi 7,AUOUST,,198j ..-:

.

.

The Kamnan spoke.softly to a young girl who disappeared.into the. ddrkness around.the\side of thellbusa,
/

.

.

-2 She has learned quite well, huh?
In only three weeks, too. _I don't
-think she'i.l have antrouble passing the. test at the end. Of the
month.'
_
...The Village hOmes were,bunched tightly together, forming.a.rough.
circle.; Most were dark except for an. occasional flickering light -.
from a single light bulb.
Walking between the houseson the-Outer

..

.

Once outside the,Kamnan who was accompanying us explained that,
though the husband caused no real trouble,, he was constantly drunk
and. rarely worked.... The young official who had stayed behind to talk
a bit more with the woman caught up with us.
.

-.1dMaably,consis!fent^ih bkth its assumptions anct processes with the
'Strategy guidinTPational. political, social and economic development
efloits..
0..-- ..', .. -.4
' 0
%.,....

.

rotest 'only to 4e
) tare from her mother..

The woman ganced'at"us, smiled nervously, and looked down at.the
text on thefofloor in front .of her.
She began fingering its already.
frayed.edles.
It took some time before we could find a Way to leave.'

9

'.-v9liniteeriSm and .nondoercion, in sharp contrast to most. if riot all
A strategy
.-similar,ca'olpaigns. being conducted elsewhere today.

.

.

.

.

.

As-plapningyent on And the hype needed. for any national campaign
`began to,develop, things became even More difficult-to deal with..
.-Things had to-be done big, national Scale..,: the voice from Bangkok,
Meetings in Patt4a, the Prime Minister'S office...
,pumping.thin6sA..up.
.pulling .in the. Khunyings and the-governors' wives.. A strategy of
,

.

'Ai nu.'..! he said loudly, pointing abrUptly apone ofhisdaughters.
'Get me my pen and some paper.'

.

.

.

.

And theireyes'had fire in-them when they talked-to me.'about their
early j.deas for the Literacy Campaign... whether it,was-about
strategies or' the'reactions they had- gathered from illiterates in
the villages.. .It, was not difficult to raise thoughtful concerns in ,
the-faceof those eyes,.but, for me, it was very difficult-to-be-'
.

.

.

'Ehh...' she thought fora moment.
'Make A.garden::. ueee.., make a
kitchen garden.. 'Big smile.-- and.Smiles too on the faces of her
'father and daughters.

.

,
And the people who Pave to plan and carry out 'the. campaign here.
They are my friends. They hardone.alotof real good things in
education here. They have moretodo, can do. -Their eyes have fire:
.

3.
0..

The room with the TV was also A'shop Of.sorts. Its'thelVes were few
and, except for a couple of bottles of fish sauce and. dome cheap
plastic goods, largely bare.

'Can you'read this ?.'
,

the official asked.

.

.

-

:

.

.-.

.

t, :.

The"woman looked down, her' hair falling back over her forehead. 'She
muMbled,the beginnings of'a word and the childrenrAround the table
began to laugh.

SVentually, a dishevelled woman appeated hesitantly-in the-doorway
of an adjoining back room.. Spotting the Kamnan, she quickly made
her way through..the packed room and came outside. She gentlybrUshed
several young ohildren of a low make-shift wooden table and. motioned
to us to sit down. Then"suddenly she rushed off and"returned quickly
with a straw mat which she set on top of the table. The young official
,sat down and invited the woman and us to join him.
The Kamnan pulled
me and"the other. NFE official with us out into the darkness.

Thg-offici I pushed a'bit more and the woman endured his efforts and
the.lau ter. Her daughter standing off to one aide, was having a

.

more.

ficulttime.

'Your mother is doing more than enough' the other nonfprmal education
official who had moved to her side said quietly. 'Too much, maybe.
Anyohe who is not a total dullard can learn to read and write if they
have an opportunity, .Butnot too many people around here who have
TVs open their doors wide and let the neighbours come in to watch.
Help 'your Mother,
She is a special person.'

'She.has.a lot of burdens,' he said.
'Six... no"five kids, one just.
died.
No land to plant rice. Sells a few things here.
Makes
kanom jean to sell in the markt...' he paused. . -qlorkshard, real
-hard,'
.
-4
.

'I.don't think we should:spend much time here,' said the"NFE official.
'Let's go ,now, huh?'

.

He went over to his junior colleague. 'Let's.move.'
to the woman.
'Thank'you for talking with us.'

He then turned

.

We spent several hours at the-Kamnan's house discussing-the pilot
effort. The talk. kept.coming back to the woman who weAlad just
visited.
.

'No, it's'okay.. we can talk to her,'' As he-spoke, the Kamnan led
us back to the table.

The woman was retying per pha thun9.
absorbed by the TV.
.

NORTHEAST

Everyone else remained totally

We received a briefing from the provincial education. officer.
He
explained that the district we WoUld.be vieiting was a- 'red' area
unti3, only several years Ago.

.

'How's the4ttUdying going?' the young offioial asked.
is teaching you, right? Where is she?'

!YOUr daughter'

.

.%

The wean called her daughter: and,:still standing, began straightening.
her badly.soiled..grey-bleuse
Her daughter, A lower secondary school
student, appeared carrying the text. The,official held his handout
for it. "and asked the woman to sit doWn.
.

'So, how's itgoing?" he asked again.
_
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.

The woman br,gshed her hair off her forehead revealing large, deep
Her look was distant... hard, but neither Apologetic or defiant.
It was a look of long tiredness.

.eyes.

'It's quite safe now. 'We chose it as Weite for our pilot activity,'
-41e continued, 'because we considered it the most difficult area in'
the province.. It's far'away.... hard to get to.
The people are poor.
Illitetacy'is high.
We want to develop strategies there that will. be
most. useful? when'the National Literacy. Campaign is extended throughout the province this coming October.'
The 130' km .trip took almost two hours.
Most_of the roads Were paVed,
".,but wencountered few. other vehicles. Clouds covered whatever moon
there- was and we could not see the sugar cane'fields. we were told'
dominated the area.

.

.

.

._

_

.

.

.
.

'I have.a lot of burdens.' She moved her arm'in the direction of the .
shop. .'Theiv's little time... opportunity-to studY
My daughter has
'homework to de at night. Sometime she tries to teach me on Saturday
or Sunday.
Look, 'I work"hard.
I send all my:Ride to school... make
sure'they do their homework. That'e wRat is important...'
..She was calm,her speech.even And clear.- 'Isn't that important...?
That they.have an opportunity?. Aren't I doing enongh?' .. '.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.It was nearly 10 pm:When we reached the subdistrict with ten Villages
participating in the progrAM.'Isn't it kind oi late to visit?' someone offered.
'No, not: ot all.
Tee :villagers here don't return from their fields
until aboht. eight. Bythe time they're cooked their rice, eaten,
and clearecrup.it is usually around this time.' responded -the educaoffider,
.

.

.
.

r.noW'a number of children had left the room and were crowding'.
Yaround the table. The education officialtook the. text and skimmed
through the first few paget, It was ciear that the woman had done"
,
Some.study4ng as there were the.hesitantletters of a new learner
Written iriLsome of the blank exercise spaces....
.

-

The vehicles came to a halt and we stumbled. stiffly out: The Campaign
director suggested we break u into small groups and vigit.different
homes: She.then walked off in the direction of a One room, thatched_
roof house'on stilts about a me
andfailalf.aff the ground. ,S

.

.

A.young,man and his wife:in their early twenties Seated on mats
..greeted her, :Their broad,.. round.faces beamed:in unison in the wavering light
small. lamp on the flOer.
The young woman softly
stroked a small baby, their first child, which was sleeping peace.'fully beside her. On the floor riext.tothe lamp was theCampaign's
official-text.-.From our. discussidri,.we,learned that the couple had
migrated five months Ago. When they heard about the literacy campaign,
the husband who never had.a chance.t&Ao to. chool because there was
no school in. his mountainous village was very 'interested.
However,
due to their-recent migration, his name -was not on the-target group
.list-so he had to wait about A month before receiving the text.
'-Every.night after dinner and after putting the baby to sleep,' he will
learn to read and write with the aisistariceof his wife, a graduate.
of,Prathom 4. After two months he can read up to chapter.2kof the
text fluently, he can write.his.name,. address,-and can even read
Ilewspaper.
Sommai. recounted his experience with pride.. 'The. first

There was some softfrustling and a woman in'a phalin:and simple
blouse appeared in the doorway and moved.graceful y down on to the
floor beside her son: The.smile. creased her whole faCedishewaied
each.of.us'in turn;
'Excuse.me, I was putting my baby to sleep.'
mixture of lean and central Thai,

Her words were an easy

.

'Pleaseelder sister...dif you are not finished, we can wait.- or
come back.' offered the director.
'Oh no, no... 'everything ic...done.'

'How is the studying

ng?

You 'have. quite a teacher here, a real

fine boy.'.

few lessons were difficult. 'But now I am hainga lot of 'fun reading
aboutfarming,,mgdicine, history and other interesting 'stories in.the.
eXil.-Yesterday I evep read about the Prime.Minister in the, newspaper.'

The boy and his mother.eRchanged knowing.looks:. He- 'turned -and looked
atthe'director. We chatted easily for some time.. Then the director
turned to Chaleo.
.

,We said goodbye and walked

the dark Aldng the earthen road..

.

Chaleo smiled and moved on:his. knees closer to his mother and the
text.
He openedit and.beganturning the pages.

?' the director asked lightly. The boy waved, nodded,
mumbled someEtqg in,Isan, and looked down at the floor.
Slipping
off our Shoesse climbed up the ladder onto the straw mats that
.covered theSturdy.wooden plinks;
'Can we come-,;

.

'Just a minute... stop there.' The direCtor was leaning forward
cloie to the boy.
'Who wrote those words ?. .There..: those, in the

$exercise.'

'Well,.who is the teacher-here?' the Director asked."

'My.mother, ma'm.'

'Me, mjm,' he responded with the smile: of a shy imp.

'Pretty good huh?'

that some ing.:: goodj! she rubbed his head, rolling

'Well,'

and pointingto mo,

.'I don't write very well,' the woman said, extending her smile
411 wider
than it had been.

,..=s hurries too much.'

The boy turned his. head toward me, but kept his:large eyes on her.,
Who. diy.yOu teach anyWay?!

tone:
.-.tOne.
and At:.gave-lhileThettge
-...
.

'Who 'drew those 1.1.ne$?'

turn:his head back to..her.
.

__-....

.

answered Chaleo.quickly.
....

.-

.--.

:.

'You did?' said the director with a playfullyeXaggeratedlook

'Your pother, eh, that's tealW-TOod.. .Does she learn%well?''.
-.

.

-.

--

He continued to:turrithe

'.That exercise there.., there,.there.'- The director interrupted.

TherewaArespectin herplayfpl

to

..

'My Pother, ma'm.!
.:.

. Chaleo added.

.

,

.

.

'Well, do you think your mother would' like to.read'something for-Us?
I tell you whatyou find the fast lesion she studied and have her
readthat. Come on, .be like the teacher in-Your third grade class.

We reached the second house' aand looked up onto thepartially-enclosed
A small boy, his hdir neatly cropped
the style of a student,
half'stood when he saw us.

it around in a. tender, rough-and'tuMble way.
'That's very good.
Hey.:., show me how you do it. Try teachinghint: He's not too sMart,though. :Might be. hard.
She laughed picking up the text on the floor

.

.

.

reproadh,

..-

.

.

.

..

.
.

'Yes'Illy he laughed.. 'She le rns well

.

..

.
.

.

tYeS'ili,' 'Chaleo-.replied sheepishly, 'but my mothertOld Me what words
to match. Then I, 'drew the line$.'.
_

'..

'Where ii2she?'
.

.

Of.

..

.

.
.

.

_

. -

.

.

,

-

:.

.

_

.

1*.boY-halt4Urnedhislieadt
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.

.

one side. A woman's voice came*t of
in a room several. \feet behind hip.
.

.

.

-Chaleo's.mother helped him turn'the pagesfas they moved xhrough .the
text looking forthe,last .lesson they had done.. More than'three.;
quarters away. through ,the 125-page teXt-they\stopped. The woman

:

broadened her ever-present smile, pulled the book closer to her,
bent forward in order to see better in the dim light, and began-to
She read smoothlyowith the index finger'of her large strong
read.
right hand moving Steadily acr9s.the page under the'words she read.
Her sMild seemed to grow even wider as she read.

J

We took off bur shoes, climbed the stairs, and walked along a narrow
iHporch around to the back. of the house.- The old couple greeted us and
invited us to sit. The room was spacious and
nd open on three sideS.
The wide, hardwoodfloor boards were smooth and cool.
.

It Consisted
Light was provided by the flame of a,traditional lamp.
of dry leaves rolldd tightly together forming a slightly tapered
At*the.middle.
Cylinder about,a foot long and two.inched in diameter.
it was fastened.almost,perpendieularto:a wooden stake which rose
about five finches ff the floor out of a solid wooden base. The base
under the lighted end had been hollowed out to catch the ashes and
,sparks that fell as the lamp burned...

When ehe finisned, she looked .up and still smiling....I don't remember
her:notsmiling... asked, 'When I haVe finiShed this studying, what
.can I study next?'
,

'Maybe-we can
The director paused.and looked at us.
arrange.to have a fundtibnal literacy class* conducted here so you can
earn a grade 4 equivalency certificate.* Or;.. we will get some books
for youo read. What kind of books would you like?'
'Well...'

.

But,
The text here is interesting.
You know, add. and subtract.'
'You know, I-go to the market sometime
Her smile was, still broad.
and buy things. Well, I can figure things out,'but the traders do
it so.qUickly..\and, .if I don't think their figuring is right,
sometime they write'it down and.I get all Cdnfused... Sometimes they
tell me. I don't know how to use' numbers.'

'Reading is fun.

I enjoy it.

Id like-to learn tose numbers, too.

'Would it be'good, elder sister, if we-put out. IF book like this text,
but about numbers ?' the director asked intently.
'Yes'm.'

ThewoMan's smile again widened.'

'Could yoU teach your mother to calculate, Chaleo?'

'Big person, little knowledge:" The director-whacked him lightly.on
Ducking, he added, 'Yes, I could help her,'
the shoulder.
We played around a bit and soft
We talked about leaving, but didn't.
broa smiles came easily. After some time the baby
laughter
started tocry; dirw6\7id our goodbyes and left.
We:walked back-to the payed road and turned in the.direction from
which we had-come. 'We've got to do something to fellow this program
up... and on-a similar scale.'
.'Once they learn to read and write.... what do wedo so that all these
efforts.. the new cohfidenceS, developed. the new skills: I mesh, you
The joy of
saw. how confident that woman \was... she was-enjoying it.
What*do we do so.it isn.'t all wasted?'
reading, not cooking.
.

.

.

We walked past the Wrnoff-whe e the vehicles were, parked. Several
large douse set offs the road a.
hundred meters beyond we Came t
'short distahce. /The. official *c lied-in and a:voiceanswered from the
back. As We-walked in the official explained that the\old man'who
was learning, and his wife, the to cher, were 'both over..60.. Though the
d upper-range of theiCampaign's''
Man was well beyond the 50 year
target population, he had asked to be included in the Program.

.

Noticing my interest in the lamp, the old man p6inted to
Cheaper
Light's not. so good., Bard to read by. Attracts bugs,..
than kerosene.
Get i-n my eyesas-I read.' .He laughed.
too..
He was naked to the waist,with.a palsoma tied neatly'there and

extending to just above his knees:Abfher pakbma was draped easily.
over his right shoulder. He had muscle tone eia-5ulk on his upper..
torso and a straight thick crew cut of'grey haii that would make'many
men 20 years younger envious. Only his shallow cheeks arl.ci the
condition of his'teeth-gave any real clue to his age.

With hardly a suggestion from the Campaign director,. the. man quickly
,found the last lesson he had studied and began to read. He read__
everything on the page, even the headings and instructions. -Finished,
he turned the.page ahead and read some Wore as:weall listened intently
.His pace was rapid: OccasionallY, hestUMbled, went back over the
word reading each syllable'Slowly, and then raced on. He turned back
a few lessons.and read some more, ignoring, except for a quick look,
the director's efforts to ask him some qustions.- Another. lesson.
Heread on as his wife, who had had only two years of formal school-.
ing, looked- at him with patience-and pride.
He read on even as his
wife and the director got involved 4 n a lengthy disbussion.
On each
page to which he turned, the exercises.had.been-completed with-words
that were written in large, but fairly-fluid letters.

He read through the main passageof the '39th of 50 lessons, then
stopped. 'He showed us the exercise he had completed withthat lesson.
His address, the date, about two weeks before our visit. Then he
;,,Started reading aloud from the exercise inwhich he.had.filled in
-the-blanks..

-'Honorable Minister of Education, 'to whom I give highestrdspect.
I-whose name is Perm, family name Saengsom, am learning to read'and
He
write- the Thai language. -I am close to finishing this text.'
stopped. and smiled with much satisfaction.: 'Had'a little trouble
there-waiting the.last\letter of my family name...Couldn't get that
-Iast stroke to go straight up... kinda'went off_tothe. side,'.
turned the page and continued reading, 4/"*I think, being able to read
is useful.. And, I think if we villagers had, some simple books to read,
it wohIdbe'Verygood: With highest respect, Mr.. Perm SaengsoM.::
He smiled.
ash.'

*

Fihalti,un example of the approach uhigh is possible to a
small non-governmental agency with a clear commitment to
_socialchange in an integrated. adult education 'programme
including literacy.
The agency.is Se-va Mandir, in Vdaipur,

but when his crops were almost ready some thieves came and-stole
the crop.' He was very angry and sad.
He thought if he would not
haVe done such a good work he would not. have such a crop and he would'.
mat:have lost so much. But he continued his effort. Next crop time
he was ready for"the thieves. ,Sureenough, they came and he caught
them.
He said; 'You are as pddr as e am, why do you steal my crop?
.1tYou have land too..
I will teach you how to get good crop, then we
both will be benefited by. the knowledge I' have gained.'
The same
young man became a real changq agent in his village.- In a caste
Panchayat (a bOdy-Ofcaste members of 12 villages) meeting he'raised
many'social issues. and was thrown out of the caste groiip.
Later when
some other caste members alsoexperienced similar social exploitation
by the caste joined with him.
Now he is part of the group. Though
this activity is outside an adult education-centre but the beginnings
of these were discussed initially atthecentre.informally by the
project supervisor.

Rajasthan, India,. -Hie author its General Secre.tary.,

EXAMPtESIFROM THE FIELD:

i

LITERACY WHAT AND HOW?

Om, Shrivastava

:'You know I. was able to speak clearly and firmly to the
SDO*.yesterday about-our land records - he looked at My
face and said "haven't I seen you before?" Said I, "Yes,
sir. You have, last year, when our* Patwarisab pushed me-

.

.

.

.

.

in front of youand I was only begging for justice,.you
only looked at:Me and kept signing your papers. Now you
have to look to our records; we all aretogether." You
know, where this strength came in me - through going to
that literacy centre and not only learnin alphabets but
discuSsing our problems too. It brought-a% together, made
us think, I have developed a self-confidence, I feel a
different man.'

Can .a literacy centre become a place to initiate women's issues ?' Can
it help women to think abobt their-own status and.begin some action
in that area?: iereI will quote another examplefrom an tirea:where
we were operating an adult-education project. In a village where
women used to 'come for an adult education-class in the evening.
They used to work as labourers in\constructing a boundary wall in a

This was the second yearfor these women to meet six nights
One day one woman did not-come for the work as well.as in
the centre.
The teacher.sent.for her. She came very hesitatingly.
The group asked her what is.the reason for her not coming for work
as well as for the centre. After a Ibt of coaxing she said that
the day before yesterday the *mate tried to assault her sexually
after sherefusedto compromise). He told her that he would strike.
hernaMe out of-the job; she ran home. She does-ndt know what to
do. 'If she ,loses this job it will be a real. hardship.
The women
were'very angry. They discussed the whole issue at ,the centre.' It.
'was decided to make an application jointly to'the engineerabout the
behaviour of.the mate. They also planned a-strategy to involve all
men who'were working on the site: The engineer tried to persuade
-them to eXCuse-the mate.
But the women were determined to throw him
out, and this was done. .The women realised thatthey.as a group can
assert themselves-and can take up leadership'on these issues. 'There
Are some more issues in which -women after attendihl adult education
centre, are becoming part of a self -help society (a credit.uniOn of
women) as a follow-up programme:. They have taken up issues which
have provided:them with skills ih leadership, organisatiOn and
problem solving.
'jungle.
a. week.

I had this dialogue two months ago with a tribal man in a. small
village, And there are.several such stories which outline the
purposes and prOcess of an adult education Centre, To quote a few
would provide A broader canvass for reference.

...

.

A few years ago in an adult education centre, the members were
working.in a stone quarry. When the learners learnt about numeracy,
they were.curious to know about the income and expenditure to the
owner in the-quarry and how theyare doingin comparison to his
income.- The literacy teacher went through the mathematics of.opera:tion and the learners of the centre realised .that they contributed
much higher percentage'in the income.
the wage they get. With
--the help of the teacher they were able to organise themselves and..
found out how lease can be taken for' the mine and took'a mine on
lease.
This process not only helped them in their economic develop
'mentbut increased the daily wage'in the area because other mine':
workers demanded t4 wage too. This showsow a centre, if it
considersthe problems. of the learners, as part of the curriculum'cai
guide theth in,Understanding the economic system as it'operateson.
their level.
Another example ()fan agricultural-oriented adult education centre',in
SObth Rajasthan,was an eye-opener.
This was a:tribal area. and people
were.introduced to the newideas in agrieulture and.aniMal husbandry
through literacy and functional. knoWledge. One'young man'todk a lot
of interest.ih understanding the concepts and tried them on .his farm,

.

.

'Ithay seem rather-too much to think about an adult eduCatioh centre
to'become-a.forum for illitiating social.movement but if the adult

A

education teacher;. the gupervisor, and' the total project team:under,
stand this broader objective and start a thought process among.poor
people:who come to the centre then something cAn be started. I. will
like to quote another example here to make a point regarding a
..politico - economic process in a group in.a-villa 4e.
One time, after

auccesSfui meeting.of 5-6-adulteducationcentres in an area,'the
SubJAviSional Officer looks after revenue' affairs..
Patvari - Revenue. Clerk at village level.

teachers an .the learners expressed their.interest to know about
-*.

labour contractor

i"
in new technologies in agriculture, we found that people have to
learn about purchase of seeds and fertilizers. They had.to obtain
the loans to gqt some money'for these inputs and learn about pow
banks and coopdratives are important to them.
So knowledge and skill
in.agriculturealone cannot help the poor.

election in the cooperatives. A small teach-in was arranged.Before this the.teachers had talked about functions of cooperatives
and people through diScussions had realised. that their cooperatives
are not working. 'This teach -in was quite timely because the elections were going to be held soon. The'education process was able
Later people were ableto
--to provide good knowledge,to the people.
hold different meetings to .plan actions. . In two places they were:
able to-gettheir men in the election, -but in one place they lost.
The place where they lost was due to the political manoeuvrings of
the vested interests. Butit provided them, with goOd lesson in their.
learnings about cooperatives and its functioning.

From these examples one-can.understand.t at it is important to learn
the technical skills, but it is much more important to understand
the system. Adult Education has to play a role in making people
understand the system.

.'In a way then, what we are, proposing is that the-adult education
programme cannot be a simple, programme of literacy. It has to be
Literacy has to become an.instrument which
much more comprehensive.
will provide people some of the .important skills to understand the
society because most of the things which happen aroUnd the poor are
in the written form And can easily be used to exploitthem.40Cence
they have to get hold of these skills..

In dach'of these stories An adult education centre has become a point
of reference Which'indicateS tha the adult edudation centre is not
only-used as a centre:to learn s ills in reading and writing but .a
place which provides a forum foylpeople to come together -and understand their social/economic and Political situations. Why would one.
organise an adult education class with these-objectives? The answer
if adult educatiOn is education forlife then problems
is very clear;
of life. are to., be understood .through this process. Hence, what and
if'one has to be
how are two big questions to.be.considered:
considered, one has to see what eradication of illiteracy will mean.

Sometimes a questiom is raised as to whether we should start a
literacy 'programme or whether we should straight away go to the
people. and through dialogue and discussion encourage them to understand the social,:economic and political forces. .But we have to.
understand. that these groups of poor people have existed for many
centuries and have reached such a dependent state that to come out
of such situation they will need a step by step process which will
make them realise who they are and what they can do. Webelieve
that the literacy centre can begin such a process in which without
threatening the established vested interest the people can start this
process of learning stn which they would gain a.different self-concept
of themselves. In a different paper I have indicated some of the
reasons for adult education to becOme an entry 'point for community.
-organisation. These are as follows:
.

to people.

.

As to the debate about whether 'Literacy'-by year 2000' is a legitimate
goal:or not, thesestories do point out that if the vicious circle
of poverty needs.to be broken, it is'an important essential tool in
the hands of the poor,. hot only because it may save them from exploit,.
ation but because it starts a process ofthinking analysing the
situations and at alater stage acting upon-theirsituations.

.

After working for a decade in the field it does appear that adult
education centre is a very good. entry point foi community. organisAlso we have come to know that-the causes of poverty are
ations.
not only economic.. In most cases the poor are exploited. because
they do not. understand the social, economic and political forces.
This can be easily understbod-by two examples in which-the people
from twogroups were trained in.weaving and leather work as a followup programme to an adult.education programme. In.Onecage most of
the people'got the skill in. weaving process, but.it was not enough.
The selection of raw material, negotiation with the bank.for loans,
marketing the products, made- us realise how these forces keep -expldlting people when they de.not.know about these processes.
Particularly, market forceS were sostreng that no individual from
It became quite clear in our'
a poor. community:could.bandleitheM.
mind that one of the most important skills. through adult education
is not only providing them with functional. skills, but also giving
them understanding abobt tpe market forces. Also we realised that
:Organising of a group Of such people is important,.so that they can
negotiate with more confidence in themselves.

.t

4.

.

Through leadership training and group training programmes pOple
come in contact with government officers in charge of programmes that
'are supposed to be for the poor. They get someglimpse,ofschemes
'and resources that could be brought to their area ,Th'X'S exposure
throughhe adult education centre, in itself starts/people thinking.
about further action. Not only. do the people.see/tesources in
goyernment departments outside. the village, they/begin to see.
groupshave.
resources in their:own midst.- Adult
n/

.

.

.

.
.

The.learner group that comes together.to work together on one or two
problems of poverty (illiteracy; lack of agriculture knowledge). and
experiences the value of working. at things in groups, gains confidence
In itself, the .first year
and desire in continuing to work together:
of the adult education Centre will not make a'significant change in..
the poor and- exploitative conditions in the area, butwe haVe found 4
People-gain confidence. get into the
it-to'be a good beginning.
habit of meeting together, come, in contact wit)) a voluntary organiz-'.
ation prepared to help them, and in this way lay the foundation for
future action.

.

Similarly there was a programme which was AfolloW-up to a literacy
programme, in thp field of agriculture. -The-programme is known as..
..s.Labo
tory to Land'..: It was meant for small and marginal farmers..
ofthe programMe was transfer of technology to the
The,obj
ti
n this caseialso,-though we Were able to train t)'10 people
People.

gOne-on, together, -to build community centr9S, to. start small Credit
unions, to clean'up:.their villages- and homes.- without'any inter-

vention froM any government department. /

/
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Leadership for future work in the area.can also be identified and
developed'through the med'um of-adult education. In implementing
an adult education programme; young peoplere idenlified,.trained
and supported in leadership roles in running a programme in which
literacy, functional knowledge and awareness-building are the content.
Many of these young .people become involVed with the problems of the
po6r of their area, and if even some of them show interest.and
aptitude in providing continuing leadership among the poor_ of their
area, then there is a network -&f contact people and leaders for
There is a kind of self... .further action on issUbsaffecting the'poor.
selection process in which those who are interested become visible
by their own interest and ability, and it is not difficult to.identify.

and upper castes have usually acquired some numeracyand literacy
skills: So, as a basis for building a group and community effort
amongst the poor, the adult education centre is a good- beginning.
The activity, almost by definition, will exclude.the richer groups.-

.

\..

'

.

.

.

.

them.

Leadership skills can be developed during the course of the adult
education programme, For one thing, the task of being an adult
education centrednstructoris. specific enough, structured enough,
that it provides a framework for the local person to work Within a
programme which gives him/her enough guidance aboutwhat to do while
.he/she gains confidence in leadership, as well.as-giving enough
freedom to build on local. issues if and when the people and the
instructor are ready to do so. The in-service training programmes,
and the monthly meetings help the instructor to grow in understanding
of problem-solving, and to.increase knowledge about issues / /that
affedt the area.

.

...

.

.

,

.
.

.
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The- monthly meetings and the - continuing supervision of the centres'in
the area allow the.implementing organization or organizers to keep;
in touch with the current conditions and problems of the area. The
year al ows the organir.30
close contact with the area over most of.
i : life of the
zers to get a feel for the social, political, econo Ac
This'preparation of ;the organizers is important if theyare
people.
to. help 'to guidefuture organizing work in the area.
.

Itis high time'for adult educators to. take up this challenge and
plan programmes of this 'nature. Then and thenionly adult education:
programmes become a relevant programme for' the poor of the Third.
World. A continuous hammering is needed of the political leaderS
as well as of the administrators in building up a political will
Which could initiate-A movement for such an adult education programme.

It is alsoimportant for all adult educators to accept the challenge
of process in which they nave to practise a concept of participation;
equality, freedom and social justice. The time has.come and we should begin now.

.

\\

Now we come-to a point.for the content of a literacy programme. How
to conduct a literacy programthe becomes very important.. This has
been proved in many countrieS. In those countries the content and
the process has made/a difference in changing the social, political
and economic conditions of those countries. These countries are
Tanzania, 'Cuba, NiCaragua and several others. In each of these
countries there was a political will to use the literacy-programme
.for.a socioeconomic change by involying the masses. This involvement
helped the whole developMent of the country. One may draw.the conclusion through.the experiences of these countries.that*literacy programMe with a definite objective of social change can be planned and
organized for a new social- order. We haveto build in the programme
a clear objective fOr the poor to understand the.system and provide
them the skill so that they can remove ignorance and lack of literacy
and they could initiate a process which can help them to b4eak the
status'quo in the systeM. In such'programmes, process is very
.important and also the teacher of the adult education programme. has
act as an activist and not just a simple teacher of three its.

.

Adult Education is a good medium for organizing the 'community because
it gives .a lot of scope for involving the community in committees and
The idea of
Meetings in. the .course of the running of the centre.
''.forming an adult education. committee to support thecentre-is a. useful One. This committee would share the responsibility of solving..
small problems that come up 'in the course of.running the centre..
These will include negotiations about space for the centre, endourag7
ing regular attendance,. and helping the total community to Make the
If the adult education centre. attracts younger
centre their own.
adults,:the.adult:educatiOn committee, being a'group of adults; will'
.

.

giVethenUCleus and-the base for a group of olddr adults to begin

to meet, regularly to talk abOut learning and' organizing needs of
But the. committee is only one.point of contact with
..their community.
yatras! or .'awareness building
the community as a.whOle. The
motivational walks', the community fUnctiOns that.can be organized ...
by the centreson natiOnalfestivals'and llolidays,.and the opening and.
closing.functions:of:the centre. itself alloW the oommUnity.to.come
.'' together to think -about society, edUcation, organization. and action.
.

.

?
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.

.

.

.
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.

.

And finally, as a mediUM to. begin vorkwith the. poor, the adult
education centre is a good entry point. Illiteracy, andlack of
numeracy;$kills,, are characteristiCS,Of the poor. The richclasses
.

.

There is no chance that this brief ASPBAE symposium.will
:conclude the debate about- the best way of promoting literacy
in Asia, but it may help to present some of the range of
relevant, 'and well-informed, views that need to be taken
There can be.no doubt that. literacy, its
into account.
means of promotion and its standing relativetd other adult
education purposes. and priorities, will. be-prOminent.among.
subjects to be discussed at the International conference in
It is important .that aZZ possible serategies be
Paris.
considered, and that those who deliberate recognise that what
may work best for one society at one timemay.,ndt be most
effective.for another country where political, 6conbini,c and
cultural circumstances are different. Such,. surely, is one
lesson of the Asian experience of combatting illiteracy.

j
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THE FOURTH INTONATIONAL CONFEkENCE - SOME OBSERVATIONS ON

in these problems, causing.much.concern among all peOple, In
Such a situation; it:is quite understandable that the pertinent
question is being asked as to what type of contribution could adult
education.mage in"solving Majorproblems,Of the world today,'and
making the world more peaceful, Contented7 and a happier:place

PRIORITIES FROM ASIA

rhere .1:aye:leen several formal discussions in the Asian region about.
0at'Unesa is Fourth International Conference should concentrate on
during th preliminary consultation and preparationTeriod, late.
1982 to late 1983. -Dr W.M.K. Wijetunga of Sri Lanka,' Secretary of
ASPBAE Region 1 and also an ExeCUiive-Member of the International
Council for Adult EduCation, made a presatation reviewing these
consultations and recommendations' at the International Conference

far all.

'

1/

he,paper continUed 0 follows
At the same tim
andobottlenii
eaks that were encountered;
significant far
es aftd-thereasOns thereof, shbuld receive as
-

-

i

much7attention.
1.1t ,of these retrospective exercises should emerge
thikafOture pros0e#A-and-,the perspectives, taking also into account
fttlie,emitrgingi Sigtlificat ttends,-and the most vital areas of neglect
^-,

Ver.tile yeare.'.
..'. - r4W.

'.,

'

.

.

.

.

,
be plagued by perplexing problems.
.r4dus
,
atrate4ie#
undertaken.brindividual nations and internatiOn,
agencies such as the:11N, have.failed to. make,even a serious dent

0
00,ot
(1,4;

'''

continuing .to

.

.

The Fourth International Conference follows the three previous
international conferences, held between.1949 and 1972. The first.
conference was held in 1949 in Elsinore,.Denmark..'Thetime was
significant being hot long afterthe end of'the Second World. War,
and. the "world in acute.need.of urgent reconstruction, both. meterially and morally, and of enduring. peace between nations and more
confidence and trust in humanity. This was predominantly'a West ,.
European Conference,- and reflected little or nothing of the rest
Of the post-war world. Thesecond conference took, place eleven
years later in.1960, in Montreal, Canada. The non-European representation as well as that. of. the socialist countries at this
meeting haclimproVed.considerably, and the conference was. inclined
to explore the'theme "Adult.Education in a. Changing World". 71Ault
Education was'seen as a dynamiq concept capable of' helping adults.'
to cope. with the changing' situations and to prepare them for life.

.

.

In retrospect, thieassumptionseems tobe morenaive than other.

.

.
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The third conference, held*in Tokyoin 1972; is considered more
:
uni'versar in its representation; both in terms of individual member
states and also in fermsof.reg:urnal groupings: There was
pre-.:
ponderance.ofpolidy-makers and'senioradministrators atthis
-Y meeting, and. naturally they were more concernerlwith.policy, vlan-.
ping,. management and financial'issues than with theoretical.or
conbeptual.aspects of adult education. However, the concept of
.life-long:education
s rigorously proMoted,.and pursuedat the
Conference,:andthe
ter.-

J

.

.

.

WiSe.:.

The Fotirth Conference,.

-

.

.
.

.

"..education, would be h ghlighteth".

.

.

,

After, 'revieWing reports about the planning of the Fourth Internatio1 naV,ponferen0 emanating from Unesco, Ur Wijetunga referred to what
re'understOod to be ttl likely subjects of the Conference. Noting
at the Conference woul take stock of develoPments since thea972
Unesco Conferen0e,in Tokyo, he suggested that "the more successful
Pr.9gt4Tmee, evidence oebetter resource distribution in respect of
adult' and contirming e ilcation, helpful legal provisions and perhapl
innovitivew
nedevelo ents,.both 'in theory and prac4ceof adult

...

.

.
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W.M.K. Wijetunga
e

.

.
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Part of his'address.is presented here, together. with a summary of.
the main points of diOcusSian and the recommendations at%the three
meetings to whichDr Wijetunga.pefers:. in Japan the previous year;
at the Unesco.Regional,Office in Bangkok in May .1983; and in
'
Colombo in July thatyear. The section concludes with.. an extract
from the ASPBAE Executive minutes at the meeting which followed.
thisConferencein Hong Kong,. %This was the last.. opportunity ASPBAE
had to make"an input
i
the planning of
UnescoSecretariat
on the matteP.af theme and priorities.
The pressing needs of humankind generally, and of the poor. of ASia in particular, are clearly.
Conveyed in -these:passageS. It is to be hoped-that the:location.
of th4)Conferenceuin the affluent in4ustrialided North will not
encourage any tendency to overlook these,pressing and compelling.

Unesco Fourth International Conference on Adialt Education

..

.

/

(a)

.

In spite of all the:deVelopment, expansion of educational opportunities, and the. explosion of knowledge; there is an increasing al-.
ienation of peoples from.all.these processes, and it is in'this
regard that attention is being fboussed on'suitablebducational
activities and structures that could motivate and generate greater
people's participation in political, economic, social and cultural life of the'nations. Finallye.there will be a critical evaluaition of the nature and effectiveness of regional and international cooperation, of the past and of the present, and with the knowledge gained thereby, to examine the futuristic needs and select
more appropriate. forms tomeet those needs, and by which adult
education, all over the world could also:be promoted.

on Adult EduCatNn in Hong Kong,October 1983..

.concerns:

..

s. expected to address itself to problems
and issues which are li ely to be faced in the 8.0s,"and.even the
90s, both by.government and non-government agencies, and elso by
the adult)educators themselves. Since the conferenoe needs
direction in its deliberations, and owing to the fact)that, like
in Tokyo, once again there willSe a preponderance obi' policy.

:

makers at ministerial.level4 very senior administrators and
some
profesqdjmal adulteducatora, the ground-rules and the ground-work
have tdobe laid beforehand.
It-is as a realization of this need
that Unesco has been engaging itself, in a series of:consultations,
with member countries,with national commissions and with regional
and internationalOrganizations,'during the last couple of years.

.

.
.
.

The planning meeting in. Bangkok (May.1983), by. taking'into.consi&
eration the results of the previous con8ultations,'concentrated
its attention on the following:themes;
.

\

Education for all;

,My remarks here as to what has been going on will be confined to
this. regiOn,
,

-Adult education for the year 2000:.

Adulteducation for'selfreliance;

.

'Witheregard to rgional. consulatiOns, the initiative has.been
taken mostly' by ROEAP - the Unesco OffiCe for Education in Asia and
the Pacific - in Bangkcik.- The rationale for such regional
consul-tations isthaf the forthcoming Conference should reflect and be
.concerned with not'only the global: picture, but also the regional
issues, priorities and the.perspectiVes- To enable this, there is
the need to prepaie regional inpwts,:and to register them at the
preparatory.stageof the.Conference,..

Adult Education for effective living.

.

'The consensus of the meeting was then to combine allthe elements
into,one theme:
"Adult Education for self-reliance and for
effective living for all".

.

The Region 1 meeting in Sri Lanka was unanimous that the Conference
.theme should be "Education for
The issues'identified were.

The first regional consultation took place in 1982, with the
-ASPBAE Region .3 Conferencelin Japan,.. on the theme "Nonformal'Education for Women". One full session of this meeting
was devoted
to the Unesco Conference, with the focus- on'the following three
queitions:'

following:':
i

The. need fOr adult education to he.a liberating force
for all, and to be a Ibrce which generates self-reliance;

what major themes would most appropriately reflect the
needs and Priorities of the 80s and 90s?
L.

#

.The need fox sharing an
etter distril2ution cf resources
in the provision and promotion of adult education;

vwhatwould be the specific issues and problems Asia and
the Pacific region would like to see in the agenda of the
4th Interriational Conference?

The:need to. mobilise the NG0s in the provision,and prOmotion
of adult. education;

what contribution can this region offer for the
preparation of the 4th International Conference?

The need to consider adult educationas an effective
i,nstrumeat for-environmentally oriented development.

.

.

.

.iN

,.

;

These three questions werposed in turn, either in the-same,manner,
or anitablymodified, to the'next formal consultation The
-

Planning Meeting - Held-at ROEAP, Bangkok in May 1983.. Most
co.untries in the region,
were officially'repreaented at this meeting,'
With. resource persons drawn fiorn ASPSWand India. 'The most. recent
.formal..consultationwaS the ASPBAE 'Region 1 Seminar.ih Sri Lanka
14111-1.983Y,'whch presehted its OubMisiOns to .13flesco-Paria,and
.

fiOFAP:- Bangkok
.

...

.

.

,

.''

., .
lastly, attention maybe drawn to the informal corisultations
.

.

'.

coriducted.by. ROEAP at'some regional seminars and workshops. such.
as the Field Operational- Seminar in China, - Regional Literacy
Workshop, Chiangmai, etc. Some important issues raised
at these

Consultations include:,

.

.

Improvementof quality of life, especially for the

.

deprived sections;.

.

.

.

Through_the:cOnsultat,ions with ASPBAE Region 3,1 the 'following

themes'wereidentified :
!

ReadjuStment to a 'rapid technological change arid urbanization;

.

Equality; democracy,.

of life -.role .of-adult

.,educatiOht

..

Adult

Unemployment and vocational training:

.education
.ar4 emPloyrhent;

and. technological, ohanges,kurbanization

identity'. and.:international Underetand4.ngs
aciuip:eatidatil64.

..Preserving and advancing cultural values and
identities;
'

.

Importance!pf internatiOnal. understanding. and cooperation',

i
'W

Key principles.have beenespoused and their practical realisation
should be examined:

g

Summary of ASPBAE Consultation on desirable Conference
themes, Japan, 1982

core principles, in adult
linkages with the formal
role of"NGOs
participation as a value
mobilising disadvantaged'

Chris Duke* .
.

-

Mr A. Chiba, UNESCO ROEAP, welcomed-ASPBAE's imminent Category B
statue with UNESCO:and recalled past cooperation, including the
He reView7
198Q Regional Seminar on Adult Educationand Development.
ed the three-previous UNESCO International Adult Education Conferences and explained the Consultative piOcesses. of UNESCO,..emphasizing
the.close and. cordial relationship between-the UNESCO Regional
Office and ASPBAE..

.

education practice
school systemand"the domplemetrary

and a method, and as a meansof
groups.

.

Persisting conceptual .confusion about adult, non - formal, continui1ng;

further, etc., education requires review and clarification.
In relation spedifically to women it is timely to review

.

.

separate provisiA, and provision together with men

in this.

.

.

the limits :on practicaj results from the-:various measures,taken
for women (e.g. more integration into the existing male-ordered
'systems:- cooperation)
real access to powp as distinct fro "-Merely formalegal,
equality
4
the effective exploitation of women in the course of

-

East and 'South-East Asia were perhapstoo-little heard in UN.internationaldeliberationa: It was 'important to have-an influence on
the next Conference at theformative stage. What was needed was a
vision of Asia in the year 2000, and of the plade of adult education

.

l

..,development'

In addition to the present meeting, it was agreed that the ASPBAEmight.suggest helping.preparation.forthe 4th International Confer'ence'by means of a further joint regional consultatiVe meetingwith
Such ameeting might enable professional adult educators:to
UNESCO.
brief top policy - makers on adult education-issdes prior 'to the main,
conference..

2.

Equality,.Quality of Life, Democracy, Reduction ofDisadvantage

Disappointment with-the results of the Development Decades should
n't be allowed to:cause loss 'of commitment to these central issues.
and purposea,c Illiteracy and poverty remain vital challenges to
adult. educators,:as does inequality within and between countries.

.

ASPBAE might also assist in each dountryto strengthen channels and
enhance the flow oIN inforrition froM the,grass-roots, also from
It similarly..
non-gOVernmental sources alo central governments.

How may a 'eas:to adulteducati6 by various diaadvantagedgroupS

might enhance regional communication and information - sharing.

.be indreas d?,,--What is thepOssible role of the mass media, eSpecially in 1 yet-66st widely available radio?

ASPBAE should 'also 'do what it could to encourage suitable Aplegation
membership including professional adult educators; this reHatea to

..ed,

Adult education is still consumed mainly_ by the relatively privileg-

Whatforms can reach down, and be drawnupi to and from local
levels and serve theremote'ruxal and'other diaadvantaged groups?
Those requiring special provigTon'include youth and. women, 'the
elderlyand the handidapped?.

choiceof theme and emphasis; e.g. methodological and ction.aspects
requiredprofessioval.participation. Non - governmental observers
would also be inVited.4 Different ASPBAE members should more immediately endourage.thei,rational Commissions to complete and return
the questionnaires renewing the status and development of adult
educationeince 1972.% It is iMportpit to 'provide the Conference

3,. Consequences of Rapid Change

.

with .basic facts and figures.

.

.

.

.

.

The following frameqork,of issues emerged'from the consultation.

'Dramatic social, demographic, cultutaLand economic change dictate
:new adult education needs. Adult edudation should assist people to
influence and direct change.as well aelto:doPe with Its conseqdences.
.

.

The 4th International-Conference should take stocK.Of achievem6nts so far. 'SUch" a review is'timely.
1:-

.

Major changes in Asia include

.

the increasing proportion-of'the elderly in society, with"their
need for positive identity and status, social contact and.
positive social purpose.

ASPBAE, Nenformal Education'for Women Proceedings of
* From:
ASPBAE Region 3 Cc:Inference, 10 -18 October 1982, Ed. K. Moro'oka,
-

National Federatien of Social Education, Japan,'1982: 2114214
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rapid. population.increase and urbanisation; with unsettling'.:
and destructive effects on some of those. draWn into urban.
(e.g. mass hysteria of grouris.of women in.Malaysia)'

increainglyrapid obsolescence-of skills and knoWledge'requiring massive national retraiping programmes in some countries
:. (e.g.-Singapore), and produCing.new problems for adult education
.e.g. deskilling, and lack of motivation for learning in 'black
box' situation -.

agencies.
t

More'generally:adult education, needs to link and coordinate more
closely with the work of other government agencies. .So do nongovernment and- goVernmentagencieS contributing through adult education to development; both government and non-government agencies
includiong Adult Education Associations should cooperate to enhance.'?
access of disadvantaged groups to.adUlteducation..

.

reduced opportunities for. work, and the spread of labOur

Saving devideS,requiring anew.approach to education forleisure Y

.

.

.

.

,

.

changing roles of women and men, and greaterearticipation of
.

women in income!-generating activities.

e..

Life in modern urban society generates many newradtical learning
needs to enable people to cope, bearing in mind e.g. special safety
needs of the very young.and the elderly. The rapid changes experie-

.

nced imply. a need for new .attitudes -to learning and continuing to
learn,. as does. increased longe&ty.

There is a need for enhanced communication,-accesstO and disseM.ination-of research findings,-teaching materials etc:, among professional training and'development to understand and meet the new
needs for'new circbmences'identified in the consult9tion as
important themes for the 4th International Conference.

0

Brief summary-of, ASPBAE-UNESCO Consultation in
Colombo, Sri Lanka, 18 - 20 July 1983

Human,and CultUral. Values, and Identity.

4.

,

.

,

.

Modernisation-and economic development frequently lack a human face.
Traditjlonal human an' spiritual values Are threatened or destroyed.
Thereis need to p serve and develop moral values especially in
the transition fr m rural to urban society, and to find ways to
assimilate new technology withouticiss of identity and self-confidence. - The stress in government programmeseneconomio.development
-has led as a by-product to-erosion-of traditional moralstandards

Mr A.
the A
and g
that h

.

and 'sense of identity,

5.

Ofothe Unesco Regional-Office'for Asia, participated in
egion1. Conference held in Sri Lanka from 18 - 20 July,
ticipant$ inforMation about the previous consultations
n held in other parts.of the Region:
.

Participants from.India, 'Nepal, Bangladesh, Maldives, Korea and

1

-Sri Lanka, took .part in the discussions.
Some of the issues which
confronted adult educators in Region .1 were;
illiteracy which

Survival through International Understanding

needed constant commitment from governments;
post-literacy, a
phaseinto which many countries. were now moving; -- .lifelong education,:
education has to be a lifelong process, not limited to a short
period of time. The average government expenditure on adult educ-.
'ation is 1% of provision to'formal education - we need to develop
approaches between formal and non-formal education to get. more of
the resources shared with nonformal. education,
Another issue
was life in the cities such as Dhaka; Colombo, CaldUtta,-Delhi in some cities life is becoming intolerable and the organization
;of society to,deal with this problemis becoming urgent; development
of technology, media and interpersonal communication for development
is also a vital issue.

.

Meeting in the'context of remembering the experience of\nearby
Nagaskai, the consultatiOn layS greatest emphasis upon the absolute
importance of the peace for human survival, as' a prerequisite not
just for development but even.for the continuation of life itself.
Adult educatiOn could play a. vital role in this.
.

.

.

.

\

The sensitivity over taking peace as-the explidit central conference
theme is recognised. It is conceded that someother form.of words,
which stresses international understanding, hUMan rights; underst.Anding othercultures,.ete. might'be expedient and necessary if the
.Conference is to adopt this theme. None the-less the consultation :.
holds* firM1Y.to the view that threat of human destruction is
an over-riding onsideration.and its preventioh in part through
adult' education, should'by whatever means be a central theme of the
ConferenCe.

The coincidence betweenthe International Year of Youth and'the
4th InternatiOnal:ConfeAnce was noted and it was considered that.
recognition should be made of tills fact.and the important link.
between adult education and youth, particularly out-of-School youth
the unemployed.

.
.

6.InteragencyCoopexation and Coordination,
.
.

.

Links between.learning (adulteducation) and working -(applicatio.nof.
newly acquired vocational. skills andnderstanding) iSa'subjedt
for. both review and'development (e.g. Indonesian Learning Fund), if.'
learning is to result in-greater productivity.' ThiS implies coordination.with-Ministries-Of Labour etc., banks and other lending
.

.

.

lb,

.

Investigation of ways and means of getting scaree xesources doWn
to the grass roots was Jvonsidered to'beimportant., Of the many .
nonformal education prb rams which'are being undertaken, net. only in,
Asia, but also in Afric and.Latin America, very little was getting
down to the poorest people and. Urgent attention was required to see
how thiS could be overcome.. Unesco as a world body could guide
World knowledge in this and other ways.

61

Nu;

The'importance of worker education was recognised -,. this could
cover such areas as. trade unions, organizing the unorganized,
social education and.basic literacy could be learned in the work
situation.-

and international cooperation.
,

For the. purposes of the 4th International Conference it. was
recognised that fundamental issues should be.the focus a
as these
\would provide guidelines for adult educators throughout the whole
\world.

1

.

-

t

The most important aspeCt of development is economic development..'
However;development should'not be seen only in economic terms,
but also in terms of quality of life and in providing satisfaction
and 'harmony' within the individual, the community, the nation and
the morldi
Educationvan lead to self reliant, healthy people
empowered to achieVe worthwhile personal and societal.goals. It
can lead to equality and better international understanding.

.

From a large nUmberof suggestions thefour themes included in
;Dr Wijetunga's paper were. identified es reflecting thediscussions
1and.Were passed on to Unesco for inclusion in. their considerations;
.1

Adult education as a liberatingforce for all
and a force.for self - reliance.

.

.

Need for sharing.and better distribution of
resources in the proviSion and.promotiowof
adult education
.

Mot ilisation of NGOs
promotion of adult e

Priority Programmes

2'.

An expected outcome should be to establish a set of priority progra-.
mmes in adult education. An important aspect of adult-education
vis-a-vis formal. education is that people only participate in Prog-_
rammes which appear relevant to them.
However, incentive may be
given to provide particular programmes and for participation in them..

2.1 Literacy and Communication - Improvementin communication
skills is a'prlority for allpeopleto achieve understanding
of events around them and to obtain the information they need
for life and development.
They' need to be able to-express
their ideas.. To a_large proportion of the' world's'population
this. will mean achieving basic skills in,reading and writing,
Literacy may be seen as the major single learning 'need of
.

.

the provision and
cation

Need to.consider adu t education as an effective';
instrument for envit nmentally oriented development

adults and-there 'is a.need to ensure literacy'for all 'by the
The increased use of the electroniC:media for
year 2000,
mass and individual communication requires other skills.
These include the 'use of equipment from a simple telephone
to Computer based communication.. It involves the ability to

Unesco ASian\Re ion 1:Consultation

(d)

evaluate Or interptet Messageereceived from.radio and
televiSion.\

The main Unesco Asian regionat'consultation on the Fourth Internationai Conference took,place in the Regional °Mee in Bahgkok in
May 1983,
The. group ofe#erts, Which included a strong ASPBAE
pontingent;-came,up with-the following Recommendations:.
1'

Theme
--,---,---

Self Reliance -for All.

.
,

.

.

1

is necessary for thedignity. of the.
2.6 Cultural Education ) individual; the stability of the
community 4ndfor international understanding.

'2.5 Peace'

.

.

.

Within this theme is the implication. that.all.people of all ages
should have opportunity to meet their learning needs;:and to seek
.self-reliance, eqUality and effective living''through education.' It
.imPlies that lifelong educationahould\be available not-oply to.
those.who have already a reasonable- quality Of life but alto for
the poorest of the ppor. 'It,insists. that women: have equality of
edUCational opportunity along with men.
It inclUdee the objective
be .literedy 10.r.all,OyOle Year. 2004.Ap

.'

)

.

.3. 'Priority Actions

A further outcome.ofthe Conferenceshould be to identify ptiority
actiond..'.Some of the priorities would be
.

.

.

The rationa4 for this theme-is that education enables. people 'to
t#inspehd the limitations' of the#:eniiiionment.and.ie,, therefore.
AkOmPortent.key,to_deVelopment.ducetion.prOirides.,ppOortunity for
pt;6114I'develsopMehtt.. 'opmUnity,developMeritt. national: development;
.

.

.

.

,
.

'-'7
.

.

2.3 Population
),should bean integral part of the''2.4 Environmental Education) adult education prOgramMes.
'

.

.

.

that there.

should be seen;as a high priority forthe indiVidual and
community.. .Increasingly vocational education will need to be
of a scientific and technical nature as technology makes
demands for in ellectual rather than physical effort. Women
should'have
ational training for wider career opportunities.

.

.

.

.

.

.
. .

.

2.2. Vocational Education - .learning skills-required for employment

.

.

'.Ii is.proposed thgt the theme fok the. Fourth.Interatiopal Confereence on Adult Education be
Education.for Effective Living and ....
.

..

.
.

341 Providing for participationAn the planning and manageMent
of the learning process by participants.and communities:
.and mobilizing local resources:Jot-learning.
.

3.2 Providing. adequate development opportunities 'for adult
education personnel

6..

The meeting stressed the need
and international cooperation

3.3.Ehcouragement of the use of low cost Methods for adult
learners but ensuring that appropriate methods,media'and..' material. are available.
Pilot groups may be a valuable
technique.

.

or furth r strengthening of regional
or the d velopment.ofadult education.

In the
the context of growing impOrtance o adult education for improving the.qualitY of:life, evey nation, rich or poor, should share'
the burden of developing adult educat n for-the service of mankind,
peace
eace and international understanding

.

3.4 DeVeioping of inter-agency coordination and cooperation.
This should-ihclude.official coordinating committees andthe
valuable role of voluntax'y adult education associations.
'should be seen as complementary.

The area and methods of regional -'an' internationalcooperation.
which the eeting.recoMmends for the/ onsideration of the Fourth
Internation l Conference are as foil ws:

3;5 Recognising the important role of a wide variety of agencies
in providingadult education including associations of
university.. students;. women's organisations and trade unions

.

*

Although some attetpts.have be

made.todevelop adult

education methods,. media,, mat
etc.,' in all the'countries, t

training,
raining, research
re is a general feeling
that there must be a Cential resource Centre/Institute'
at.national level to promote hdstrengtHen Various
technical and substantive t ks of: adult education on a
continuing and systematic b is.

3.6Providing adequate legislation to implementadult education
for all and making available adequate funds for govern ent
and NGO programme's

4.

ne ional and International COO erat on in-Adult Education

Documentation
It

The documentation fo

as also observed that y ere already -exist very strong
ins it4te,-like Curriculum
Velopment Centres. and Educational.
Development Centres in dif erent countries.in..the field of
fotmal education.

the conference-should include the following:.

It;. .

.

/

4.1 A survey of lite acy programmes including case.studies of'_
effective progra es and'pecial target groups. Statistical
notesshould be rovided Where possible
.

i

is recommended that thdse Member States Which do not
ha e suc a Central Resource Centre for Adult Education
should s t up one and thdOe Member States which already
.h ve th mshould strengthen them.

..

.

4.2 Regional Perspective' plans prepared by Regional of ides
.

,

.

,

.

.

4.3 A study of coor ination in adult. education includingcase
studies Of off'cial,,coordinating committees and vOluntary
adult educatio associations
I
.

.

4.4 Directories o

.

Unesco should help Membe States to-set'uP and strengthen
Such C ntral Resource Ce tres.

;

reg onaiprograMme of

coordinating bodies

4.5 A paper on the role of NGOsinadult education
4.6 A paper.on the training and: evelopment of adult education
personnel.
4.7

tO.docUmentation, Oonsideration shOuld.be. given
to documentary films and displays of adult educatiOn

ParticipatiOn.
N tional governments' shbul4 be 'reminded ofthe need to inClude'in;
th delegations to thO.conterence those representing the following:

dult'Eddoation Specialists
Women
Those Witn'a. nowledge-of tRe.dearninTneeda of disadVantaged
grbups

"a

and
ult education-be
up t e network of such
Stat s'to facilitate.ex
,and expertise.. Regiona
of lliteracy by 2000 in
.ex
ple of providing cle
to the work of this netw

echnical co-operation in literacy
tablished by linking and setting
ntral.Resource Centres of Member
ange.of information, experiences
Perspective Plan for the eradication
iAsia and the Pacifid-is .a good
r policy guidelin9p and diredtives
rk,

the regional level a egional Resource and Documentation_
entre should be set up
provide effective support to the
unctioning'of thenetwo Sand to the strengthening oi the
Central Resource Centres. This regional' centre-Should be
setup either at the Unes o.RegiOnallOffice for Education
or at the existing Region. I .lateracy or Adult Education
,centre
This.will futthe Strengthen the mission and task
of Unesco to provide effec ive.advisory and infOtmation
.

-support 'to ,the Member Stet

.There is a growing realizat on 'of the importance. of mass media
and appiopriate.technology orthe.development of adult
7
education in.the Member'Sta es.. Wiese° should'help the
.

'Member States. to develop apprbPriate.tec ology and media. mater-:
ials for-adult education:- Su6h materials-s ould be of low cost
and as much as. possible folk- media should be tilized. The
AprOtotype or-exemplary Materials shoOld be poOled at. the Region-;,
al Resource and Documentation Centre-and.shouldsbe made avail,
able to all MeMber States; institutions and agenCies upon

*

.

(e)

:

Adult Education'in Asia Today:

Diversities and

Cdommon Trends

.

.reqUest-J

.

.

A. Chiba*.

Adult.education is normally developed to,meet some socioeconomic
and.educational.needs of societies. and countries, and it is quite

.

.

.

.

..

-,'

.

.

natu al for: such mast regions as. Asia and the' Pacific that'adult
educ tion programmes are marked with diversity rather than uniform-.
ity,;'-'This diversity'i's even apparent in the terminology and
SuCh.terms as adult education,.
definition. of adult education.
non-formal education; continuing education, social-education, mass
educatiOn,.workers/peasants education, or complementary edubation
are used in.various countries with different definitions and

'
.

Training of perionnel of various types continues toe a priority area,for the.regional and international co-Operati n. Key
personnel in various fields like planning, administrati n,...
-monitoring,.evaluation,. curriculum and material developm nt
should continue, to receive training through regioraI training'
Programmes, inter-country study visits and attachments. The\
regional training.prOgraMmes should be 'effectively-followed
upby'hational training to ensure multiplying effect. .Some
-training manuals should be developed at,national and regionallevels
-.

'-,

_

*.

i

.

..

.

.
.

.

.

.

Studies and research. on basic issues' and problems of adult
-`education, as well as. on some practical Pioblems, should be
#undertaken at national level and regional level. .Unesco
'should encourage and promote more
more studies and exchange such

.

.

.

,

t

..

...

'There' must be. greater co-operation and.involvement'of
Nongovernmental, Organizations at national, regional and.international levels for. the, development of adult education and there
:should also be a. more effective co-operation and co-ordination
between government and non-government sectors. .

While acknowledging the-vast range-of diversities in the scope and
nature of adult education programmes in the region, the-Regional
Seminar on Adult Edtication and DevelOpMent.in Asia and-the l'acific
(Bangiok, .1980) attempted to classify theminto the following fourbroad categories:

t

.-studies.
*

Connotations",
,.

(a)

Progr Ames addressed to survival needs

(b)

Programmes addressed to-growth needs

(c)

Programmes.addressed to rEMedial needs. ..

. (4).

programmes addressed to anticipatOry needs

.

.

;

-Inter-regional co- operation should be promoted and. strengthened
to exchange information, .experiences and expertise.
.

,
.

Efforts must be made to Mobilize' more resources.at national,
regional and. international levels. for adult education, and the
possibility ,of setting.up a special and for literacy, and
adult education be reconsidered.
.

.

Nationar ComMissiOns should_ beencouraged to take. more interest
in adult education and amore adtive role in its develbpment.

0

The overriding problem of the region is.the existence of over 60.
percent of tbeworld's illiterate population in 16 developing
At present 50 per cent 'of the total. population in the
countries.
region are illiterates and the literacy rate. is estimatedto
increase only to 57 per cent in'1990. Furthermore, the literacy
rate among the female population' in the predominantly illiterate'
countries is less than half of the male literacy rate, reflecting.'
a low.social status'of Women in these countries. Tt is. evident
froM this-striking fact that' major national:policies and programmes in the region are concerned with literacy campaigns and mass
education programmes.--namely the programmes to meet survival.fieedS.

The scope and natureof literacy.programmes. differ froM'one.country
to another, but one can obserVe a common trend towardfunctiOnal.
literacy approacheS combining the teaching of literacy and numeracy.
'with-skill.training in-tarming,'health and child care, cooperativeS
In-certain countries, it
organization; and vocational training.
goes beyond vocational :oriented functional literacy to include the.
creation-of'civic awareness and .creative thinking..
,
*presented:to' the ASPEAE Region). Conference, Sri.Lank418-'20
July-1983.
.

ization...

Another cOmmonttrend.is found in the strategy of mass programmes
or campaigns emphasizing mobilization participation and decentral-

(c)

Those countries with high illiteracy rates suffer from the slow.
development of primary edudation.and also from high rates of
drop -outs And have the arduous task of doubling their effortfor
literAy while! they also face the serious needs ofdeVeloping other
types o*AdUlt education and pOst-literacy programmes to meet the
needs.Of'thae:*Already literate"Oult popUlations including the
new literates4and unemployed youth,

.(d)

3

Those detinteSmbich.arereachiiik the threshold of universal lit-

-civic-participation and ultimAWY fOr the overalldeveloliMent of
tfie
thecfamily,.,the Community!and the nation,
The
programmes 'include t;Aining for improVed,'arthing,'4catioiel
training' orretraining:40 unemplbYed And uher-empl!Y.0 youtti,.
skiia AndInAnAgement ttaining for,factory. and workshdPWerkers and
self-employed workers,
'.

.

..,

.eracyrare more concerned with the provision':oor'C'ontinuing and life:Jong-education to,meet the growth needs.forenhancement;',6t.production.cdpaCity, for-improvement, of homeantl.faMilylife:_ffir greater,

,

. .

The most critical problem of the region is the existence and eyen
. more alarming increases of the vast number of adult illiterates.
and this should be the prime target group of adult.edUcation in the
region.
In the predominant illiterate milieu co-exist poverty;
... malnutrition,-diseas6 hunger, supersitition, rigid mores- and
!,,traditions infiibiting sdocial change.
It is'an appalling fact that
A
ftiore:than halcof-these 411iterates"are WOMen. ;n fact literacy
i't,programmescover. vast numbers
of rural'poot, slum dWellers,
..
Minorities and others,

4:

.

mobilization of financial; material And human
resources to-back up the political.commitment.
.1;iteracy.

:mg

1

sustaining of the political commitment, particularly
in countries where changes in national politiCel
leadership are not- infrequent;
and

.

.

.

VZ

4'

"

.

.7

In 0Xdqr to. each theSe,deprived sectors of society, the planning
anOlimplemenitation of.literacy programmes are required':
v

.

.

.,
.1

.

,

1

to create circumStanceelor motivation and active
partfAPAPen of_wdrkers'And-learners;

6,,

k

Majorproblem Con'fronting.adult educators in many developing
countries is how to Overcome the l atentinertia. that hinders the 's,
aCquiSitiohlaf new knowledge,i'Skills and attitudes. In several:.
countries. Strategies fa motivate adults by relating adult education.,
has'.becoMe an area of. considerable interest.
Since
_rieedsand problem/ areoiloselq tied' up With'Social, economic and.
enyironmeneAl factors, efforts are being Madeto conscientize them
to become critically. aware of theirs!ituationand thereby.tet
motionfA TroCess blf which the.adult
eA
l'eaxners become selfeliant
and cquire mastery .over their own lives

and implementation ofthel.iteracy'prOgrammes and to
establish arrangeMents Of coordination among them;
*
.

to ensure that-priO ritY is given to ,tile ;coverage.,

(c) '

of women and other sectiensOf_societywhich h4Pe":
suffered in the past from educational depiivation.,

.

-

and

Arrangements%with necessary decentraliiationand.

.

MajOrIsSues for 'Advancement
.

4

to establi'Sh. -necessary 'administrative and organizational'

(d)
.

.

.

to involve all agencies,: groups and individuals"
governmental and non-governMeritAI. 7.'in the planning

,

,

.Through various consultation meetings,have emerged a numner'of
important conolusions,whiChare essential for the satisfactory
-:develOpMentpf adult.educatiOn,

Post-Literacy Programmes

.

1. POlitidat.COmmitment.''

AdUl.teducationT rogramMe

.

Are increasingly addressingtlie$Selveq

Post - literacy programmes for new literates should re eiVep4i.lal
priority to enable them not Only to retain literacy skilla.but

'alSo tOcOntinue.to improve their life Skills. For this purpose,
the fo1 iqW4ng Considerations are necessary

.to the edueatfOnof the traditionally dept.ivecf-seetionSI.Of. soeieti.
the
br !'.sustained political '.commitment" 4s
-0,
prerequisite to retOlve major eonStraints:And bOttleneticS.
mkip questi4s.regarding pOlitic61 eoMmitment-are:
T

Literacy
.

.

Andpost:74iter cyprOgr'ammes to b

.

concerned-

,at a-continuum. andthe'incluSiOnef elemento
oohtinua4on and.diVersification of, learning4and

-

.application of. learning to the world of work,.:

Creation-and 'artieglAtion of SuChpolitiCa6rd
policy commitment ;.

.
.

it4.::PP.rmeation to the4ield levels" and ma*-..
.!..organi'zaions of Workei*And peaisaritsl,'01:0Men:and
y

"(b)

Creation offa learning environment
ars.Availabie fOr Continung-ed atio
forpelk4rearning.
...
.'%

..,,

.

,,

hich facilities

programmes

and 1

:

.

1

.

:

iCY:

V.°

(a)

Prdvisibn of 'diversified facilities for fundtional
.edUcation, leisure-time. activities, re-entry into
the formal Stream and family life education.

9
*

.
.

.

Most.of the cities of this region have'a regular
inflow of the rural poor who.. need education andtraining'for adjustment in the new.sitUationand
:for employment.

,

.

.

s.

4to

,

.

Provision and adequate.fund-and creation of necessary.
adIgnistrative, puPervisory and.field machinery..

In the large and industrial cities., there is a sizeable
section' oforganised laboUr. who need training in respz.
onsible trade.union organization.

.

v-

.

4. ContindinTand Life -Long Education for All

brbarareas generally have a wide variety:of media
lt.mnat remain the goal of all societies.
.

which affects the learning of the city-dwellers.

In this context some pf the issues which need attention are:.
ti

,Recognition of the limitless, opportunities. for well-

being and personal advancement placed at the.disposal

The urbanpopulation, due to
Of living in cities, ant the
pervades these areas have to
courses in skill development

.

the comparative stress
competitive. spirit whic h
be proyided.special
and relaxation.
.\.

:.of mankind by. science and technology.

Whatever thesocio-economie sygtem, there is need
and scope for greater*derstanding of the challenges
Of environment and improvement in.relationships,
between ,groups, regionsana people."

7. Resource Development.

Resource. development, i.e. technical and pedagogic support services
are deficient in practically all developing countries in the region
.and should receive much greater attention. The areas to which
special attention shoUld. be .called are the folloWing:

Recoghition of the fact that .in allsodieties there
aregroups,whiCh are not given.opportunities - a

M.,

:.particular.-mention in this Connection should be matt
about the:Status ofwomen. The problems of the ..9!
disableditheaged and the unemployed or underemployed"
need special attention.

(a)
.

(b)

5: Areiculati,bn between Formal and Non- Formal /Adult Education
'ThisIllpeds'emphasis because pf the artitciar dichotomy often
created betAreen'the tw.. in this context' it Should be recognised:
.'

That therels close'inter-dependence.betWeen primary
educaion and adult literacy;

Methods and Materials

while considerable research

.

.

Training
particularly at the level' of local.administtrative and supervisory personnel and. of persons
responsible for organization of.adult educatidii
activity'thetraning is far from adequate. New methods ,
and arrangements for traininlhaVe to beworked out..

(14). 'o .1.11A.ethe'sChool is'aniMportant resource in organizat' ion of all educational. PrOgrlamMeSP

.that.ihter-changebetweewfull-tiMe !schooling'
and ihort-duration and/or part-tiMe non7formal°
education provammes.are'impliditin tip vision
of'lifelong ,eduCafion; and' ,.-: '

Curriculum development - in accordance with the
objectives of the
but keeping in view
the learning needs and interests of the.clientele.
'has been-done. in these spheres in' recent years, there
.is,still a vast gap between what is feagible in
learhing through improved methods and materials'and
what actually exists. The vast scope of technological
mledia:is.yet to .be explored.

J

taj -

eD

.

(d)

'Evaluation and Iesearch
Seen asan essential'input
formaintenanoefof'the-guality of prograMme and as' an
aid for decision-Makers, the importance' of evaluation
can hardly be over-emphasized. That can also be Said
of research aimed at solving of implementatiOn problems.
A much greater; effort needs to go.into these.areas.
.

that education is for an individual' totality and
itabreeiking down into artiiicAalcompartments
.

would deter rather than iaromOte learning....

.

8. Media and Communication
,

.

.

::-Problems of. AdUlt Education in Urban' Areas
:

.a

.These have seVeralAMportant characteiistiOS which deserve to be
.

.

.These are basic to all' programmes of adult }education.
Signficant issues in this regard are:

Some of the

.retc4nii6d Add catefed'for.These include hdfilowin
(a)'

One of the traditional, forms of learning and value

.4

,
inculcation has been. the folk .and informal media.
It is essential to-ensure that this media continues
to enrich tie learning process.
.

.

.
.

(f).

.

.

.

,

from-a.he 1983 AptAE.Exedutive.minutes:'
Ns,.

P.

.

4

.

.
.

.'...Condern

.--',

(b).

.

.

All societies have their-technological capabilities
and the media for mass education should be built
around that technological inheritance,. r
rather than
beinc, a foreign transplant-t

Was-eApres.Sed,thatPdssibletmes.might not_adeqUa ely
.reflect,theneeds of'the-.Thyd WOrld. The theme 'education for
'all' should be includedats.least as a background theme.
theme was supportedat,t1lei.Aegion 1 Conferende recently/. Ibis
otnei
theines:Shouid..alSo,be.i&c:luAedone need be. out out./

/''''
.

7.

I
.

.

.

om the
Fr-t
oepoint
view of its acceptance,

.

.

.

_

simplicity,
eape in dissemination' and Correlation with the basic
education prOgrammes,'it is advisable thatmaximum
se should be made.of the print media.
:%:..
.

..

,

7'

.

1.t.vias.esOlvedunanimOOlythat the Central theme shOuld:be 'adult
'education.for total:human'deVelopment'(that 4s to,say..nOt just for.
-,materialanOldonomic.:d641opMent)., ',.Se4king.he Means:Jor,social

develOPMent44**Apce4.fta ional PrOdUctiVity-ViaseplSo.imPOrtant,
!-and.doutd.beI04t4d°:Vith'in-the total development-. theme. Women's
adu),ducatIon':al:s0 needed to-pe'contintlousl)i emphasised.
Progresis
1

(d)

It Lk also important to emphasizethat the modern
sophisticated media should effectively'supplement
the learning environment and instructional procesS..
Arrangements of training in the use of such
equipment and the Maintenance should form an
essential part of adult education organization.

.was Seilleipw.' The'needs'of4outh
includingyoung.women also
needed.44dislattention
.%S..
'-.,
:.0

.

Ai

.

.

''.1

'

'
It sh64d'he stressed.thatASia has a-high/PrOpOrtion
of the
world's very. poor. atid..illiterate.people,.and
their needs should
not be lost from%Sight.in'peConference.
i-X:.!

U

.

.

The Challenge of 'the 80s and %Os.

There.W4s,6OnsiderWon:of-Ahe d.iscUssion,in Jap ni 1982,. concern
ing adult.educationfer worldpeace,a d concerning humanrights;

TheFourth International Conference follows. the.previous.
three
international conferences
Elsinore (1949), Montreal (1940)
and Tokyo (1972). The previeusthree confer
nces refledted the
distinctly different features of the world situation
in the decades
in which they took place and each conference
contributed
to the
development of adult education

wh'i'ch was re'cognised'to be-OApliticaly sensitivs topic. ...
'
.It was agreed'that,.theSe'mZre
both none-the-less t emes,of,great.
iMportance, and resolved that they $botad be major r-theMeS
for'

.

.

14ndingan.aPProach.er:fOrm ofwOrds..whtbh would.'
not makatheMeMbartaasing:and:poii4dal4Y divisive'.

in.the subsequent deCadeS.

\

What) are the features of the decade in which the
Fourth internatkOn.=
al Conference will take place and what contribution
adulteducation to_the challenge of the 80's and 90s? is expected of
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

There are certainly clear-and undeniable'trends
in-the decade,
i.e. the Third UN bevelopment Decade, New International
Order,'Second Medium Term Plan of Unesdo, etc. .In this Economic
connection,
adult education needs to bibviewed in terms-of
equity,'. equality,
.

..democracy and

ri

--Despite the earnest hope for reconstruction and peade
at the
Elsinore. Conference, the world at present' is far
from what'was
aspired.for in 1949.--Is theTourth
Conference an
appropriate occasion to take stock of International
'Ighat'has happened since 1949
and .to redoksider'the role-of
adult education for peace and
..:international underatanding?1
:'.
.

.

.

.

,

.

The world today has entered-into a new-phase with
"application of aoMputers and other engineering-and the,widespread
tednnOlOgical
:devices.- -IsnLt it worthwhile to .haVe'a refiectiO4 once
again-.on
-the human Value andKguality of life ?'
These. are'sothe Of. the.
questions raised iF,thp.
conSultationmeetingb-in Apia.and the Padific:.
..

..-.

,

.

33.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ASPBAE 'comes of age'. at the beginning of 1985.- It was. created on
the occasion of a Unesco regional seminar,in January-February 1964,%..
so is now .in its 21st year,..'"The. founding Chairtan, Dr S:C.- Nitta,
' has provided ud with the teXt of a repOrton the Meeting and the
founding ef the .BUredu.Which shows how its origins were- connected
with the wo,rk of Unesco for adult.edugaqon, at -a time when
regional adult education associations were 'rare indeed:, ASPBAE,
it seems, is younger only among such bodiee than the European'
Bureau -of Adult Education, and the"firnt of.its kind,iii therThird.
World. .tWe reproduce for historical interest the brief. report from
the July 1904 issUe.of the Indian Jouknal of Adult Education coking
at the Same time how far the Bureau has met the aspirations of its ..
founders, and where we should.be going, from here.

.

the International Congress of University Adult Education (ICUAE).
and the Adult Education Committee of the World Confederion of
Organisations.of the .Teaching Profession (w.c.o.T:F.) while interests of residential, adulteducation are catered for. by More informed
international consultation.
..

.

.

Regional Meetings

Asia and'SoUth Pacific countries have not lagged in the work. In
almost all-countries-of the regional area there are, by now, well
organised, educational programmes for adults, and governments have
recognised the importance of adult education through reasonably
The work of the
generous suPPort, both financial:apd. material.
UnescoWorld Conference on Adult pducation was followed up, in this.
regional area by,a regional Asian-South Racifid Seminar on Adult
Education .sponsored by the government ofSOuth Vietnam in 1962..
In1964, plans and.discussionswere taken a step further when a
second Asian-South Pacific regional seminar on adult education was
'held at theUnivertity'of Sydney, Australia, in January 1964 -this seminar giving 'specific attention- to the role. of "Universities
and School's in.Adult Education". "A third regional:seminar'is
being planned for 1966 to deal with Literacy and Post-Literacy
Work. in Adult Education and which, it. is expected; will be held in--.

...

'.

\.

.

.I

From:

.

I

.

.

. .

Indian Journal of Adult Educa#ion, July 1964

.

'.

.

.

.

.
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ASIAN-SOUTH PACIFIC BUREA\) pF ADULT EU CATION.

.

Adult Education has become a Matterofincreasitg national and
international concern over recent years. This is true anywhere,
but particularly true of countries facing major social and economic
-.:-change under the impact of organized national ef orts to raise
economic production,.and the general standard of living. After
is increasi glyrecognisedthat
some years of development efforts
the population
loweducttional levels among the adOt section
represents one of the most serious.bbstacles to he success of,
national development programmes. MLich attention s being paid to
.. tile-improvement and extension of-edrcational services "provided for
childreP,and adolescents but the people who will provide leadership andthoulder responsibility at village,. regi nal and national
ieVelsjp-thete-cauntries far the next.thikty"years.araalready
adults;:.::These countries Cannot wait for the sdhoOls to turn out
the nextgeneration.of better educated children, the.needs are too
Urgept.-The need for educational services for adults are recognis-.
edand adult edudation is seen as an integral part of the overall
educational system -"onaof the most important sections in the
1--.
ducationalAieedS.
light ofj.0day!s pro

\

Regional Bureau

--1
.

.

.

.

,

.

As. has beenTo4nted..o4t, adult education on the whole is by
reasonably well.organised on the national and international ,evel.
But there has been a weakness. There has been up to th- p -sent,
Age
_little indication of reasonable regional organisation to
the gap between Organisation of.adult,education at the national
level and organization at the world level. The one obvious exceptis
on .
is the,successfulEutopeaft Bureau of Adult. Education
ion
. Eti= a significant co-ordinating role in the regional area of

-.'

,

.

.

.

One ofthe, pleasing results of the recent successful Unesco Asian
South Pacific regionallseMinar on adult educatiOn was the.determin-.
ation of thedelegates attending that somemachinery should be
..,createdWhich,petmitted.:continuing consultation and cooperation
area in betwen'tegional conferences .sucn as
Thej.esult was the formation Of :the.
Saigon and Sidney. seminars.
Asian-South Pacific Bureau'. of Adult Education.
.

-

-

0

Montreal COilierende.,
r

'.

S"

_

.

The_increate-iriAnterest in adult educ.atidn throughout the world is

lan, for the Futuke

.

Education helthin MOritteal in 196,0, in the establishment of the
Unesco intetnetionaliCommittee for the'Advancement of Adult Education :
and the,Unes00 international Committee on Adult Literacy, and 4n,

he series offSpecikised.regional and international conferences on
.adUit:edifcAtion,whiCh have also seen the emergence. of important
gon.74joVethment Organisations- concerned with adult education such as

. .

.

kefledtedatthe internationallevel in the significance of the
report;whicheMekgedfrOm the Unesco World Conference on Adult

.

.

.

.

.

..

....

.

,

.

.
.

.

It was agreed that the new Bureau should'establish-a clearinghouse
for adult education in the general area;.:should.p0b1 Oh a-Auarter-: ly newsletter on adult education and; if PoSsibliva r qiohal journal,.
on adult education (twice a.year at first),
should maintain liaison ./.
with Unesco and international.Noh-Goverhmental orgariijza#onvsuch'"as,

W.C.O.'nP..and I.C.U.A.E.,end should cooperatiOri.telio0Wpleg
for conferences and seminars And programmeS:tOiadult:edudatiOn

.

.

f

.

:

1

,-

.

.

.

.

.

.,:,

:

_

.,
\

.:

embracing two\ormore.tountries in thd region, and in-general,
should act'as a link between adult educators and adult-education
institutions in the region.
Theexecutie committee has also
undertaken:the:first step towards the. compilation and. publication
of.a_roster of people concerned-professionally and full -time in
adult education work in Asia and the South Pacific:.

I)

.

Professor Jdng-Gon Hwang, former.Preaident of ASEBA:, ChairmaOf
Region 3, and founder of the Korean Association 'of Adult 'and puth
Education,recently visited .several countries .of 60 thAsia as. an
ASPBAE Travelling Fellow.
flis reflective report on differenbes,
between the countries of South Asia and. those of other regidns,
such as his own Republicof Korea in East Asia, concludes with
four important questions.
.

Officers elected were;

Chairman

1

/-

S.C. putta, Hon. Gen.- Secretary,
Indian Adult Education Association.

Hon. Secretary -

SOUTH A$IAN EXAMPLES OF ADCILT/NONFOR:MAL EDUCATION

..Jong-Gon Hwang
Professor, Keimyung University

Director ofAdult Education
The-University of Adelaide,
S.A. Australia

'. As the Region 3 delegate, I was invited to-paqicipate in the
-ASPBAE Region 1 Confer nce which took place in'Colombo, Sri
Lanka_from the 18th though the 20th of July, 1983. Taking
advantage of this oppotunity,
I proceeded to make further
i
trips to/Trivandrum and Udai.pur, India and.Dhaka, Bangladesh..

.ExecutiveMembers

..

.

.

Ang. Gee Bah, Director, Adulttducation Board,,
...Singapore

.

...

'

.

,

.

contactpeople and to o serve their programs and projects in
actual operation.

U Kyaw Khin, Assistant Registrar,,Rangoon
University, Burma

Background

Seiichi_OkamUra, Professor; Tokyo Agricultural
and'Technological Univerity; Japan

\

.

\.

.

I
.

..

.

i.lc,

-

Sri Lanka, India and. Bangladesh located in the South Asia-iv-region,.
have common historical bacl grounds of British. rule and similar
cultural.. patterns such as ood, clothes and housing, though each:
nation has its own-different religion,` language and customs.

.
.

1

The purpose of my trips! to this region was to visit. distinguished
adult education organiz tions and agencies to meet with ASPBAE

R.. Gibson;-Director Department of Extramural
Studies; University of Hong Kong

.

A, Vizconde, Assistant Chiek,.Division of Adult
and Community Education,.Department
of'Education, Philippines

.'

.10

Buddhism in Sri.Lanka (69%.
434%), and Moslem in Bangle
people in each country and
is readily observable in al
a$ in the schools, temples

The Asian-South Pacific BureaU of Adult Education has been born...
It makes no pretentious or gradiose claims.
But if its present
resources areModest, it has within itself the potentialitiet
for growthand development:. It cOUld.well play, in the future,
A significant and fruitful toleas.a. co-ordinating and consultative
institution within the frameWork of Aduilt education in Asia andthe

.

South Pacific..

.

f the Todpuiation), Hinduism.in India
esh (85%) do inatet the lives of the
rovides a de IA-rooted influence which
-as ppcts of f eir daily' livet, such
,
nd mosques, and marketplaces.

(

Compared to the.easternpart pf.Asia, the dominant feature. of these
countries is.the spread of r ral settlements and their simple agrarian,life; The population dis ribution pf rural areas is 77.6% in
$ri Lanka, 89% in India and .9 4. in Bangladesh. According to the . .
,Western'Standards, the economic,conditioneare-far behind.
For
example, in 1.979 the per capita ncoMe of Bangladesh was Only $109

.!

(US),. India $190 and Sri Lanka $

4.

,

,

HoweVer, except forthe recent racialincidents,
ri Lanka 'and*.
.'India have undoubtedly been the objects of envy a
'admiration for
their democratic .inttitutions eapecially their parliamentary'
syst4ms, to most' Asiarpand African nations Whosegovernments have
been frequently overthrown since theirlieration from western
.

... occupatiOn.

..

.
.

.

.

t

.

.1.-.4

While it is somewhat dangerous with My limited observation of less
than twenty days to attempt a concluSion on such: a broad; varied
area'as culture,and.adult education in Sri Lanka and India, I
nonetheless, have made'an effort-to summarize my obserVation and
relate-some of my. impressions concerning development and adultedUcation in these.'countries.

.

.

KANFED and CAEE in

.

Though it is a small. state located in the South-West corner of.
4,India, Kerala is known aS one of the most.advanced states in regard
to education. Kerala stands first with 70.42% of literacy as against the national average.of 36.17% in 1981.
Among many institutions and agencies engaged in non-formal education in Kerala, the
Kerala Association for Non-Formal Education and DevelopMent (KANFED)
and the University of. Kerala Centre for Adult'Educationand
Extension (CAEE) are the 'most representative ones.

'

SarvodayaMovement in Sri Lanka

erala

I

.

4*.

U.

rec ived the Ramon Magsysay award for community leadership in 1969.
Th organization and the infrastructure of Sarvodaya now have grown:
en rmous and huge and become an international movement.

Except for. the recentincident of racial conflicts, Sri Lanka has
establiShed a democratic institution, having electedeight governments peacefully.and orderly. They have developed agricultural
,plantations an industry for exports, marking.per capita income
of $284 in 1979 which-is almost double that of India and triple
that of Banglad sh,

Stemming from the reading and literacy projects of the Library.
Association'which functioned since.1945.and as a successor organization of, the Kerala State Adult Literacy Council,the KANFED was
fdunded in 1977 and.haa,launched a literacy campaign linked with
'development activities. Within 6 years since its inauguration in'
1977, KANFED has successfully completed the following projects:
.

.

I

However, the con iderably higher per capita income among the other
Smith Asian coup rids and the stable parliamentary system seem to
have a close link, with the educational system, especially the
adult. education tradition of this country.

.

Adult education in Sri Lanka has been represented by the Sarvodaya
Shramadana Movement which is a notion wide movement of community'
edUcation.for integrated rural development.
Sarvodaya Shramadana
Literally means a. process of bringing about an awakening of all
by Means of sharing labour and resources.

Creating an awareness among concerned peopleof the
need for eradicating, illiteracy and ensuring a
learning society

,

N

Making 50;000 illiterates literate

,

The Sarvodaya Movement, inspired by the teaching of Buddha, is
characterized-as grass-rooted and non-partisan in nature, and devotes-itself towards the development .of man and society through
cooperatiOn and Compassionate action.

.Training more than 10,000 adult education workers
for organizing adult education centres
Publishing KANFED newsletters; 200 books for poatliterates:5 primers, 30 technical books--

At the village. level, various programmes are carried out pertaining
to pre-school.chilAen, school going Children, out of school youth,
mothers, farmers, craftsmen, Buddhist monks, government officials
and foreign participants. All-these programmes are integrated
with spiritual, moral, educational, social and economic elements
approaching to the developmftt of individual life and its social
Since development itself is a very complex organiO
conditions.
process, it is,-nonetheless, approached by many-elements of hUman
life as mentioned above
.

Organizing-street jathas, exhibitions, corner-meetings,
and seminars

.

.

.

.

.

1.

.

.

The government of India recognized KANFED and entrusted the State
Resource Centre for non-formal education to-it.
It is imperative's
to mention that the enormous achievements of KANFED could not be
realized without the humble and untiring dedication of Sri P.N.
Panikar,-Organiiing secretai-I Of TANfED.-- The organization and
activities of KANFED. have by and large clod.e linkage with the
Univetsity, of Keral- Centre for Adult EdUbatiOn and Extension (CAEE)
headed by Dr Sivad
n-Pillai, who is-also a member Ofthe executivecommittee of KANFE?: The
iS complete understanding and'cooper'heion between KANFED and CAEE, which, in turn,-unites almost all'
the-adult education agencies and leaders in the state.

.

.During the last 25. years, the movement has spread throughout the
nation witha mysterious and energetic forceN Today, 'the activities of the movement are-found in.over 5;000 villages .and 350
plantations. The $arvodaya movement, undoubtedly has contributed
to the country's high literacy rate of 86% through their untiring
"Campaign for. Total Awakening" for almost a quarter century.
_

Running model continuing education centres with
libraries and guidance facilities
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'The Sarvodaya MoVement was started in 1958 by a.grOup. ofstudent
jvolunteers who moved into a remote village and initiated a labour
ieervice activity 'under the leadership of Mr A.T./Ariyaratne, who
/then was a science. teacher\bf Nalanda College in Colombo: Ariyaratne-,:a man of inspiration'and.devotion, has gained admiration
and respect from within and without the country for his miraculous
achieVements'infrural developments throughout'thecountry, he
.
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The CAEE
CAEEat the University of Kerala was started in 1980.to collabOrate in-the.National Adult Education Programme (NAEP) launched
by the.GOvernment of India in 1918... NA8P set a target of 100,000
.

..
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At the guidance of the Central Executive Council of the BLS, the
villagers formed village executive committees which select at
least 5 volunteers, for literacy' teaching and every teacher is
supposed to recruit 10 learners froM 10 families for their service
every year.

literates within a span of five years for
illiterates-to-he
which the Universit4'6C,Jcerala decided to set up CAEE to-participate.in the fight against'iliteracy. For 3 years since its inau-,
guration;,,the,CAEE has.trained 100.6ollege teachers as Project
Officers, 100 graduates'as^Supervisors,"and more than 100 students'
as instructors, and nearly 9; -040'illiteates have beeh literated
and 3,000 more are-studying durilN :tie academic year of 1983-84.

However, the learners who are mostly of the poor and disadvantaged
classes -,---tend easily to lose their interest and motivations. in

receiving simple literacy, which does not bring about any immediate
economic or material gain. On the other hand, the. literacy teachers
or organizers, many of whom are unemployed or-underemployed,'also
ladk motivation' without-any incentives for their services:

Through a series o'f workshops and 'field.testing, the CAEE has
produced a primer for use in the aduli'-education.centres and a
book for the instructors on how to-use the primer as-well as a
A number,of researches-including.the idenworkbook for &earners.

.

.

tification of motivational and facilitating facterS4s well as
barriers in adult education has bee successfully carried out in

.

the CAEE.

A new innovative project-of the BLS in Collaboration and under
joint.-management with the Christian Commission.-for-Development'in.

-..

Bangladeshis the Local InitiativeSupportprbgramme which is
.operating i*v-200 local villages.
This project_is not solely a'
literaCy-programme.. It is designed to engender initiatives where
these are most lacking. -It.combines economic develOpMent with the.

It was my impression that, though the.histeq,of this institution
is quite short,CAEE has establiShed its firill;stand and success---2,,.. _-

fully carries out its coordinating role among4dUlt-education..
agencies as well:as its personnel. This feat hae-been-realized
because of Sivadasan Pillai's professionaland personal,,leadership.
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literacy.drive. From the experiences of the BLS.literacY"-work,
they learned that a literacy,movement witheut any economic advances
is likely to fail where peopledesperately feel the need for econ-.
.1,.0mic development. Therefore,.any programme built around the
dominant needs such as ponds and fishery,. liberation from moneylenders,.-or skill developments of any sort, should be incorporated
With literacy-and,ponformal components.
.

One. o -the excefteht achievements of the BLS is editing and publications of-literacy booKs, syllabus, and' magazines.' The Society.
'had\published one primer for functional literacy and one.preparatory.bbok fors children.
It has alSo published one motivational
book on literacy and family'planning include Newsletters and
....souvenirs.
At present,,a quarterly magazine-'-is being published,by the Society which- would work as a medium of nonformal and Pestliteracy material for the literates and the neo-literates.
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Compared ti Sri Lanka .ind.India, Bangladesh has suffered a. heavier
burden oficyclonic-natural.disasters, a high population density,
frequent political diserder; and, consequentially, poverty.
The
first con ern of.the Bangladesh people, therefdre, is to find ways
clp'being surviVcd1.raOler than 'being educated'. However, to
help peoPle-to'Survive,- it is necessary to organize the appropriate
progrtmme for their do4napt needs in collaboration with literacy
and adult 'education.

.
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Organization and Leadqrship of the Bangladesh. Literacy Society -,
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There are many voluntary organizatibns in Bangladesh enlisted in
the field of nom-ormal.education-such as the Bangladesh Community
'Education Association,' the Family Planning Association, the Rural
Advancement Committee and the Bangladesh Literacy Society,. etc...
Amongshese organizations, the:Bangladesh'Literacy Society is
very active in .nonaformal edtication and is a member of ASPBAE and
"the International Council for .Adult Education, which.the writer
is repredenting.

In mentioning the, achievements...of-the BLS it is inevitable to pay
our tribute to Professor OsmanClhan:i,-Secretary-peneral of the.,..,.
Society for his untiring:dediCation,in organizing national literacy
programmes and in coordinating among voluntary,organizations and.
government agencies concerned with nonformal,education in this
country.
He is also Chairman.of the Task Force on Mass Education,
newly commissioned in 1982 by the .Government of Bangladesh.. The
Task force has formally submitted the. Report,which recommends the.
Government's support for the NGO's programmes.for "mass 'education
and for-the birth of the Federal Council of Mass Education to introduce integrated Mass Education Programmes of the.NO's.

The-Bangladesh Literacy Society (BLS) has been operating since
1975.
It is registered with the Directorate of Social Welfare and
affiliated with the Population. Control and the Family Planning.Division.of the Government of Bangladesh. The BLS-approach to
the literacy campaign has multiple approacheS for imparting functional, literacy, health and population education-to the disadvantaged illiterate adults, youths, dropouts and out of school working
children, ptovidin them with necessary
edUcatiOnand services:
_

Some Considerations
.

r

.

After travelling through the South-Asian countries observing.
condition8concerning'the lives of the people and the nonfo.rmal
education -efforts to cope with their problems, several questions.
remain in my mind for-which I have no conclusion or solutions.".
.
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,Up to December,.:1982,the,Society has imparted literacy to more.
than 25,000 adults, youths, and children and tlas motivated 46,000
couples, for accepting-family planning with necessary Services Of
the 1,800 literacy teachers engaged in 323 literacy centres 780
,have been trained at the Society..
_
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Do traditional, culture and.relAkion contribute to-modernization?

37
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70
dominates the liVes of the peOple
As.::mentioned.earlier,
inn theSouthsiah.cduntries.-Reli4ious practiCes, somewhat
"0.
,

...

national Campaignefor 'total'literacy' that other aspects of
';adult educatonare seemingly:left'hehind.

is clear :that
''li'teracyleducation by itself cannot meet. the basic SurviVal'needs.
of the pOple!Hicit.can adult education programmes wait until all
.the-peopiel.vare completely literate. .LiteracY.Oducation, even for'
the illite4tes, then, must. be integrated with.pro4rammesolf

':;

.combined taitn'superseitiOnS, .are readily 'ObServaOle. in alloaspebts
li#esi:n
the family,
.

.

market. and their: work places'..
,

.

Onsuitabre wova'S.clothes.at WOrk.place0, 'discriminatory practices
against particular groups like womenorpther.caStes,
cows idle:in:the fields or ity:the.,stteets.;.andthecustom of drink
in§ water frpM the,SaCred river
all these4benOmena.are strang1

;

or shocking to the'foreign. eye's of the',Far gaSterm'ana- Western
countries.
SoM6,;ambvalent reactions are alsoexPetienced frpm
bhe obviously conflicting phenomenon. of:those simple and honest

health. and Onitation, nutrition, vocational,and citizenship
training to tprise a relevant and integrated programme of adUlt
eduOation.
Leracy training therefore, shoUld becultural,

.

as" well as .a St4Cial and economic action.' This approach,. which
.

.

.

.
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people.who.haveinherited-such a tidh,culture and tradition, blit
wha 6ontinueto
povery preseritj'efore:modern.Oiviliat'

tepresents'a restively new philosophy.; is found,in the SarVbdaya
Movement in Sri tanka and the'SevaMandit.projectin India, the
'results of whichlpve been remarkable.
How much dependence.pn foreign funds?

,

. j.Traditional cuitureand:religiOus factors can freqdently be seen',
to play a potentially hindering rolein the modernization.of

I
..

.

.Asian, and' -', frican regfionsto help, the newly emerged. countries to'

beeome really independ4nt.

..

Many of the 'nptiohai and local-initiat-.

ivies of:fUndamentaLaneadulteducationhavebeen Supported by the
foreign aid programMes's*h as Unesco, UNDP; ICA,.DVAI.:etc.:...
SarVodayain.Sri Lanka, KANFED in Kerala, Seva.Mandir.
Udaiput,,.
'.

and Bangladesh Literacy Sckiety in Dhaka, by and large, havebeeh
assistedi by foreign funds and the results have been.rematisable:as
mentioned earlier,
;;;.,
'
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Although.foreiv_aid tolessdeveloped countries,has,great values
in the-spirit of internationaficOdperation, it-also.cOnteivessome

.ShOuld:demodratib idstifuiLions allow such gaps among grbups?
.

A

,:r.

- For almost 40 years sUce .1945, foreign funds have flown into the

eloping- Ountries. This is'a difficulty which must. be Overcome
in a respectful and'n6fithreatening.mannerjfadult-education:,
projects are to- experience full'suCcessin this regard,' however,.thvServodaya movement in; Sri Lanka has .beeksuocesSful in bringing.
refiqioue. principles .to .teaching people and in developing rufhl.
economib programmes, It 16 the primary taslcof adUU:educationi
toAlarmonize.eligion
r
and traditional culturS..with mbdernization
without unduly disturbing the.teligiousand cultural$roots of the
society.
.

.

negative elements' on ,the part"*.the recipients: 'One'Criticism
is that foteign aid tend5to Make the recipients" oOdependent on
the-aid and sometimes spoils local People. Another Point of
criticismis that too.much aid. is
longinto-only
few agencies,. while there is so MU0h :need -for new projects in other.,
poorer.areas. 'We must-keep in mindthe prilhdiple of Self help
project, i.e.: "help the people help themselVeS"

,

Siucetheir-independenCe fromBritish.r.!Ale, India and'Sri Lanka
have been faced with critical.contrasts. In both societies; there
are,enormous gaps and differences betweeprich.and'poor,
uals and,illiterates,urban 'arid rural, men and women and other
differences visible among .groups of people, These tWo nations
have developed-democratic institutions whiCA. have been the object
of envy and admiratio from other!Countries in Asia and Africa.
.In,order to meet
basicSUrvival needs of the people, more is

intellect
.

-

.

reqUired than.simplypreserViWlocal elections and parliamentary

procedurese.mu.sthOnest'in saying that adUlt education can
not .do all alone.

To adhievelUndaMeatal, goals of

adult

-

education

which ensure individudreedoM,
t.f
opportunities of individual
self.Tealiiatibnand Social well-being 1ha debocratic society,
.

.

.
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Finally`, the

writer wishes.t0 -eMphasize.ourfundamental goals of
adult education which we all must striveto achieve. 'Although. the
.standards by which cultural values and a happy life:can be measured
may vary from tithe-to time, and from :society to society, the
common huMan goals of quality of life and.realization'of,democraby
remain constant. In -other wordi; the God-given 'gifts of indisvidual
freedom, the.inherent dignity of mahi:and the potential for
self-realization must 'be equallyuaranteedto all people. It is
'the promotion of a 'society where .these conditions are UnifOrmly
available.t0 each member which is the ultimate:goal of all edUcation
pro#ammes. We realize'that the acCOMplishment of this goal
requirepthe mutual solidarity and.united cooperation of all leaderS.
.

rilde mist..Utilize sr capitalize)the lull range 'of political, economic
and-soCial-forces:pperatingwithin!each 'community to. change even
the .exidting structure ofe society towards modernization and.
democracy'.. Theptiary task ofedult education, therefOre, is to
.

help the:peOpletoA/e.aware,of.theirStatus and' problems and. to
Urge therp:partidipateinHboCi'al action to solve their problems:.
,.

Is 'the purpOse of,literacy education for letters. and numbers alone?

in the fields- of adult. education...
..,-

'.--,How Shouldwe'define'the-role Ol:adultedUCation.when dealing'With
those Who areqfying.at'the.'mpsthasiosurviVal levipp. Can literacy
programihea alone Solve theSe4roblOMs?.
.

.

,
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..:SinCe WOrld:,Wer.71,:mahy newly emerging .doOtrieehaVe-soemphasised

.

.;
Among .a -number of &as.e studies on the .rIeblati-onshi? between

'adult

educqti-an and _the ytduction of poverty commissioned by the
_International Coundil -for Adult Education. was one prepared by.
Drs On and Gtinny Slrriva.s tays..of- the very active and well - known
Indian non-governmental\ a.francy,.. Seva Mandir, in Udaipur, Rajasthan,
.

In this -moment of regret,' Beva Mandir opened _an adult edudation
centre in my village. I still feared an opposition from my parents.
and they did object. A teacher of the Centre, Chandrkanta
would everday come . to my house to persuade-My father to let me
study, telling him that. tberS Was no harm in doing so, but he would
always say - "what will my community think that .I was sending a girl
to- study" .
In the meanwhile' Without -the knowledge of my parents',
I would go to the centre; along with my. friends. .Whenever my father
would; come to know-qf my going. to .the centre he -would scold .me;
despite: thie, my. interest' in 'studies. kept growing.
SloWly and slowly
my parents. understood the importance OfJliteiacy.' I learnt not
only to-write my name but other thingS too.. ..I would meet the teacher
of 'the centre in the afternoon at her shop and geadugliy learnt. to
sew there.' My' friends also faced the. same problem as mine in the
beginning, but being together we gain&I a degree of Cenfidence- and
. courage in ourselves, and slowly, even the parents. agreed to Send
to . the
:centre,' At- the Centre we got the opportunity
of- meeting and talking to Other people and gained some ,knowledge
of the outside: world.
Whenever .an outsider came: tO the centre and
asked' us questions, We° were very- scared and apprehensive about
.answering;: Even some:people of '.the vi_ llage. did 'not. stop at making
fun of us:and would'.sAy-- "So you are this" --and '1 wouldinswer
Whoever_got an answe from me.wOtkld not have °the courage' to
'tease. me the next time
-

ry

.

-,Seiven-=of these studies, featuring national, mainly gdpernmental
and mostly top -down, appraaches appear in. Combatting. Poverty through
Adult Education: -National' Development Strategies, to be published
by Groom lielm (sed ffpargte notice'in this issue). The Seva Mandir.
:case.z.tudy-iiIcluded(two examples of the nature and effects of
h

village levet aCti'ti, which are presented here.
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r167tinny-Shrivestava

vaMandir, Udaipur
'
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Women ' s Development ,in gthani, Vi 1 lage , by Rajkumari

_

The following remdeks were recorded by. the supervisor of the
women's adult education centre in village Chhanf
Kerwara Block..
The.yomng.woman interviewea. has,made,'remarkable p giess in
manyaspects; but she is:not atypfcal_ofphanges th
take place
in women who were..nevek toilehed by development efforts earlier:

.

Seva Mandir often organised,cUltural programmes and-with jay .colleag,!..
ues I would enthusiastically participate
Whenever
got
the time RI 'told my.neighbourhood-Wo en to study . too.
But they
being older than "he would not give serious thought to 'it;
still.
was not discouraged.. ,: With the clos
cooperation of -my friehd-SI
continued to stud', sew and embroider. Wi.;th. the. help a
Mandir I -went
Udaipur for training and learnt abpbt the ilutrd.'t

The English translation of Rajkudari-Ns own report ofjier growth
and developkht is.re6eshing.,.and is presented. here as an
6xample:Ofwhatcan. happen.,:and what .we .are ,.trying tO.'facilitate

thro#ga adult education ',and VoMen's0Netopment.effbrts:.

The n-ameof

,

idnal value of foOd....:.GOing outside -the Village also gaVe ;me 'A
chande to seethe City, meet -people and.-learnanew things; and:I
.4

..

.

village

populati6ri' of :thi

-is- Chhani.

village, .its

.

10km west Of Kherwara.

.

approXiMately,2,500::Which.includes

One advantage of being .1 iiierate:4waS that I gained 's Vbt,
conf idBefore 'this,!' I was Scare& and answered only questions I
asked, 'but now I. Coact: answer my parents on ,something that I"

-dif feren*CasteS'of peOple.
fe.ta in my- village are rich 'people
and all the
'earn their livelihood zthrough farming or. manual
labour. 4 too beiopg to-4 'poor farming Rajpbt':faiOly and my father'
,

.

- reached a. conclusion. that without studies everythinTJvmeaningles6

. The.

-e.TICe',

-rest

:thought to bright.

owns only One Biglia (half of an acre)" of land.: -My. father works, as

itieSSehgeAChaprasq in the village panchayat: My yOunger brother
rich $4sinessman
house.,
'During 4St'of the year,.my mother :and. Myself work aS' labOur9rp,"
Looking at dur 'sitation,'wS.cn say that .wIthout'laboUrit would
be
-quit. for us to make'both nds meet: "
-

There Was a:z.tradition in our -Society of all the
tifil;togethr and consuming ;liquor'. ..I. -raised My-

-membSis sitthe
custom and :told- My': father that by:fhis .consuming 'liqUor he. was
ruining our litres'. 'Qradpally r(ty father UnderStOOd my. pint of view

-;wOrks as ;2.a domestic 'help in Ahmedabad:rih

.

-

.and stopped' OnsUisinq in.,froYit:' of- us;

_

was less,:, and- he:' would

It -haS been a:. tradition:. in- Our f.area ,of. tot sending girls to school -,

* and also not allowing women.. to talk and: ix with 'people, 441 the
old days, the women had to. remain ,.veiled andi:eny-- kind of o aside
infldence on them was "unthinkable. ,dradu
Massage f; time
the traditj-Ons.a're SlpwlychOn9104. Becau e of -thetrsditio
was dept:Ived of Ptqdies. ..seeing my other friends gbing tb:School
I 'of teh..wondered -at .my fate- that I Was7lettin4
oppoftun4y-0. past :I used qo blarile%tay4raren,ts: fog,-tiliimt after
v.r social -c#OMStanbee.
11elpleOs in
'

voice against

and even if he:did con9Ume

qp

N

There were about 15 other girls..frem'
village.who -Came to study
at the (Notre With me. 'Being with them and talking to them :every

4

daY, we exchanged otw:;ideds, wia'.:listoned. to each 19ther and.. respeqsd
:

each:onS's:.ideasAndpoints civieV;.!)::The village people. dil not
ike- the fofmatioilf of odk.groUti and- often.iOTiticised us.."!: We would
sometimes give rePflYbOt often we had to tolerate their'',.criticism-

' I
:

.

u3, ; faith

the ri ht c rise

that. we
.

lypuld have: to be ready with -ari 'answer for

.

back.the Teguet letter'

-.Last year, in the neighbourhood. village of 'dlitter, the,work of
. road construction started, in which about 100,workers'from Chhani
also worked. NewadayS, in every departmdnE and place corruPtion is
growing. While fisting the wages of the labourers, the supervisor
and the foreman would keep an amount of Rs. 2-4 from-each. labourers.
salary in their..own pockets... I. felt like fighting against this
:corruption but I did [Jot receive the cooperation of my co-workers
.and neitherdid I have adequate- knowledge of the law
kept
quiet and remained a silent' spectator to all this. God knows how
'much money these corrupt people stole from the illiterate poor
labourers, and how they' indulged themselves in luxuries'. Although..
this work was a government department projedt,'their workers also
hada hand in this malpractice.and.they too enjoyed themselves at
the cost of the labourers. When the due money had,to be paid to
the labourers the foreman forged-their thumb-print,:ana exploited
them once again; and,with that money, they indulged themselves in
the !luxury'of wine and chic-ken.. During the'discuSsions at the o .
literacy centre in'my-Village, welted learnt not to put-our :thumb,
print on false papers.and to maintain 'a private copy of our attend -;'
ance. So., when the tarn came for me to put my thumb.print on they
false papers I refused to do so and told my colle4gues .to abstain..
froM doing so, but they were soared thatthe.foreman.would strike,
-out their names off the muster-roll, therefore, they continuidte
put-their thumb print wherever the foreman wanted them to

i

refused

.

..jectih.o0r area:
'We'coptinlled.our-effOrts and gheraoed (surrounded)
,
the sarpasch (thp.cledted'viilage.'10der),i and the fore5E'official,
.Due.4p.these incidents, thevilLagers greW quite angry; but I feel
that we took the'right step; Which'is why, they had to bow down. .1..
bqiieve .inn-continne6 jointeffort,'herice 'I .an forever working for
itv and keep explaining these' pou'ogeOus ideas to them.' Gradually',
theseideas. are-having an'influence oh the. rest of the women force
of.the village. While before/only girr :of_theage group 15-20.
came to study at the centre,'tow this year women of an approximate
.

.

e
...

;

.

age ti.7roup:of-30 years;;Who. .hzive'childreri, ate:alsWcoming to the

:centre:
eir
O

.where..]

am'

:

,

working asian.assistantsewing:teacheT.

..

.

village,.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.,

.

.

.

.

Etomthe:aboVe said iRCAdents I have learnt the. following:

0

.

0,

.
.
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That night the 500'laboUrers accepted- whatever was given' t. o them.S
Wages during the roll call.' We discovered 1.or 2 days salary

3.
4.

after reaching hoMe and looking at ourpersOnalaetendanOe registert
Wewondered - is this what we'get after.qarrying 20 Kgs of storres::.

throughout every day?. At the Adult Education Centre .I told thiS.
incident to 411 my friends and the teacher in charge of the CeAtte;
When:IdiscusSed this with the in charge and the workers Of -Seva.
Mandir, they wrote a requeSt lettei WhenWe were.busy signiqg this
reqUeSt letter, the foreman came to knew about it and Shri Rain Sir4gh
came to threaten me and said that.it.was not the right thing thaf.I
was doing. He.also said that he would not take me .for work next."
time.. To that I replied back that ware thepeaa4e Who. work,'
youoare busy'exploiting us. At.thiS moment'my parents were Very,.
angry and:asked whether I went to the centre to study orfight With:
otheF7foeppae.---Theteacher in., charge and. myself tried to explain
that thiS was reali-----A-11--mT-other.friends.got scared after list-,
.ening.to these things.
But I'WeSZailiant--tAlat.___w_hen we work, then

.

.

'.'In all this -work I hake got cont=inued co-ioperation.and'adyiCe from
.." th'-',SeVaMandir workers,
of which my ideas and arguing
°
poWer have been on the increase. ,I.amSure, in, the future, I will
-°'
work for these developmental works and 'help in the up'ift of my
Village people.
::
''
-.

.($

A.similar kind of roll call was made on 12.10.80 at 16.15.ft:qbUpagg.eci
the department people knew that at night Whatever wages Would'be:.
given ,t6 the labourers they.will accept.without any.protesi.. 'This. .;.
is :whatreally happened.

.

.

.

.

.,

,

Besides, :this: yearthe.Yhave;o6one. d a sewing centre ia n our

.

.

-

f.,..

:.--

.

p

.

.

tb:t0e.us.r4bOurerS* his.was a needed drought relief.pro-

',

'

.

adamaht.4boUt.this and,:woUld,hottaeaVe.theMitheY. gave back our':
:-Illonew which they
its back on the-muster roll,When these. foremen were working .in the. forest.departmentthey-.'

.6wedUSanetoia

s,'

.

.

*rwara,p.Seeiltgthat

4,

-

to read and write
realise the real position of women in the'society
continued etfort can undo the impossible
indulgingin deverepOptal programmes, assures
continued increase in coUrage
*

*

*

*

*

*
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Literacy to Development::
.Manohar Singh

The Growth of a Tribal.Viilage, by
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In this case study, Manollar. Singh describes ,hriw an adult educatio,n
centre can become ad:instrument in initiating a development process
in a trilial :village., .0maxa; --and outlines the .role. of peva Ma,ndi.r
and its workers.
.
,
...
:
,

.

.
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'There are 'many examples. in rural' development whefe programmes have,
why should anyone. elsee receive the money!
The requelt-letter-reaChe______ _moped fremene'objective to another as a result, pf-the 1368h provided
thedepartMent:: HoWeVer, because:the departMental people were alsb
-------bSr--thP`beh-Pfi_etarieT.--Whil&develdPment projects. invariably start
With some etternal agency Orgro9p wanting't do ,something, very'
responsible for all.thesethingsthe request letter. had.virtually
few.m0e beyond the initiel Oegrammes develoPpabl.,the ponsors :'
no effect.on them, and when.the.Work of.threatening started-alr
ver again, we.12 people who had put orth the request letter wer4;
Thins, of course, can.be due.to'various'factorsIn this case study,
I qive,,presentecithe shift in emphOis of the pi-Ogramme as a result
not taken on f.he job.. We'ali'decided that if4they would not 'keep-

us on the job .for a year, and would not giVe.usthe-money that
owed.us,.,we *'.irould still continue tO.keep.eontact with the department
#nd, pressWe Saw' the MusterroI13
4 times' in conneCtion
with-the praceerigs,
i
and alSo Met the Sessions tItiage. thrice, .and

"

cf the evIkuatiops conducted.by to participants whom the sponsors
beneficiariesk,.
:1

,usually

.

tr

e

-Howeve.X.I,the.prOject staff wasawareof the backwardness of the
village and:therefore; apprehensive about the °Success.dfthe-adult
educationpXogramme. - One aspect of what is Balled bacWardness'-:isthe,fea,r the villagers haveto:OpendIscussion. They belong to
thetulture of silence. Centuries of oppressiorylave reduced them
.toa-state offatalism and helplessness and because of the-ihtern.alisation of the image imposed on them by-the ekploiterS, they
consider themselves only receivers of' orders-, of benefits, and of.

Background
...

.

,SeVa Mandir has been 'engaged in Adult LiLkacy PrograMmes,in.ehe
`'.district.of Udaipur-sihce th..e early 1970s.
Kherwada bloCR.has been
..the major.focus:Oftheirhttentioh in'this respect. ..Starting with
farmers' functI.onal :literacy ..programmes 'in the early 70s,.it grew.
.2: into the aduit'education'progrAmme under the auspices of the:

National AdultEducationTrogramme (bAEP.n.1978.
)A....
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.
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.knowledge.
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,
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Consequently, the field project officers, decided upon ^a-step-by:
'step appkoach. .Initially, they would have only literacy. classes.
They. had misapprehensions even about the success of this step but
- they began slowly. They got a few persons together with,a View 'to
encouraging them.totake.respOnsibility for the development. of
.,their own village.'
he beginnings were. difficult. Ihe.villagers
hAd their whole hislkry of passivity and fatalism-behindthem.

.

they migrate to -Gujarat in search of-daily wdge..olabouft.,Thios is

Efforts had to be made and theyad
h to be helped toacquire self-

mainly due to their Small'landholdings, hilly terrain4nd lack.of
irrigation facilities. In fact; the shoxtageof-wate?antlUdi.h.g
drinking water is so acute that: when there 'is norain, they have
to take their cattle to. neighbouring Gujarat to get them drinking

water.

'confidence.:. Slowly, a-few began.to see its usefulness and these
4iliscus-sAon,s Jed to the. evaluation of the existing situation in

the illage.: .Various aspects of social, economic and political
dynamics- in the village were analysed 'in-'detail.- The history of
'lithe village and reasons for its continued under - development were .
enumerated. The roleg of various development schemes of the gov-
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Umara is a remote tribal_village.50kmg south- .west of the-Rherwada
Block headquarters: Situated on the:border of Gujarat, the village
is in a hilly. forest
It ii inhabioted by'bout.30;tribal
families with a total population of 250. .While agrjoculture.is the
main occupation of the people in Umara, theylscioepgage in Wage.
labour foX three to six months 2h-a-year...During-theseNdnths,.--

,

.

,

.

In other words, lack of irrigationyandArinking water.facilities
'conditions-their whole life.
As in most other parts of the

.,ernment were examined and the 'desired future of .the- village 'was
.
,..
hypothesised.
..
8

.

Country; ,also in Southern Rajasthan, the' tribaleare- among the
most exploited sections and get the worst land.
Becadge of the
quality of their .land, they can at best hope.for-ohe crop which
.does -not take them beyond a.few months.. During the remaining months
they art, unemployed and undernourished. IOC* of water is a major .
obstacle to their owning good quality. °Attie, Besides, hygienic
conditions- are bad and their.health iS'poor. The family life isdisrupted by their need to migrate in search.of subsistence wage
daily employment elsewhere:.

.
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Adult Education
It is in-this unjust. situation that Seva Mandir Opened-amadult..
education centre at UMara in 1978, :under the:NAEP.
3.3,adultSwere
registered.- From the beginning the local inskudtbks as` well as
the t ield' pkcjeot staff :;f elt, that .they show

not turn it 'into .ant

adult
Adult or functional
be nOn*.formal
T.ed4cAtion. in the l*OpeesenSe:of the Ward,: Ihe teachet-taught
difference had 0,:diliAppearand..the:lasseshad_ to become. a foruril,:,
'

f::IpOri,:di*lussiorion- the SOciCo'ecbtiomids#patiOn. of "ithe village

place :fair beginbing acti

fp:.pbal-49Q.

.

.

.

.

.
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Their Understanding did not.stOp at.theoretical analysis.. In fact,
theorl alone does.nottake the villagers very far. They have to
ac` and reflect together.. As theydiscussedtheir'prakems-they.
.slo y. began to see-not-merely the. injustice of the SyStem'bUt
also
eir own potential fokchange. They realised-that they had
to -net
gethersand that the?"-meuld.make a beginning. towards
-changing - their eociety by themselves:working in Cooperation with
'one another,
y giving a-bit of, thetselves to-improve the village..
.

*.

.

.

'These disdussiOns, extending over 'a congiderableperiod'of time,
..
,began'fo 'generate villagers' interestO.n thedevelopment of-their..
iotanvVillage.
They began to understand. the problems in the village..
and possible solutions to those-problems.
They realised that they
are poOr not becadseof God'g will.fOx their fate butibedaUse the
decisions taken fo; national development ignore theiffneeds, They
understood
that 'funds allotted for,their welfare do not Teach them.
v._
.

Despite claims about major tribal development programmes Umara,
like the remaining txibal-Afeashas felt very little.impact of
government-sponsoredprograMmeS.,''Onlike many, other areas where'a
basic infrastructure has beenbuilt, though itig.acceSSible-only
tb the rich;the tribal -lands have been totally negleCted sinCe
they have got very little_political.strength. The village- is
InacteSsible because of-lck a a link road.. Agriculture and
AniMalliusbandry cannot be 'improved and Made economically viable.
.-The:healthsituation continuesto,be miserable and the migrant.
tribal-labouris underpaid andundeTnourished.

.

..

.
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.

.
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As -:the discussion continued they began to realise:their resources
in 1 plementing those solutions.
One of the first Concrete outcome of the discussions was A deollsionto buil& a,Iink road in..-..,..,
the vi lage, The villagers agreed to volunteer their labour as
well a use food-for-work prograMmes for this road construction.
Only Umara villagers contributed towards.bIlilding the toad and
..one could seethatthey Werep..interested in 'the road more .than their

,wage. Though may other villages gotits benefits they had not'
--passed through an awareness probess. As a Tesult,:they did not
take part in'its construction.

.
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After the road.waS constructed,-a series of dicussions took place.
to-evaluatethe mannerin.Which it-wag constructed and. its outcome..

.
.

.
.

.

Several import!ant.7fiudingS were shared by the villagers:

itiating

ins

nge of,_

functionatieS

*-The total oUtputwas about three times thewage given..
In otherwords, they:had not depended:On-anyone:else-to do
'the work for theM.

decision-:Makc#,...

Theyshad.9iven allat:they.had and

.

6.

steKebtypethat the tribalsareanddonot. Want

:

* 2Thoughthey might not have been. aware of all the above
theoretical implications, they knew that theywere doing
Something-constructive for their village comhUnityi As a
res
thOse'who worked on the road agreed .that they
aid of feel .any pressure to contribute their wok..i In factW
the said that they enjoyed working together On a constructive.pro ramme.
'

The lunctionaries,had so. far taken for granted that they tribalS
were ignorant and were incapable of:taking any decision. This' -,groupaOtion showed if proof was required, that the .tribals
..are hot igndrant and are capable of taking responSibility.
provided they pass through a prOcess and receive initial.

CI.*

a

encouragement..
*

It was also realised that for the aboVe changes to take .place,
the procedure adopted during the work was useful. The'villagers..
had, as a.group, decided that they needed this road.. In.other.
Words, their, persiOnal motivation 'was tapped, which.iSnot the'
- -cane with most Block or panchayat - sponsored projects where
the villagers become only wage earners.

Unlike in.the.past'when they used to'begin.some work withdout
proper. motivation and leave it half-done, inthis.case the
road .was. completed and noth.g was left undone.
.

.

.

*. Though the fact of working together on somethingconstrUdtive,
'was their main motivation;: hey.realised that they had gained
materially. Sindeth foOdgrains obtained under. the
fOod-for-work programiWWeresshared.equallybyi all th9
they: got higher-daily,Wages.14.1<geachl-thanwhatithey would.
have gotothrwise- .Moreoveri thiS'eqUal- sharing had become
one more factOr in'OeMentingthe-uhityof"the tribal. community.

.

.

To al.

.

-

.

motive in

.

.

getting.involVed in. the village:was'nOt.merely
constructing a road or solving a few Problems but building' the
people, We knew that. people cannot grow-onlythroughtheory or
only throug'action but that the two.have,to gO.together.
In the
above case the "villagers had'started with discusstiOn on their',
sitNationtAadacted on their findingsjand had, as
qatimunitYu
.

.

This concept ortdtal dev lopment itself.pmanated from the.experiendes and evaluation of he Umara villagers during' the previoUs
year.

A s a lreault,Seva Mandir, which had originally thought of ,
various targetoriented projects, slowly changed its approach.
Now
it had to play its role primarily in 4 supportive capacity.' When.
inJune.1979 Seva Mandir launcheda:scheme-of Community- Education
for' ftral DeveloPmek,. it could easily choose Umara as :one of the
villages since,its.inhabitants had.felt-the'need of such a'ivogram-,)
me.' :Though they. did ncitexpreSs it# such-terms, we viewed it'aS
:total development of the community:

evaluated.their: action., The.:iitelfdoriTidence theYnad gained as..a
result.ofthii.procesS.Wouldlead. to.:ferther action:. .1-low0er,
'itsviould be;:agalnitthe.philOSOPhyL.of.human development to restX.itt
the process to.one.Village: Whaf.began,in'a small community has
is

.1
/

Going Beyond the Village
,

Development;

art froM contributing to the beginning of a process in the neighouring villages and change in the attitude of, government function.,
,aries, the prodesSof participation led to increased self-confidence
in the villagers. This, in,its turn; enhanced their interest in
thp Centre, which-led to th'e beginningof greater development in
the-village.

it

duivain

to

warkThisection and its feedback Made.j.heM:ealiie_
thatWe backwardness of thesareas.14snOt:the.AsUllof.
lazinedsjUt.gad other factors,-Ifettiothe bureaucrats
being one .of theM;'. Given ,Proper_motiVAfOhthqyarecapable
' of working for a, change in: their dithatIo.

:

.

prodess-in the neighbour:-.
tude among the Governffient

.

Up to now-theOffidials,had filli§tiohed_ohthe age. -bld

had requested wages in'the:form.Of food-for ,workOnlTag
an additional support. ThiS wage could notbe Crmsidereci
relief in any form;
it was but a sMall,Sharg of.the.hatiWs
riches that are their Tight and they have -been deprived-of;
: This enabled them totide.overthe lean season by getting
sustenance wages forimproving.the asgetS.intheir.viIiage
inatead:ofbeing exploited'OY Some ontsider:.:
.

s

.

to.epxsad%to the rest 'of the area.. Otherwise itCah.beCome only
an -island :of wosperity or Awaxeness:141
of:Poverty,.and
Moreoverilot any longrterWetfeCt
for

tlieoppieiked:to.bedpmeawAreoftheir'unjUst.situation orA).pfent,,
i41 for'chauge
They have to builds\up'suff*Cient pressure iniorder.
to change the :.policies ofthe:Aecision.rmakers...

ifith-tht0.iettlieiljAg#0..de4dedctOharetheell'aluation

of :'their action
e0#(111.440 simil

40ithe-Panchayat leaders ;isto in their turn.
evaluations in other villages ...They alio gave:

100000:)11-4P1OetP4- ic414:*0'01qA0W1004.14ficer:.411dother

-

The ;emphasis in this effort.vias to build on people'sdesire to take
.

resonsibility and get themseIVes.organised ii or commodobjectivea.
-:.After a series, of discussions with the villagers, ahaMlet-based
organisation-Was created'.. Th thid organisation groups Of five
:hoUSeholds each were formed with one representative selected,by
them.. Updehtrelisation and'direct participation by-every. household'
Were the'OWin motives behind this organisational structure.

.1
.

Iathe,eaKiliA)44SeOle villagers asked$the'field-,worker to conduct

a survey,of the potentialities' of the village for development.
This r.equest,,would haVe been counter-pxoductive since it would have
led to an outside expert conddoting a survey abd.Making the people
dependent'on him: On the.other.hand, the field-worker could not
disassociate himself completely from the process.
Hence discussion
was started 'again and it was decided that the field-worker. and the
tribals would.work tbgether.and pooltheir knowledge.
Thus this
survey was conducted with the help,of the villagers and the information so obtained was .fed back to them in'the meeting.of the
representatives:.
4
As a result of this, the vill'agerS .decided to launch several' community SChemes.. The first one was to build a community centre-for
their common actiVities.. They identified a place, contributed
their labour and constructed it in record time. '4oth the deciSionmaking process and the construction of the centre brought the.
community together and 'strengthened their bonds.

2

sponsoredprlect such as road building,)the people viewed
themselVes on y as wage-eaners and the government as the
employer.
NoW they are the producers and their manual labour
can be used fOr their own development, not someone else's.

.

.

3. It is clear t at a series of disonssior.s before the construction of the rod and the intensive evaluation following'it were
important tur ing points in the shift,from literacy to development.
They were also important_from:the point of view of
enhancing the r self-confidence,.which led to further actionreflection -ac Tom.
They began to view themselves as decisionmakers and ac ors, not merely as beneficiaries. Participatory
evaluation pl yed a major role in thiS change of attitudes.

This action led to further reflectiOn in the community and more
action.
Seen from a purely material point of view, their.action
ledto what can be called. development projects. But these had emerged out of common'thinking by the whole village;- initially we
had thought of literacy as a priority but the.tribalS did.not see
much meaning in it.
After this evaluation they saw.the need of a.school for:their children and .they built it themselves not because.
we-told them. to do so but because they Wanted it.
Irrigation
facilities were poor. However,. now they. realised that they. could
build upon what they had.
So, they decided to clean and renovate,
.the village'pond.
It'would obviously not provide them with a longterm solution of water shortage. It will dry.up in a year of
dought.
But itwas a slow beginning from which they gained more
confidence in their ability to change their society.. .

4. Finally,.it'b came clear to many of the field-workers that
development is' peot)le'S own business. We cannot develop them.
We can only assist. Hence, participation is not a matter .of
mere strategy. but is a philosophy of life which begins with
frrust in the people:

conclusion

There is an ago-old-.Confucian saying which goes more or less as
follows:

.

.

!

When I was Still a man of trie world, I used to see trees end.streams
and forests.and hi:11S..But they.were nothing more than ordinary __
material things whose benefits I enjoyed. Then I passed through the
second sta
of seirdhing for a meaning. Then all was darkness.
I saw neit r the world nor its trees, and streams and forests and
.hills.
Finally,-I reached the third stage of conteMplation and
enlightenment.
I saw the same trees and stream's and forests and.
hills;
But .now they were not the same old things I saw.then I was a
man of the World. Now I aww them through totally. different eyes.
They signified to me the power of nature, the creativity of man,. and
new life.

After the renovation of the pond, their common reflection showed
them the. possibilities of improving their agricultural practices.'
Thus they were able to go beyond a sustenance economy. Their.
working together gave them confidence in their ability to manage
their own affairs. So they decided,to run the school on.their own.
Twenty-fiVp children attended it. All thebeadtiOns have led to
better orghnisation among the villagers and more,action-reflectionThe Block and the remaining Statafacilitieb that were so
action.
1.far.monopolised by the. powerfdl are 'today more accessible to them.
\ The neighbouring villages have learnt from.limara and are beginning
a process Of their own.

k

.

i

.

.

.

,
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With proper Modifications; this saying can be applied to the
process the Bhil tribalS ofUmara havePasSed through.
In the past
therehave'been some government or privately sponsored projects in
that area
But imallOf 'them, the people were viewed only as
_beneficiaries who receivedirmething from others. While improving
the economic situation of
feWt they did not lead to the changing'
of thellir State of dependence since it. confirmed themiwtheir.
self-image as perpons only fit to receive orders from their masters.

.SOMe Observailions
.7

-A study of the change that has taken place atUmaraLover the past'
:three years' brings' out among.. others the following plointsf
,

.

.

profit.

.

most important chan e\noticeable in Umara is' a ffeeling of .L
interdependent, d011eCtiye;Put?5,0t-. Earlier, the villagers
lived in their own.households fairly isolated fromsono.another:
Having worked on some of theahove-mentioned projects together,
t,hey'deveIOped;a.pense.of.00MMon-purpose.

There is a p rcaptible change.in their attitude toward mutual,/
labour.: Earikier, work was only a tool to earn wages and the r
gains went to someone else. Even when it was for the Block-:

or "favours. from theIr benefactors.
,
,

.

.

If.allowedto :take a purelyproject approach, also the above programMe.would have followed the same path and confirmed them in their:
State of'dependence. But,the.process,they passed through changed

all the development prograMmes into a new life-giving source of #k
'community building and their growth as human beings like Confucians;
also the tribals.of Umara.had to pass through an age of darkness.
hey.expeoted the field-workers td.db everything or.them and could
not understand why they refused to dbwhat they thought was' their
.duty.
It was.dlsb an age of darknegsfor the field workers
bdcause initially the response to a human development proceSs was
-

While local levee 415proaches can engage very accurately with the
particular needs of different groups and communitie0TespeVially
where there are ethnic.-and'o;lier regional difference's, as in India,
,large - scale, nationalgy conceived and government-supported program -..
mesiOr-4!ural deveopment might be expected to have much wider
and more rapid 4.0pact, given thelarger resources that can be
mobilized.
.

poor.

The falOqing_pape'r was prepared by a leading adult ddueator Work-

.

Looking'back at'the last three years, we realise today that this
is an essentidl.step in the growth of the.people. They can-grow
neither.at a pace nor in the direction set_. by the voluntary organThe community has to set its. own pace and decide its
iSation.
.own direction.
It may not be as. fast as the impatient field-worker
would like it to bd. It.may not_ be target-oriented like the
material-based development projects. It isla slow process.
-Through this Process, the villagers have come to.what looks externally like the Classical.development.projects.--. But, like-Confucian
trees and streams and forests and hills, also these roads and
centres and schools and ponds do not have the same meaning any more.
They have-become tools, not of making the people dependent on the
external agency,' but of helping them.to acquire their society.
They have started going beyond their individualism to become
conscious of their tribal splidarity. .Manual.work has taken a new
meaning no more as a tool of exploitation but of creativity and
growth.

:

It has been a procesS also for the field workers of Seva Mandir. ;
From the initial'project Workerg, who, if not properly guided, could"'
have become 'doers' of everything, they have learnt. to become catalytic.agents. 'They realise that the people have to,grow and that
any outsider can only be a supportive element.
.

.41IP

However, the process is-not complete. There is always the danger
of the people-thinking primarily or exclusively in terms of_material
gains. 'A balance has,to_be kept between the benefits received an
the socio-pOlitical process of the. people.
The momentum of
consciousness - building should not be-logt.
These gains.shoLO not
lullthem into a sense ofsecurity. We have taken many biig steps;
but we still have a-long way to go.. The people' will take. the
direction they want. We shall have. to watch,and see in what way
we-can be. of help or .when we should withdraw.
This is the.. new

relationship between-the external agency and the.people that we
haVe to grow into:

ing in the Thai. Department 'of Nonfdrmal Education-:for the Inter-_,
national.SymposiuM'on Adult Education held 'in Shanghai in May 1984.
It explores some possibilities for education in the' direction of
self-sufficieney'as one approach to a human form of development
in the,eircuMstancee of Thai doeiety and government.
It should be
remembei'ed that.- the forms of adult education which may be accaptable and effective,vary greatly from,coUntry to country, as a
function of the different political, cultural and economic eiraumstances from time to time.and from place to place.-

STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PEASANT EDUCATION'
.

Chanida Chanyapate
The Present Scene
All who have-any experience of rural development quickly discover
that the various components of rural misery - poverty, ill-health,
poor education - are interconnected. A nutritionist, for example,
cannot get very far persuading villagerS to eat,a healthy balanced
diet if those same villagers simply do not have enough to eat.
The literacY teacher finds that the constant nagging need to seize
every chance of making a.bit of money renders attendance at classes,
-rather sporddic. School teachers might.observe the effects-of
protein-deficiency in early life 'on school achievement (one reason-perhAps why the-80% rural population of Thailand provides only 7%
of university, students).

.

.

A common response to.this situation,by-developmene organisations is
to focus on income-generating projects.
So educational efforts.
are directed towards the teaching of marketable skills, or skillS -2\
that may lead to self - employment.
Or agricultural extension
Officers will concentrate on propagandizing methods of raising
agricultural production': ..With the extra income that, one hopes,
will result from this,peasarits might start .building latrine&or.
indhlgingin other. 'improving activities' that require an initial
bit of cash.
So far,. so good.
The Only problem being that it doesn't seem to be
.working very well. 'Otherwise we would not be sitting here today
talking about it as a problem.
There is 'little evidence fOr example,
that the lot of the poorest peasants in Thailand has substantially
unproved .over the 'past two decades, whereas economic.indicatorth on
a'. national ,scale.indicate a_sadyi even impressive improvement
over ttle:;same period.

4

Actors in the Scene

The Peasant.

.

rural areas in the mass area. source of 'rural manpowert.in. the
mass, whiCh must somehow be put to work increasing agricultural
... production.. This will both increase the export of raw materials
on which thecountry'skpalance of trade'depends,:and will alloW
peasantS.'themselves to become consumers, thus fudlling an AcelerI.
ation of economic growth.
,

.

In looking- around for somebody to blame for this quite remarkable
I personally would wish to disassociate myself
from the chorus that commonly accuses the'farmer.
Blaming the
victim. rarely helps an4ody. While it may be.trite that certain.
.peasants are stubborn, Or (frodi the epger development worker's
'point of.view) lazy, dnd that communiEies may shy away. from new
tecehnology in superstitious. ignorance, you begin to think that
the peasant can't win.
.non -imp oveMent,

.

''

.

.What if.the peasant does increase production, as has happened
/periodically in *ailand in the sugar cane and pineappl'e industries?
/ By the. invisible hand. o4 the capitalist.matket, prices slump, the.
/
peasant. is virtually no better off4)orall his hard work and pineapples get thrown. into.thj Gulf of. Thailand. The newsp'aperstalk
.v
overproduction' and guess who gets'fhe blame for that.
Actors

(2)

.

waiting patientlyfor
it is .a problem for the - individual peasant.
something, anything, to triekli5 down through. the. system.

The Offitial

To give one example,of the 'national.' view of rural problems,
I would like to explain a little about a yearly ',000 million baht
($130 Mi110-11) project called the Rural..Job Creation Scheme.
Under
the guise orparticipatory Community development, the government
.hands out sums of money to sp(pcially-formed local organizations
.called sub- district councils. These councils then decide how, in
their locakit,y, the money is to be spent.. Commonly the money. Is
spent oh dry-season activities 'Such as building roads, dig7jivig irrigation canals, sinking wells, etc.

Let's now look at other participants in-the rural landscape who
might also share the blame.

.

-First of aft,--the 'Official' development Agents.
(In manycountries, .
including Thailand, theSe are synonymous with government offiCials.)
The Most important thing to realiSe is that the primary objective
of such rural development workersdoes.rfOt directly concern the
village where they may be working.. Their Viewpoint as government
officials is, almost by definition,.more directedtoWards their
city -Mound superiors.
They may besinderely striving for some kind.
of impr9vemeht in the lives of'the local peasants, but the plans
by which they work are drain up andditected by their superiors,
the budget shat they dispense has been approved by some more
central; agency, even their very existence .as Salary-earners demanding the respect of the 'ordinary" peagants represents an intrusion.
of alien, urban ways.
TWO-'important features or this situation must. be. stressed.

First,-

1

So the problems of rural areas are viewed as national problems:.
More rice must be grown so that Thailand can increase export revenuesso that Thailand can pay for the importation of 'necessary'
commodities, .the most important of which is energy. The fact that'
these energy imports are used in the generation of electricity that
doesn't get to the village or in the gas tanks of cars that the
average peasant will nevetbwn,rs not a signifiCant problem fior.
But
the central planner - he has the national accounts te balance.

It

.

The twoobvious purpoSes behind this scheme -.to-inject some cash
into the local economy and to improve the local infrastruCture
are'in 'fact subordinate to a hidden third objective
to.discourage
the annual migration into the towns, in the cif}, season.
One 6yproduct of this scheme has been accusations of misuse of funds and
corruption.at the local level. When critics point out that in.
many places peasants were being paid to build roads that were wash-ed'away in the rainy season, only to be rebuilt with next year's.
government handout; one' Mivister said that this was not entirely:unsatisfactorY, singe at leaEt the local. Population would.be'kept'

.

the role of the development worker as 'helper', or.'facilitator'
or 'advisor' becomes inextricably bound up with the function of'
'controlling'-or 'supervising'. :One of the funCtions of loCal
Tbailand is.tn_atrangefot2LocaleleOtions--officerq
for positions.such as village heAdman.
This seems to be.a.cleat
case of 'facilitating'. And after the election,.the same officer
must give his official approval to the community's choice for'the
results to be valid.
A similar syStem of "controlled democracy'
(where the control Is effective and the demoqracy largely illusory)
governs agricultural co-operatives, a fact which some observer
use to explain their widespread failure.

..-dowri on the farm, even if they were rebuilding the same road' year
after year.
8o this 'rural' Scheme was quite clearly intended by
the governMent to.benefit the situation in the cities.
.

Among the-various officials involved in development work, agribultural extension officers seem to me a breed. apart. (For one thing,
I am intrigued by, the use-of the word 'extension'
what'exactly
is being extended ?)
The Department of Agricultural Extension in
the Thai'MinrStry of Agriculture and Co-opetatiAs has a specific
mandate to increase agricultural production,_ on the assumption
that incre44ed production ii*t ipso facto be beneficial to the
peasant concerned. As.Wo SAll later see, this.is not,necessarily
the cased and so a tension arises between the agricUltural extenSio- n
officer,.who has virtually no experience growing things himself,.
and .for whom success is defined by the adoption Of new crops or
cultivation methods, and th&peasant, who-may not always agree,

The second.feature is that the policies that inform the actiOns of
the local development worker' are largely decided by a centralized
Aand, in Thailand, western zed) group of planners whose vision
has national.'ScoPe and who simpll, Cannot' afford to inquire after:
the details of the situation in.each village. To these. planners

.

.
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but Whois oftenjin.a poor position to resist the influence of the

A colleague who has recently completed a 'research §tudY pa.ints
this picture Of life in the poorest area of Thailand, the northeast -

- government agent
.

.

.

The Volunteer'

Actors. (3)

Rice-yields have started. to decrease. *The soil has always
been poor and the application of chemical fertilizer, whic-ti,
.has consistently been encouragedi.by agricUltural extension:
officials, is no.longer effecting any increase.
In fact,:
-a ceiling has been reached with the soil.being left 1.n a

--

'The shortcomings of the official development worker are of course
.quite visible, even to townspeople. And this 'has *awned a number
IF
of small voluntary groups-of concerned' citizens. .Private., non -:profit.development organizations' are establiShed, which get out to
work with rural communities on a limited scale. Most workers
are weell-intentisped middlerclass young people who soon discover
that they poSsess no skills or real understanding of the peasant
mind nd.eponomy.. Thgir plan of action is sometimes' little more
than dn eagee and vacjie desire to he'p. Many learn that village
life is not for them and,'become frustrated when things do not
change as quickly as.they would like.' ?hese who Stay inVolvedinrural development sometimes!- resign themselves 'to cultivating their:own gardens more .for the sake oi. self-fulfilment.:

depleted -state-, .so tfiat'.increasing use of fertilizer is

needed just to maintain present yields:,

,

.AptorS14) - The Businessman.

.

.

gated or sold off cheaply-.---Thus there-is a. rise in tenant-,

.

Another agent that has recenfly"entered the rural scene and one
that, is of growing importance ih Thailand, is represented by agrir
businesses. And of
cbmpanies are ptimarily concerned,
with monetary income. .Their influenc4 is towards greater meChanization and market-oriented' agrarian reform.: Such efforts.could
be beneficial to the peasant, but the profit moti4ie,does not always
coincide with, greatest' social benefit. Increased mechanization
May increase yields, but perhaps at,the expense of rural workers
who. -are left landless.
Market-oriented production often imPells
the peasant into producing'cash crops,'which first of all-will-not
keep him alive and. which offer oniyan unstablepopetary return.

.',

Since the expenses of farmers have risen, the debt burden,

hasalsosteadilyincreased, so that land is being confrg-'
.
.

--.

The large-Mrale-useof chemical fertilizers has overshot
The ecological
the absorption.capacity.of-the environment:
balance is shifting, producing a marked. change in water
quality.
Ferti4izer-related pollution of water hasesultedk
in widespread destruction of aquatic life; -which raditional*
'served as a majorprotein source for the local population.
4

.
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.
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,farming and share- cropping; to match the situation in more
fertile areas..
t
The incentive for quick profits.in cash crops, such as
n
cassava, has led to massive'deforestat,ion by capitalist
enterprises.' Effective official reaction has been.negligible,
with local Officers either turningfa blind eye to, or even

.

connivingatthe'practice. The los' of forests, apart from
any ecological disadvantage; also removes a source of additional. non-cultivated produce fbr the peasants' own consumption.

...

The effect of Current development efforts in such cases has been
-to make the poor peaspt worse off than'he used to be. Half the
populatidn of thenorth-east oP Thailand has sunk beloWhe poverty
line.' -Increasing numbers of rural people-are forced to migrate to
the cities, to live in slum and sqUatter areas, td undertake skilled casual labour.of factory work at extremely-low wages, and in'
the case of young rural women;.-to go or4be,forced into prostitution.

.

IIPAgribusinesses also have an unpleasant side-4fect in siphoning'off.--some of the governmental development'effort.
Highly trained but
poort.y paid university experts oh.poultry are commonly under retain-erg-to.a major chicken-and egg-producing company in'atailand.
.4
Similarly plant specialists are being lured away by cigarette mau- :
facturers and breweries:to work on their tobacco and barley crops.
.IndiVidual peasarits directly employed by, or under.ContraCt to
these agribusinesSes.often enjoy a better:than average standard of
living. But' the.effect.of commercialized agrioulture is -to concentrate searCereSources of:knowledge aid expertise into exploiting
areas that are already favoured,in terms of-'soil
Communications and ancillary services.

.

.SImilar.situationg' are repeatedthr ughout the third world as
international agencieS consistently
ort a.growing gulf between
the largely urban haves and the norm
rural have-nots in many
f
countries'.
:..

-

The Old and the New
The E ftects
4

.

.

.

em tohave beeh large ly predicated On an
.Rastdemelopment effort
asSumptibh ofnational or-even-global interdependency,and the
effect hasobeen to-neglect,subsistenceOulture in favour of producing a parketable.sirplus of-agricultural goods to be exchanged
(generally.at An unfair rate)..for consumer .goods from ehe city
JaCtorie8.
.
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'A number-of conceIned'indiyiduals.bate become so di,illusioned With
the effects of development efforts that they advocate that we should.
all leave the peasant-alone. The peasant community survived for
centuries before the advent 'of developmene Worker8, and in certain
cases it is .very tempting.
think that the peasants would be
:better. off. 1f left to themselves.
.

.

a

to
A
.

.

.

.

But before we countenance any radical' suggestions for some strategy
of benign neglect, it will be helpful if we look at the agricultural and community practices that allowed peasants.to Survive in
self-sufficiency an.the past and at.the factors that have intervened
to upset the even..-tenor of their lives-

alienates the successful schoolchild from his agricultural background and contains a powerful hiddenocurriculum which teaches.
t jobs in the service sector, with .their relatively easier way
t
The aspirations
(of life, .should be the goal of an academic career.
of peasants haVe been Teased withdut any corresponding increase in
the 4ikelihood of their success, thereby causing frustration.

.

e
$
c.
In many deve,loping coun ries,.the.rural population'stilI heavily
.outnumbers the urban,
xceptiniterms of power. 'Living in small
communities spread over the arable land in relative isolation,
these peasants represent to cultural traditi n and identity pf the
land, in contrast to their westernised, eon, meL.-oriented city
cousins.
This traditional culture has been one of subsistence.
Activities are geared towards providing life sustinence in terms
of food, clothing and shelter for the familyand to maintaining
a spiritual identity. The source-of all,wealth in this system 'is
1

Th.

Changes in agriculture are generplly in the direction of capitalintensiye methods. However, the average peasant has no capital.
He would'therefore have to risk substantial debt in return fdr
what must be an unpredictable return,.giVen the.artificially depressed price of rice, the high cost Of fertilizer and pesticide
.normally needed, in.new methods, and the producers' vulnerable
position in the market.. On the other hand, those few farmers who
already enjoy a. financially more secure position may well,be able
to benefit from such. a situation, thereby wideningthe gap between
,themselves and the poorer peasants, and further destroying the
harmony of the community

.

/

land.. Families- produce for their own cons ption.and also, gather
from surrounding non - cultivated. hand.
Ski Is are passed on froM
parents to children.
The existence of
unities allows 'special,
ized.functions tp,certain members, such as/spiritual leaders,
midwives, etc.
So a certain amountof interdependency is evident,
but.this is. largely limited to,within the community, with. relatively
few needs being met from outside the immediate Village.
'A

.

.

.

..,

The'one modern service from outside that can.directlyan immediately improve the quality of life i;or peasants - curative edixine has been applied in a haphazard and'disapPointingly ina equate
way, so that today Thailand canboast of more Thai docto
working
in the United States than in rural Thailand.-

.

The main force of such communities, given the Buddhist ethoS
prevalent in Thai society, is towards harmont, harmony both within
the community, where individuals would s9ek to provide for theMselves.and each other all their material, social and spiritual needs,
and harmony between. the community and its ryatural surroundings, such
that dependence on outside organizations
s at a minimal and each

fhe forces that disrupt the peasant's traditional self-sUfficier.cy
in a subsistentsystem of agriculture are mainly from without.
And ma4peasants have tried to resist them. They have (often
W.isely)
hown, great reluctance-to invest in new technology, to
move from staple to cash crops to increase. production substantially .
when there is no realistic guarantee of.returnm or to exacerbate
their-dependence On the market. This conservatism is-fortified
by an atachment"to the land that .Will, for exatupLe,.sele farmers
accept 2 oe-3 years of non-prodUctivedTought 'and the resultant
crippiing.debt, before they would think of relinquishing their
landto becometenantiarmers or, hired labour elsewhere.

community was virtually self-stistain,ing.

2

Such a situation of harmony or balance.4 can be upset by distuptive
forces from bOth within and outside the community.
,r,
.

.
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.
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Forcesof Disruption

.

,
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.

I
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Within the community, the.pressu? s of increasing population have
strained the ability of the land. to\provide sufficient wealth.
A change:ofthispsort, however, take\ s place relatively:slowly,
allowing .peasants time to make adjustments.-In :rural TWailand,41

It seems -safe to predict, however,. that unless conditions change
markedly, the forces Of disruption are lowlygoing to succeedin
demolishing the self-sufficient harmony 'Of the community, fotting
.-peasarits off teir.19nd and theteby(allowing agricultural production tole taken over by. larger economic units.

.
.

_,0,,,--the most c6mmon adjustment has been to send the surplus, manpower of

sons and daughters into thexitlies for. seasonal wink.

While.su6h a.shift in the socioeconomic structure might be beneficAl to national .prospetity in gross terms (though there are reasons,
for doubting this), it is difficult to. see how thid-woultimprove
the lot of the pOor.peasant of today:
'

A

/1

Outside the community thereare other.forces which-are largely
Outside
beyond the control of the peasant and which directly and dramatic.

ally affect-his ability tc5 subsist.

.

.

Mass destr'ucti9n0of forests, fop example: is making rain-fed rice
farming an even more pte9rious business in-a cycie-ef drought
and flood It also remotes a source of fuel and a supplementary
supplyofIfood.that,was traditionally 'gathered by the peasant.
4
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Commercial goods, produced by a growing industrial sector supported
by government policy, are invading rural Communities and changing
peasants' Consumptive,patterns. Modern education in schOols

.
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.

It therefore seems that if we are interested in helping the
pooiest of the poor, then we should be helping the peasant to
'retist a changing situation that canonly lead to his demise.
We
ca.
best du that by helping people do-what they do best,.i.e.
working on.the land, meeting their own minimum needs,.storing by
ljWe occasiorpl'surplussto meet emergency cash needs and. thereby
maintainingethe ecologicaltAelance and living in harmony with
each other and their surroundings.,

'

.

c

d

Meeting.Minimum Needs fo1 Self-Sufficiency.
.

-However, he dovnee0 new skill's to be able to manage the outside
In other- words
iniquences. thatt threaten his subsistent culture.
'the ped'§ant must learn.to protect himself and his comMunitv from
advice. , information, material goods and commercial propaganda
that may disturb the balance of self-sufficiency by creating dep-'.
endence on goods and services delivered from outside and hence
beyond the control of'the community or the individual.' Skill in
evaluating the li ckl.y implicltions of communications from outside
the community is-'learly ncled.

t

Any attempt To:helP peasants to meet their minimum needs must
begin with' the belief that the peasants themselves know where
This translates into .a situation where the
their problems lie.
development worker must go directly to the indiliidual peasant,
his family and his community, and try to gain a real picture of
the situation. Before any decisions.are made as-to what advice or
assistance to give, a thorough survey must be carried out of
factoxs causing problems and the availability of resources for
solving these problems.
.

Such an educati nal-philoSophy might be termed 'preventive' education,.education:that aims to enable Ne peasant to'avoid the
unpleasant consequences of unthinking acceptance of new ideas. The
Preventparellelism with preventive medicine should be obvious.
ive medicine.would presumably inclUde attempts, either by legal
force'or persuasion, to protect peasant communities from the candy
bars, cheap cosmetics4and addictive Proprietary drugs that are
touted from the cities where they already Caase unnecessary illness
and diseasq.. _Similarly, preventive education would seek to establish a protective barrier of healthy scepticism against the worst
excesses of ill-informed 'advice from 'experts' with only a superficial understanding of actual conditions and with a mandate to
From behind'his barricapply the same panacea in every locality.
ade of critica/.questioning, the peasant would view such experts,

.

The preceding paragraph resembles something frOM the first chapter
of dozens of development manuals and the ideAsi in it-are widely
endorsed by experience.development workers.,.tAnd,yet it seems to
be a truism that is regularly ignored. Many agencies go i,nto.the
field with ready made decisions that often incorporate 'assumptions
that may not be-shared, or at least. hould .be questiOned, by the
prospective idevOopee'.. Perhaps this is-a necessary consequence
Of Centralized standardized bueaurpracies. The Thai goverhment,
for example, invariably sets objectives and activities for officials
to implement in any developmentprogramme, andprogrammes themselves
must often be carried out. on a nationwide scale, irrespective of
c
local differences.
.

be they governmentagricultural extension workers,-private communes

There seem to be numerous'afeas in which assistance could be given

ity development workers, commer6161.'Eravelrer'S., and even.the pur--eyor of preventive education himself, with a respectful and rear

to. the peasant to help, maintain or reinstate self--sufficiency.

J

oned.distrust.

For example, it is interesting to look at what has happened ty, the
wing bean, whose varieties. constitute one of the most important
high-protein. 'fruits'of the fotest' id many areas of Thailand.
the wake"of deforestation, this. significant
food
source is fast disappearing. And yet there has been virtually no
official interest or research on. wing beans in Tlailand,.either,from
the agricultural or nutritional aspects; since these plants have
never seriously been cultivated..
.k
.

4

A raising of peasant suspicions seems to me to be closely related
to the 4khit-pen' concept that forms the philosophical basis for
'Khit -pen' means,
current literacy programmes in Thailand.
In brief, the process involves
literally, the ability to. think.
taking learners through the steps of problem-solving, fromiden-.
tifying problems and their causes and effects, to formulating
alternativesolutions and finally to.decisions made by the peasants in the best interksts of the harMony.within their society
and with ti4ir environment, as they see it.
At each step, the'
teacher may inject new information, perhaps 'in the form of 'what
the book says'', followed:by.an invitation to the learners to react
in the light of their experience and to explore other factors in
their social, economic and cultural environment.
Often the chosen
solution will go against what the book says, but this has no importance compared with the fact that the peasants themselves under7stand the reasons- for their decision.
.

,

A.local breed of chicken, naturally adapted to the existing environment and serving basically.as a device for turning. household and
farm refuSe into a source of eggs and meat for. the peasant, has
been wiped opt in certain areas of Thailand by disease vintroduced.
by comMerci4, pou'ltry' breeds that require, and .get,
ose veterinary, care. 1

Primary mediCal care .can have a substantialdinfluence on reducing
the level of humanmisery in rural areas. Preventive health
measures themselv0S-constitutea. form of self-sufficiency by
-reducing the likelihood of the peasant's need for. outside medical
assistance.
Further research into the efficacy and proper use'of,
herbal medicines would also reduce the peasant's reliance on out'
side sources of, medicatioh.

init.-pen' has been Criticized as being counter-productive to
*development and.non-progreSSive. This is because it legitimizes
fatalism and allows reasons for maintaining the'st4tus quo.
Stich
criticisms are of course only valid when.it-can be proVed that'
change isnecessarily beneficial.
.

.

Education for Self-Sufficiency

made of Buddhism.
Much the same criticisms have be
This is no
'coincidence since'khit-Ten' has been developed in a Thai Buddhist
'context.. Buddhism emphasizds inner peade and harmony and considers
that happiness is achieved not through the satisfaction of every

The peasant needs no direct educational input to enable him.to
1p has.been doing-this' fbr.generations,
achieve self-sufficiency.
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.desire, &it from the limitation of desire to the basic needS of
food, clothing,.shelter and medicine - which constitutes almost
.a definition of self-sufficiency. Strong emotions, such as greed,
anger and obsession, are to.be eliMinated by dhoosing'a middle
path'between extremes and thereby maintaining.equanimity and
harmony.
"'

Of strategy.
Instead of directing all efforts at stimulating
economic activity by the poorest farmer while allowing. the freedom
of the market-place to large. and economically powerful.units such.
as agribusinesses, it would be wiser to allow the peasant to work
towards his'own.salvation behind the protection of strict-government imposed limits on the use Of corporate force.

.

Well - meaning workers in agriculture, health and community development may be. able to ereate.an environment conducive to ple,preservation of,reLestablishment of self-sufficiency by practising
'khit-pen dialogues' with the peasant communities where they work.
There must be mutual respeCt for each party's-opinions and each
dialogue should be ablearning situation for both sides. No outside
prpposal should be accepted without thorough diScussion and eval-;
uation of its implications by the community.

Every. step along.' the road towards'localised self- sufficiency entailS

a loosening of central authority's control over social, economic
and poltical matters. .While some may fear that this represents..
a move towards anarchy, it should rather be interpreted as a
strengthening of a democratic way of life and,an orientation towards
a more equitable economic system.

.

In creating a discriminating barrier'to outside ideas,. preventive
education is not-entirely negative in its approach. One of the
reasons why outside influences on subsistent culture have been so'
strongly subversive is because the flow of informationhas been
'controlled and imposed from. above: New ideas generally arrive in
a village reinf9rced by the authority of the central power who
delivers them.
ti

.;*

A more reliable and trustworthy flow of information might be horizontal interaction between communities rather than the current
vertical direction.' Information passing by this route'will increase
peasants' confidence in their own judgment in dealing with problems
and in m&cing conscious and informed decisions.
.

A second side to the concept of preventive edUcation might be
direoted'to those involved in intrlding into - peasant communities.
Many of those now responsible for destroying the ability of the
peasant to subsist are acting more out of ignorance or indifference
than malice. 'The formal e ucation-curricula have so neglected the
issueso of development that it is quite normal:for even the educated.
Thai city-dweller.to be un. ware of the mechanisms by' which the
governmept.artificially depresses prices. at the farm gate for the
benefit' f urban consumers and to the disadvantage of the farmer,.

,..

'EDUCATION

Get the Girls into School
urvival of a Third World child depends almost exclusively
on its mother: If she is illiterate, superStitious: and
ignorant, the baby's Chances are that much slimmer. If she

can't read, she can't mix medicines, follow cooking instruct
lions or benefit from printed guides to infant health care:
Village hearsay is not good enough when it conies to hygiene,

Development workers themselves appear'occasionallY-to suffer from
a woeful ignorance oft-the:effect of their own activities.
It has
been reported that agricultural officials who'were urging the
ladoption of high-yielding varieties of crops wee blissfully unaware of the implications such adoption would have forthe,farmer
In the way of necessary dependence On fertilizer and pesticide,
"for example.
:
.

nutrition, treating diarrhoea, knowing how to weigh, when

resistance. In many cultures, the educated wife is not wanted,

Linancipalion- from tradnional inale-dominated mores is
feared. Suds sentiments are especially strong in Attica. South
Asia and In Muslim countries. Religion is a deciding factor.

In East and Southeast Asia there is an established
education for boys At the expense of girls,
tradition
but little entrenched opposition to striding girls to school.

Mainly Ifnddliist Thailand has a 83% adult literacy rate

'there are solid statistics to
back

the

claim that a

higher

rate of female education is iimperative if babies are to live.
Many studies show that children
of. literate Mothers have coil

.

better

survival

rates.

This tends to be true even of.
vielfto-do mothers who cannot

ImPlications":

,"

duce infant mortality. They often have to overcome strodg

to wean and whether to breastfeed.

siderably

6.

()cuing girls into school has therefore taken on the chap
actei of a crusade among those whose'prime intention a tore-

read. One such study in Indonisia
showed that infants born to

An emphasis on.subs''Istent agriculture and away_ from marketable
surpluSes will have a. direct Ampact on the unproductive urban
An easing of hardship in. rural aieas may implytimposed'
minority..
restraints on urban consumption, especially in the form of
realistic food prices and a more conservative useoof imported

.

women who had had four years
or more cif basic education had
tm,,
a 50 °/c better chalice than children
Baby-care class: Illiteracy means inortdead infants
of illiterate mothers.

energy.:
.

doyervent policy toward rural deVelopment must undergo a shift
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for females compared with 93%
for-males, while in largely Mus.

lim Indonesia, the ratio is only
58 ° /o:77 %. Mainly Christian Phi.
lippines is the- leader. among
the
agriculture-based
nations
of the region (fernalei:' 88%,

males: 90%). Urban Hongkong
and Singapore boast a virtually
100% rate' for female- children
in school. Everywhere, the pro.

portion of girls with education
climbing dramatically. .1t
means' many yet-Unborn chitis

then have a better chance of surviving.

WHAT CAN THE NON-GOVERNMENTALORGANUi4ONS-ACHIEVE

ASPBAE.is.distr;inctive in having &most no infra8tructu;'e and assets,
and no salaried staff.
It is heavily dependent, or 'parasitic' upon
the-existingoinfrastructure, resources and voluntari y given unpaid
time of adult educators in different places..

IN.(D'ULT EDUCATION?

We have noted that. the Asian- South Pacific Bureau 91-Adult Education.
,itself is 20 years old this year.
Another section of this CoUrier
recalls6its origins and some idea of 'its purpos0..Its purporieb
are currently.. described (in a general purpoSe pviblicity booklet)
as follows:
5

There has grown up (partly .thiGugh the travelling felloMechanism)
.a,'member at large' concept whereby highly competent senior.,
practitioners...srve as resource personb' in situations of special
gr potential need....
An important prinCiple of the Bureau, is its TCDC emphasis: This
does'nop exclude westernexperts'and experience being drawn upon,
but it.does put the main emphasis on:sharing and mutual-help between
To this kind if interpersonal.and
'Asian and Pacific countribs.
inter-Country ,teamwork may be addeother kelt characteristics andvaluet:
the 'Stress upon small scale programs' rather than massive
approaches; the stress upon adult education in the context of
,
d elopment rather than as
own end;
the-broad and humane
.se se in which 'development' ts. used to embrace social and cultural
matters rather than merely economic progress; the:valuing of-the
purposes and approaches now commonly referred to as 'conscientisabOni.

Principles, Purposes and Values

Behind the formal Constitution with its statement ofOjectives there
is an ethos, a set of ideals, values and purposes,. which give the Bureau
its life and character. It is not always easy to spell these out but
they are revealed by the work the Bureau Supports, ands-.the people who are
active in this work:

.

.

.

Some.guiding.'priniiples may however be mentioned:
The T.C.D.C. 'principle - (Technical), cooperation between developing
-countries.

Working to'reduce swial and economic inequality and injustice,
which means seeing' adult educat,ton- as a means to social development

.

.ratter than an end in itself, and keeping'in sight the needs of
the peibret of the poor
Cooperation and Comp.lentarity, rather than competition, with other
agencies having Similar' objectives
,Keeing the infrastructure and secretariat to a minimum and 'avoidipg
building a bureaucracy in which PeoPle develop career interests.
Being as flexibleradaptive and responsive as possible to members'
needs

In July 1983 a Region I ASPBAE conference. reviewed the Rele and
Performance.of NGOs in Adult Edution'in.the South Asian countries.
What follows are extracts from various. pipers presented at that
Conference, which together-gire some-idea of the range 'of praeticescold possibilities.
First; from Indict,

0

.

two examples from Kerala State:

1.

t

IKe'rala Sastia Sahitya Parshad

,-

06.

This'is another voluntary agency.of Scientists and people interest-.
ed in the spread of science awong the masses.
For its Very useful
work this agency bagged the 1482 ICSSR (Indian Council for Social
Science Research) Award.
BesideS Organising science fairs, -science
exhibitions, science corners, Corner meetings, jathas.etc., recently
they launched cultural programmes of the folk type which proved a
'great success.' They publish 4 'Science magazines meant for.primaryschool children, high school pupils, college students and the
public respectively. Their wall chart has'acquireil the appreciation
of many. A scientific culture has,been developed even among the
masses through the activities of the. Parishad. The science quiz
programmes launched among pupils, have resulted in develbPingSqentific interest and fostering scientific aptitude. Mostof
the VolUnteer workers are science teachers and college lecturers/
Professors dealing with science. A series of books under the.
common title "Science Cream" have been publighed by this agendy:

The followincrextracts from Adult Education and Development, No.1-7,
September, 1981.(p0) Bonn), "DVV-ASPBAE partnership - evaluative review"
give some further insights into, the approach and values* of theBOreau,

.

A key characteristic of AdPRAE-is its non,gove
ehtal character
which No Limits to Learnin,. a report'to The Cl b of Ramie, identifies
as having essential qualities lacked by governments and intergovernmental agencies:: 'it is the-NGOs hich-appear tohave the
longer-term, flexible, interdisciplina
perspectives and where
anticipation and participation are.eme ine.
That report uses the
term-network, noting that some new NGOs and networks 'make a point
of calling themselves non7Organizationsr. ASPBAE prefers the term
network to organisation, andas employed the term 'non organisation'
..also to refer to its distinctive characteristic.

i

.

Costa are low in terms of the.number of.aCtivities; and the
proportion of infrastructure compared With direct provision each
year.
The mode of participative'planning.means that the program
belongs very much to the partner countries and.localPeople. In
a number of cases there is direct governiivent participation through
its own machinery, such that the activity-is continued.and partly

Though with major emphasis on science and technology, the Parishad
has been doing. efficient work in popularising Science among the
people.
Scientific literacy is their secbndary objective.
Programmes for-the 80s have been worked out at- its annual Conferences.
and are being implemented. 4

.

.

absorbed by the on-going work of that government.
.

.

.

.

.
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Kerala Association for Neinformal Education and Development (KANFED
"

seminars etc. for' equipping people tio cope with the modern
trends in science and tech

.

WgY'

.

.

This agendy was set up fOr the sole putRote of propagating nonformal'
education linked with:developmental aceivities. It'is the successer
rganisation of the KeralaoSkate Adult-LitetacYCouncil'forMed as
partof'the Kerala Grandhasala Sangham by a.few leading social
workers and educationists. Registered under the Travancore-Cochin
charitable societies Act 12 of 1955, on June 30, 1977, KANFED has
its 4e4dguarters at Trivandrum thoughit has statewide jurisdiction..!

8) running model centres and"o

uing educa

on centres'on its

.

The Government of India reorganised KANFED and entrusted the State.
Resource Centre for nonformal eduCatien with it.
The SRC is functioning:since July 1978, The German- Adult Education' AsSociation

.

has selected KANFED as one of .its-.18...pro.jects-all-over-the--world---.--

.

with financial support for specific items 'such as training,
ation and publicity. Awards for social workers wertfirst instituted by KANFED to honour dedicated, volunteers behind the agenCy.

-

The
l)

bjectiveS°_of KANFED are

o promote the educational
of all sections of the peo

aewral and economic development
e

00

'

..

.

.

.

A scheme was discussed at the Sixth anniversary meeting to
eradicate.illitetacy'completell, from the age group-15-35 in Kerala.
.before 1990, throUgh cooper4tive ana ccpcerted efforts..
-

2) to help-universalisatiuns of education by propaganda for it
..and by the institution.o nonfotmal education activities°a$
supplementary to the fo
1 education systems
.

)

KANFED had been instrumental in making at.least 50,000 ill:it:Orates
literate duting the last years with the reasonable4edtimafe of
50% success in"its centres. The KANFED centres contain libraries;
gpidancefacilities and.brovide assistance to all nOedy. peoole.It is
hoped:to start at least 10,000 such centres in Kerala'within fiVe
years, under the banner:of KANFED.
Tholiigh started'as late as 1977,
KANFED has won great reputation not only in Kerala but all over.
India and.even-outside.

to establish institutions for teiearch and training in all
aspects. of nonformal education, publishing houses for the
401prodUCtion of literacy materials, and centres for. the eradication
illiteracy

41_to Plan and carry out,projectsin continuing edyation,
correspondence courses and research.
On June 30, 1983 KANFED completed .6. yeats of..-fruitfUl work.

In-'

the:anniversary celebrations the State Governo, Ministers, Vite.Chancellors, TrO7-Vice Chancellprs, Ex-Ministers, M.L.A..s and leadef.s
from various walks of life praised the'activities of:KANFEb.which'
included the following:
:

,T
1.)

.

-

fit

.

The /ndidn Adult Education Association is the oldest n4tional
adult education association in the Asian and Pacific Regions. The
paper from which the
eXtracts.we taken by J.C. Saxena, Hon..
General Secretary, .also .set out some kf the. work and achieveMets
of that Assobiation.2

.

trftining. more:than 10,000 workers'foyot anising.and running
adult education centres on aJong teho basiis

2) Creating.aw reness amongall concerned on the-need for
concerted
forts' for eradicating illiteracy and ensuring a
learning-s ciety

India hds long traditions' of adult/nonforMal education,through
-noh-governmental organisations. The Ashrams and Gurukuls and
Vidyapeeths, were-the cen4res of education in ancient India where
the rich and the poorp6e. king and the common man used to flock
round a Guru (teacher) to get the kind of eduCation tliey needed.
They used to get guidance and,adviceowhich would enabre them to
perform their fUnctions effectively in the community.
,
'.
.

.

.

3) preparing /and publishing 15 ptimersi 30-technical books and
more than '200 books useful for neoliterates

.

.

.

.

--:

4) publishing 'KANFED News', a weekly for neoliterateS,
Anaupachvika Vidyalohyasam-foTtnighelyfor.functionaries and
Nattuvelicham, a monthly wall paper forconscientizing-people
.

runningtwo'correpondence cum contact courses for mOrkers
entitled 'JanayidYaPracharakt and. 'Janavidya PraVesh' for
graduates and'UndergraduateS respectively
.

.6) taking
fro

short'film on nonformaleducatiortnarrating KANFED'S
es for liberating people from illitetacy
.

organising street Jat

.

,.exhibitions4 corner meetings,

is
r

.

.

.

_
.

.

.

,

Nonlgovernmental organisations n this 'country have played a very
significant role in promoting v rious ideas and impletenting'prog7
rammes in adult education whi
-ordinarily would. not have been un-.
..dettaken. by state de. a
s.
Adult Education is essentially a
peoples programme i
ich the. community his to play an active *
part. .Voluntary organisations as the peicOles organisations have
given, comparatively' better and more Useful results with comparat
ivly
e
less investments.

Voluntary organisations have great potentialities foraecuring
public cooperation in the implementatiOn of non-formal education
programmes.
thewhave greatet freedom than the governmental
agencies to adapt themselves to changing needs, requirements and.

,

a

f

g
..

'

aspirations of the people.

They are in .A better poSition'to experiment. and undertake ,'innovative programmes: Equallythey are in
a position to discard programmes which are not acceptable to the'
.
people or beneficial to them,
t
.

"
`
?With the geater-human touch*and closer personal contact:that
normally characterise them, voluntary organisations. re in a better
position to mobilise community. efforts. for'education and welfare.
progtammes.
Having livinwcontact, with people in the area,of
their operati&r, voluntary organisations have the-advantage of
elasticity in their methods of working and.can experiment with new
methods, techniques-andinnovativejdeas.
.-.,,

.

.

',

4

'that many .V,As, not directly-engaged in programmes of adult educatioh,
earlier were . involved -in this programme.' Besides some VAs were
"entrusted the,reSponsibility.for imPlementatiop of all,India:
'
programmes such as Farmers functional Literacy Project and Nonformal
.Education for the age-group 15-25.

-

.

,

Ny

.

.

.

.

The Association has a number.of voluntary agencies as its members,
notable among them are:.
' 'Karnataka State Adult Education Council, (Mysore), Bengal
Social Service League (Cakitta), Andhra Mahila Sabha
(Hyderabad), Tamil Nadu Board of Continuing.Education (Madras),
Bombay City Social' Education Committee. (Bombay),. Literacy
House.(Lucknow)', SatOj Nalini Dutt Memorial Association
(Calcutta), Seva Mandir (Udaipur), Rajasthah Vicyapeeth.
(Udaipur), Kerala Association for Nonformal Education and
Development (Trivandrum).

Another significant factor under NAEP was that a.pumber of
voluntary agencies working in different parts of the country wereentrusted with the responsibility of starting State Resource Centres
ISRCs) to provide supportto the adult education movement. The
unsatisfactory teaching/learning material and poor quality of
training led the Government to.dstablish SRCs'in different parts of
the'country.
The non-gOvernMental agencies which have been gilien
,SRCs are:
Rajasthan Adult Education .Association (Jaipur)
.rj,iteracy House aucknow)
Utkal NaVjedvan Mandal (Angul) Orissa
'Bengal.Social.Service Leagud ICaldutta)
Karnataka State Adult Education Council .(Mysore)
.Indian Institute of.EducatiOn, PUna 'Maharashtra)
Tamil Nadu Board Of:Continuifig Education:(Madras)
Kerala ASsociation for Non-Formal Education.and
Development (Trivandrum)
.

.

.

.

These organisations-are headed by committed and devoted adult
educators....
-

An attempt has been made to give an idea of work done by some
non-governmental organisations inthe Country. How hew experiments,have been planned and tried,'how attempts have been. made to Organse adult. education programmes according'to the needs and require-.
merit
f the people for whom they were meant.'
.

.

The
istry of Education. provides financial assistance to voluptaxy o anisations (VAs) working. in the-field of adult education'
under its scheme,of assistance to voluntary. agendies. The.Central
'Social Welfare Board set up by the Government in 1953 giVes grants
to voluntary agencies.for.condensedcourses, vocational courses
and socio-economic projectsfor women belonging to rural areas and
slums.
The Central Board of Workers Education gives grants to
trade unions and voluntary agencies to'run one' -day,' three-day and
seven-day courses for'indOstrial workersand-'unorganised rural
Workers.
.
.

After the launching of theNational.Adult Education Program (NAEP)..
in 1918 the-nuMber of voluntary institutions receiving grants
increased since the Policy Statement on Adult.Education Said that
voluntaryAgencies have a special:role to play and necessary-steps
will have to be taken for their involvement.
Over 650 institutions received financial asSistance.from,the
Ministry ofEducation during theperiod 1.97880. Before the NAEP
the size of-the AdUlt 'education programme had an,enrolment of
:675,000.
In 1979-80 it had risen to 3.6 milliOn and the share of
:'voluntary agencies -(VAS). vas one- fourth. A signifiCant aspect was

Giving the responsibility of running- State Resource Centxesto
voluntary agencies:indicates the confidence the Government have'
showh in the work'of voluntary agencies.
These agencies which
have living contact with:the masses are doing good work in their
respective areas.
These Resource Centres have provided training tokeylpersorinel and
have rendered assistance in training programmes organised fox, field
functionaries. They have produced teachingnd learning materials,
have provided support for.organi,sationgof. post - literacy and
follow-up-programmes. Some Resource Centres have undertaken inneT7atiVe programMes and are using traditional and modern media.of
'mass communication for communityeducation, community Mobiliation'
and community participation..
Nonformal education in order to be successful is to be based on
innovations,. experimentation, collaboration and team work. New
ethoda'of work and new techniques need to be discovered -t, Thes
can be done only by Voluntary'agencies because they havea gtent
desire and appropriate perspective to experiment. Sufficient
funds should be placed at the-disposal of SRC and VAs to undertake
these experiments.
The need of the hour is that adult education should.enable the
community'as a whole thtough a proceSs of social change and
increased.self. confidence tofparticipate in national, development;

Adult Education shouldbe an instrument ofsoCial change. .Through
adult education the poor-and the deprived sections of the society
.should be made Qonscious of their needs and requirements and "the

,
.

pr2gramme should help them assert and fight for their rights,
solve their problems and to share in the fruits of developMent.

.4

:

Non-GOvernment and Voluntary Organisations

Issues

The non-government and.v0Iuntary.organsations have been continuing
their adult mass . education programme in which they have been fodnd
to be very much committed:and enthusiastic.
But they have.been
disheartened with. the changed situation in mass education programme.
The target population and workers of:those organisations:including
the peopleih general mostly lost their interest in m
education
programme 14,ththe sudden break.in the.ongoing'Government sponsored
masseducati&niprogramme. -Neverthelethg, the NGOs in the field .have
4Lalways been with the Government. Andthey have formed a Federal
Council for Mass Education to work jointly with:the Government.

.Voluntary organisations have to be im plementors of educational and
socialprogrammeS at the local level. The recent trend to take up
too many activities under the magic words "comprehensive and
integrated" is,open to question.
Each section.of,disadvantaged in
-sOciety needs. specialised.serviceS to makepr6gresS,
Simply not possiblefor,one unit to make available all specialised
services so required at one place. Attempts in this direction

It' is

.

....

'Voluntary organisatiowhich become large, develOp_the same
problems and drawbacks as the Government.
They tend to become
removed from the people, be set with bureaucracy and. personnel
conflicts, pressur:e of. politics abotperpatuations.

Success, Failure and Problems
in Bangladesh
o

's

Theoaper from'Pakist-an did no t specifically consider the role of)
NCO's.

Howdikr, sine-e-that. Conferende,'a.Nalkilional Association,

the Pakistan Association for Adult. Education, has been formed.
The founding President of the Association ix Mr Inayatullah and
hvddquarters will. be :at
6,'F-7/2:Margd/./a Road, Islamabad.
Among its aims and obj-ectives are::
Establi.%ing literacy. and adult education centres in cletie
.and.village for both men'and Women
Establishing research, cells to determine Specific requiPements
of various region-s, cuttyPa/ groups,'age groups etc.

Orgahising writers' groups and establishing publishing
ntres
for preparing literacy and adult education materials, f ash
.cards,bookeand other visual aide
Establishing contact with organisations, associations and
non-governmental groups So as to benefit by their experience
'in the field.of literacy and-adult edUcatiOn
.

Pubti:shing a ,journal' on Adult Education

.From Bangladesh. the follbwing-passaged are taken:-3.
.
.

After independence of Bangladesh (during 70s) quite a.number of
volUntary and non-government organizations engaged themselves in
the field. 'Ofthese, Bangladesh Literacy Society (BLS), Bangladesh
Rural Advancement Committee. .(BRAC); Jatio Tarun Sangha and
Bangladesh AssociationAorCommunity EdUcation (BACE.) deierve
.

special .met

')

.

The study of mass education programmesfduring the last 30 years in
.-the soil of-Bangladsh-also,elowed that the Government and,semi-=,
government' programmes for mass education were,. by -and large,
successful'.
Bu-some,programmes were wound up before* they could
create appreciable,im ct and some were mot expanded due:to lapk

,
.

In the-recent .Years(during 1980s) there have been some other NGOs
like Bangladesh Gramin-Juba Samity, Bangladesh FaMily Planning
ASSociation, BangladeshSurja Sena-and Bangladesh Sabuj Sena
..'el-Igaging themselves in ass education and playing-An important role.
A.h:tne-field;.7.

The Mase Education Programme launched by,the last Government continued for etwo years up to March, 1 83. The evaluation report on
Mass. Education Programme revealed he success, failure and problems
inthe programme.
The success was ess spectacular at least in
consideration.of the resource avails ility and the cost. involved.
There has been an-organisational Str tuie with a. loose type of
:'-central adMinistration- in respect o planning,programming and
management strategies isolated fro interagency and inter-sectoral
collaboration and co-;-ordination.
t has been observed that the
results of the programme requiring school students and teachers to
teach the adults were not satisfac ory. There were lack Of- proper
supervision, administration and ma agement at the local levels.
The squads. formed for mass educati n did not function properly.
The non-government sector has not
en involved,es complementary
to the Government programme which.h
been.a universal practice in
the.free society.. Primers -and books produced by the Government
did not match.with the community needs in most areas and time and
Contents of programme were 'not suited to socio-economic life of the
.target people. "Theprimers-produced and used successfully by
NGOs did not receive anyimportande in the national sphere. But
the.programme couldby and large, 'create a large amount. of
awareness among the masses as it was A political commitment. The
massiveness of the prograMme reflected the revolutionary spirit of
the GgvernMent to discard the usuaUand prolonged, practice of
so- called experiMentation in the field. The Directorate of Mass
Education did not have the required time to.have a breakthrough.
It was still passing through the preparatory stage putting the
prOgramme into action. abruptfir at-the instance.of revolutionary
spirit of the Government: After the end of crash programme .and.
first phase of the regular programme the programme has undergone
evaluation for assessing the drawbacka and problems of the progr,
amme.
But the sudden break and discontinuation of the programme
did_no more harththan any good in the mass education envisaged.
Only thtough trial and error, perfectness in the programme to
solve such.a prolonged corrosive prObletp could be attained.
.

Organising conferences and Seminars

.,

e

Adult Mass Education Programme

.

.
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constraints in terms of-very poorand weak morale and active
supports .for, mass education.
They also have to meet the socioeconomic constraints in terms of participation of the education
and learning groups. The absence of-clear cut Government policy
and commitment For adult mass education are the main constraints
for the NG0s2in the field:

of Adequate Gaernment suppOrt.
Non-Government and Voluntary Organis

ions

The non-government and voluntary organisations, as revealed in the
write-ups and reports dn.field visits, haVe been carrying out their
respective Programmes with 50 -70% success on average.
They.have
also been doing well in the motivationof adult learhing groups
for schooling6f their school age unschooled children in the formal
primary Schools'in the areas under their programes. They havealso been Working for strengthening primary education with intensive
adult literacy programme.
The sample organisations.have been

.

Summary
.

.

.

.

:

.

f Federal Counoilol. of Non Government. Organisations (NGOs) for mas's

.

.

education shouldrhe formed which wilr"be responsible for coordination'of the activities of its member vganisations for. carrying
out a. propetly managed. uniform mass eddCation programme and the
council, ahould,be recognised bx,the.Government as the nationalpolicy executivempody for mass Mducation, in'the. private sector

-carrying Ao,ot their own programmes suited to ,local and community
needs and developed, in most cases, their programmes.
The programmes are integrated having socio-economic value.
Some have community
.

development programmes integratiqg functional literacy, some have
bpalth.and family,plarilhingprogrammes integrating functional.
*literacy while some have functional literacy and nonformal education
programmes for the 'out-of-school' youth and drop -outs and adults
integrati4g-development.programmes. Some have children and 4luth
education and welfare programmes integrating. literacy for the
adults also.. However,' the problems- encountered by the organisations

.

alaourcea.

Lack of GOvernment (Supportlfor effectively carrying-out mass

'

0

-m

.

.

Lack of social and adminstrative support originating from
the absence of national commitment for mass education

The Gove nmentss Quid help-the NG0s.'introduce complementary
educatio.'progra es like vocational training, apprenticeship
courses,trade courses,. etc. for the neo-literates for retention
of their continued interest in further education and creation of
_interest for the-existing illiterate youth, adults and 'out of school' wor ing children.
The NGOs'shouldilso be-encouraged and
helped f r establishing Community ReadiffgCentres along with
their on oing literacy' centres
.

Lack- of publicity and motivation through GovernMent mass

.

.

media.

Inadequate availability of literacy-materials including.
suitable primers and logistics

.

-

For the Integrated Mas$ Educati on Programme of NGOs under the
federalCOuncil for'Mass Education of NGOs there should be an
introduction 'of easy credit System by the .Governmentf for service
and development support tothe educators aid learning groups
_respeCtively linking mass education programme with the existing
opportunity structure for economic and-overall development
Activities of the Government at the Grass-toot level (village).

Lack of inter=agency and inter.--sectoral collaboration and
co-ordination of activities at national and local levels

Lack of-incentive from the Government foe.the'organiaations,
their worker-educators and the. disadvantaged learning.groups
Lack of'financial resoUrces'to carry out'and develop
projects of.socio-economic value
.

'.

The government sh uld have some model. collaborative prOjects with.
-NGOs for strkngth ning universal primary education with intensified
adult Literady pr. gramme and expand
e scope of-th6 aameOnthe.
basis- of constant review and eveluat n

areas fol -lows:

educationprogrammes.successfully

.

.Thnon-government sector should be.entrlisted with the responsibility to carry out mass educaeiom.programmes where the Government
will,play the role ofa 'facilitator providing resources and other
logistic 'suppor by mobilising funds_froM national and intetnation-

.

Jock 'of trained and dedicated' workers on a voluntary basis

The Paper from Nepal included thefolloiding comments: 4.

Lack of reading centres and follow-upreading materials
,

_

Status of Voluntary Organisations. and Their Inyelvement in
Adult/NonfOrmal Education

.

The reports on the field. visits and experieppea and formal disrussion
Meetings with the national ievelNGOs reveath,khat -mist of them havd'
been carrying out their programmes with the manpower and local
reaources available to them. Among' their.protems, they ha e
mentioned the resource constraints very promi ntly that st 11
hinder, in achieving their.set targets and expansion of the.
FograMmes: They have also to shoulder,Social and administ tiv

The importance of voluntaryorganisations has been increasingly
realized by the youths of Nepal mainly in view of carrying out
social welfare activities.
Such organizations arefound in.
different geographic regions of the country.
With-a,yiew to consolidating and coordinating the activities of the voluntary

.
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organisations,'a national level body knownaA'Social Service
NationalCoordinationCouncil' has been-constituted with Her
Majesty the Queen as Chairperson. Under this Council are set up
several cqmmittees such as 'Youth Attivities,pordinatiOn
Committee',
'Women Services Coordination Committee'
!Disabled
People's Services Coordination Committee' etc.
Any group of
people mrlfing to establish a voluntagy-organization shourd.
apply tb the respectivecoMittee for approval. to do so.
Voluntary organizations established so far in Nepal have embraced
the objectiveS of social-welfare activities. Adult /informal
education has been considered as one of thd programme components.
But the noticeable thing is that these organisations do not have
their owmrolesin the design, development and implementation. of.
adulthlonformal education. They are virtually dependent on. the
programme of the Ministry ofEducation and Culture.

b

.

daring the decade 1972-82 and OpportUnities open for them in the
resttof thp 80s* For this pu4pose I have b ;oadly categorised the
NGOs, organisationally to geveq groups, given below,.each group
cbndisting of a kindked Set 6f organisations. These grouPings,
I presume, are equally applicalgieto anyof.the.othet countries of.
the Region. except the last grouping WhiPh.is a local phenomenon
4nique in many'respects, which may profitalily be tried by the°.
i

other countries' which do not. have similar organisations.

.

.Educational Organisations
Lappur Organisations
3.. Religious Organisations
4.
.Social.(Welfare) Organisations and Service Clubs
)5.
Professional Organisations
6.
Women's Organisations
-40,'
7.
Sarvodaya'Shramadana Movement
1,
2.

.

o

'

,

The functional literacy programme of t4 Ministit, of Education and
Culture is also provided to the voluntary ;;;Tnisati ns on a quota
basis.
In other words, these organisabion
quire the functional
literacy programme-packages and oth4rlogistidsUpp t.from the
Ministry of Education and Culture and conduct the programme io their
respective 'communities. As voluntary organisationstheir.roles
in strengthening and expanding the adult/nonformal education should
have been more meaningful. But in the absence of-which we find
a situation where a growing need lies for theificreased invplvement
of voluntary organisations in undertaking the taskof designing .1
aneoperating adult/nonformal education activities on their own
'planning and initiative.
For this it has been envisaged that a
Voluntary organisation solely concerned withthlb adult/nonformal
education'aspec has to be,established. Such an organisation
'can be expected to playa leading..role in preparing other voluhtary
organisationsto make their own effotts in theformulationvand
.operation of the adOlt/nonformaleducation programme.

4
st

I must confess, however,' at the outset itself, that this is not an
indeptcl-study,.of all types of NGOs listed above or their'varied
activities in:adult:education in the4decadeundet review: It is,
at best&* a rather superficial accou t, may even.
called a perfunc-.
tory on6, of some, -in my. opinion,
the more important organisations
and their more Lelevant ctivitie in adult education.
These organisations condu t a, vast range. of prbgrammes, diverse-in
their nature and scope, falling into all or several of the four' (4)
categories into'which the Regional.Siminar on Adult Education and
.

DdveloPmentbeld in Bangkok in 1980 attempted to classify the
'Adult Education programmes of.the NGOs:' Namely:

'

We understand.that Nepal is in the- process.
establishing a
National Asgociation.of Adult Education.
It.has applied to the
Nepalese Government:for registration and in the. interim has
established an ad hoc committee 'to develop plans for its future
operations.

A substantial tudy by W.A. Jayawardena surtveyS.the range of NGOs
and their res ective capacities and contuibuti,ons for the decade
1972 -82 and ttrough the remaining years.of the Eighties.
Some
details and examples are excluded, but.the bulk of the 'paper ispre lited he Y, since it 'offers an unusually. comprehensive and
insightful -Fixture of:the place of NGOs can and do play in a
:m mber.of swieties. 5
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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It is not practicable, no is it considered necessary, to deal
individualY.with the role and performance of each of.the. NGOs
and much lesd with each of thePrograMmes conducted by each one of
them in adu40-ducation/nonfOrMal education in la paper of this
:nature.
They are-far toe, numerous ,in number andvaried in their'
activities.-- What is attempted here is-ofily a. 8rilaf overview of
the.natiOhal level NGOs and their invOlVement in adult education
..

.'

.'

addressed
addressed
addressed
addressed

to Survival Needs
to 'Growth Needs

to Remedial Needs
to Anticipatory Needs

Nongovernmental educational institutions-engagedin adUlt education
programmes in Sri Lanka may be discussed under throe groups::

1 .'

.
.
.

.,

Prpgrammes
Programmes
.Programmes
Programmes

Edubational Organisations

:

.

1.
2.
3.
4.

..
,.

S.

UniVersities
2.' Other.Institutes conducting' extension programmes.
Technical'and Craft level institutions
3.
1.

Practicably all these institutions are governmentaided in some form
or other and are not entirely governMent-independent voluntary.
organisations. Nevertheless, they condudt their own educational
programmes much the same may'as any .voluntary organisation....
Other Institutions

Among other institutions which conduct courses and other activities
of an academic nature, fOr the benefit of adults; -may be mentioned

the Sri Lazka Foundation Institute (SLFI) and the MArga Institute.

Religious Organisatiohs

Technical and Craft Institutions

Buddhism, the religion of the vast majority of the population,
occupies the pre-eminent place among all the major religions of the
world that are represented in. Sri Lanka.. This multi-religious
compoSition of the Sti Lankan society naturally has given place.to.
(A
a multitude of organisations representing each one of them.population of 14,'850,000.in 1981 wa,s composed of 60.3% Buddhist,
15.5% Hindus, 7.6% Muslims, 7.5% Christians and 0.1% others.) 'The
most.popuIar among them are the Young,Men's and Women's Associations
f. the adherents of these religions.. All Ceylon Buddhist. Congress,
t e Buddhist Theosophical. ociety, other Buddhist Societies together,
with Hindn,'Christian and Mdslim:asitociations constitute the dery.
large number of other religious organisations active in the field
of adult education. These lave,their headquarters in. Colombo with
ganigistt4Ing in the provinces and engage
affiliated and/or branch
in a sim,ilaT set of ac vities emphasising the way of life and
philosophy particular.-to the resRpctive religions.. Their programmes cater to the promotion of, the'moral, .cultural, social and g
physical well being of the community and consist ofrunning of pregRftools, Sunday schools, religious examinations, libraries, seminars,
Vocational train-.
calms apd a host of other educational activities.
ing, rehabilitation of the physically and socially handicapped
through provigionfof inseit4ional services, rural and.slum-cdmmpity projects, are among the other services undertaken by tlipse

^

There are awlarge number of institutions many of them run by
religious or social organisations, which conduct middle range
vocational courses of diifeent types and'levels, in addition to
governMent technical and other ilAstitutionSWich run similar
courses. 'they cater' mainly to school leaversi.school,dtop-outs
ancl others in low and middle grade'emfatoAtent to equip themselves
for Omployment by the acquisition of various types 'Of skills and/or:
to up4rade their knowledge and skills in order' to make them more
suitable in their present employment or to bettef their prospects
of:promotion and self-advancement. Morgpopular Of these courses.
are the basic technology courses,olan'guage courses and trade craft
courses. The sizes, organisational structures, contents and
standards of the courses and other details of these.institutione%
differ but they serve the clImmon objective of. providing opportunitig, for adults; particularly the youths:to gain employable

Labout OrOnisations
The trade Cnionsare the principal labour organisations in Sri
Lanka responsible for the.educational activities of the workers.
There are around 1,300 unions, more than 100 of.them having a
membership of over 1,000 each.
Unionised membership exceeds 1.5
millions, comprising nearly °tie:third of the total Workforce of
4.5 million.

.

organisations:.

Particular mention should be made here of the role that continues
to be played by the village (Buddhist) temple which wasthe centre
Despite the various vicissitudes
of learning in the ancient days.
it had'to face over several centuries of foreign domination and
'q influence, it has managed to.retain its traditional character as
.Encouragement of. practical observance of
a service 6rganisation.
"Dhamma" through organised campaigns such as the observance of "Sil",
conducting.of religious discourses, meditation classes are aimed
at spiritual awakening of the coMmunity':'..These observances have
gained equal.or even greater significance among the urban community
where the struggle for life is more competitive and keener.
.

The main preoccupation of the trade- unions continues to be their
agitational. work in the struggle'for workers'-rights,. and their
interest. in educational activities. emains marginal. The. multiplic
ity of trade unions and political rivalry, among them have fuither
hampered the 'systematic and- continTous growth ofducational programmes. The little that is being done'by the respective unions
has a large political content and is concerned mainly with subjects
relating to trade'lini&n matters., '
9

However, in rec ent years the linions.have-begun td show a greater
awareness .of the importance of general education among'the workers

in strengthening the organisatigns themselves, building p.leadership_within. the moveMent dhcl..therole of the workers in the larger
4
community
Among the nongovernmental International Workers Education. Organisat-'
ions working in Sri Lanka are the Friedrich- Ebert - Stiftung and the
Asian American Free Labour Institute.. It is owing to the support**
extended by the former that'trade union education took an institutionalised form in Sri'Lanka .vdthothe establishment of the SLFI which
conducts residential programmes for the workers:: The latter, among
its othenactivitieS, supportSthe-community d elopment programme's
of the CWC 4n the piantation area.

These programmes acquire added relevance-and greater accenince
among Buddhists due to-their basic conviction that education is not
confined to what is acquired within the present span of life but
transcends to lives hereafter in their long-and arduous journey in
"Samsara" (cycle of birthsand deaehs).
The other religious organisations. also undertake. similar programmes
..
in keeping with their religious tenets.

Social (Welfare).Organisations and Service,Ciubs.
I have grouped in this category a host of organisationlkdedicated
to the'promotion of-health, social services;' and dommunity.development primarily among the disadvantage'and,:Sevice Clubs with
exclusive membership, most of theM having intetnational_affiliations_ Like the previous group, these orgapizsations'are also
based in Colombo having their. affiliated Or.15tAnch organisations

.119

,

.

in the provinces. They work inclose collaboration and liaison
with government departments, national and international'Organisations having'similar interests and objectives, functioning often as
auxiliary to these services.. The activities of the welfAre organisations centre round the rehabilitation and well being of the
special groups whose interest is their concern.

.

The tendency of most of these associatiops at the beginning has
been to confine their activities to safeguard and promote their
professional interests. and"keep aloof from the community at. large'. ..However, in recent times, Ihere'has been a growing4reOization on
the part ofHmany of these associations of the need on the one hand
to bring the professionals together and orvthe other ;to identify
themselves more meaVingfully with the rest_of-the community.

r

-'

The Family Planning Association is one of to better knownof these
organisations. It concentrates in dissemidhting information and
education on family welfare and primary health care' notonly
Virough'disCussions but also through prawtical programmes such as
maintaining of clinics and conducting of projects with specific
groups...

"A

.4

Service Clubs
s-

.

The more popular of the Serviee ,Clubs functioning in Sri Lanka are
the Rotary Clubs, Lion's Clubs, Jaycees and Apex ClObs, all of
which are affiliated.to the respective parent bodies. Their .common
'objective 2* communitydeveiOpment and.Jeadership training. The
selective membership of these clubs consists. of repreSentatives of
professions, merCantile executives and'others drawn from the elite
of the society. The Jaycees and Apw-Clubs have a younger membership of not More thah 40 years of 4e while the Rotary and Lion's
Clubs cater to a More mature membe5ship ofmen of standing and
_ability in their respective spheres.of life.
Their programmes of
work aim at developing individual abilities, good fellowship,
mutual understanding and good citizenship among their memberg and 4
through them in raising civic consgiousness in the society at
large.
These clubs also undertake. projects designed to meet.the
felt needs of various specified groupsof the community.
,

The Sri.Lanka Scout Association and the GirlGuide Association may
also be classified as service organisations as their activities
are service oriented. Their objectives are the development of
civic responsibility among members-and community service and
community demRlopment...

4zfessional Organiationq

..

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

The professions consAtute.an important-.segment of any community.
In a country' like Sri Lanka engaged in a massive development programmereguiring specialised knowledgeand skills in practically:''
*. all spheres of activity their importance cannot bunderratbd,
'Thanks to the educational facilitied available to Sri Lankans, both.
at home and abroad, Sri Lanka hasbeen able bo.build over the
4
yea'rs a rich reserVoir of professionaltalent covering a wide.
range of disciplineS:. She'haS also.been a supplier of spepialised
servicsS to several countries in the developing
well.,ase

Sri Lanka is also the heir tosrich-heritage:.
'as
oftradigionalkikills and knowledge particularly-in,areaSlike
medicidgMnd/agriculture....
develolie'd-world.

This broadening outlookhas led to 'thei.nauguration and implement-.
ation of several programmes aimed at realization and promotion of
these objectives, particularly during the latter half of the
decade.
They have taken the form of.lectures, sympossia, seminars,
workshops, discussion groups, specific projects anti othersimilar
activities which benclifit the professions themselves, Prom*
inter- professional ufiderstanding and co-operation andbring the
professionals in closer .contact with the commUnitywhich they
serve.
Reason for the inclusion of,these professional bodies
among the NGOs involved in adult education is this emerging new
tendency on the.part of these organisations which till recent
times were self-centred in their-interests....
.

4

.

.

Sri Lankan women have shown as. much interest and in'cortain areas
a greater interest than men, in community development activities:.
They are in most cultural, religious and social organisations'
where. membership is open to both men and women, in addition to
having their own exclusive organisation's.
This is.soin regard
to severalprofessional organisations as well. Also;,women only
organisations outnumber:the men only ones and may even. exceed
those open to both sexes, and are too numerous to be discusSed
individually here.
The vast majority of them engage in Welfare
activities.
A noteworthy feature is that a large number of them
operate in rural areaslat grass-roots level,

The Mahila SaMithis,0Kantha Samithis and the Kulangana Samitis
(women's groups) are the more popular of the village 'based
organisdtions, The Mahila SamithiS have a national level apex
organisation in the Lanka Manila SaMithi"(Women's Association of
4ri..tanka) and it is the premiere women's organiSation.

;

Kantha,Samithib are sponsored. by the Rural' Development.Department
arjoi.th
Kulangana-Samithis operate in.association With the village
1Bud ist) temples, the traditional centres.: of social and cultural
Vities of the village:. The primary Objective of all these
ciations is the pliftMent of the rural community. I'have'

el- tedbelow,

randoM, a feWof these associations for brief

discussion....

Sarvodaya Sh gmadaii'a.Movement of Sfi Lanka

.,!$

.

.

Sarvoda
ShiaMadana:Movement of.SFi Lanka, popularly knoWlf as.,
.Servodayalis.undispUtably the largest national.level.non-governMent-

al volunty oiganisatiOn having its base firmly rooted at grass
roots 1 'el. The Movement works in nearly 1,500 villages to.promote ".
people'
self -help.
Its manifacetedactivities aimed at the' total:
.

e/

development 'of the' individual and through the individual- the
q.bdiety at large, include programmes encompassing all the four

.

.

A
..

C,,..

.
,

.

.

.

.

c

.

broad categories re ferred to at the beginning. Development
Education,however, is its main forte;.The Development- Education
-Institute at the Sarvpdaya Headquarters. has plannedfor the next
3 years (1484/88)-some.25 training programmes involving around
I do not however propose. to discuss the
40,000 partitipanta.
MoveMent iii this paper as 5one full session of.the proceedings has,
-verythoughtfully, been devoted for this purpose.

.

.
.

Changing ROle.of-theNGOs in Adult Education and the Future Trends-.-'

,

.

The growing involvement of governments in social welfare-activities
which. were once the exclusive:preserve of the voluntary orgahis-.
ations, has changed the role that these organisations play in thedeveldpmental activities intheir countries. From their'positidn
pf.indispensable instruments of implementation and promotion they
have come to play rolet, complementary and supplementary tothe.
mainstream of government activities.
Acceptance by the governments
that the provision of primary eduCaion and. eradication of illiteracy and thelprovision of primary health bare-arelaasic responsib-.
ilities, and,the recognition that these arefundamental to .-.
development ana an integral part of it, have necessitated the
.governments-todirect Action in, areas .where their..previous role was
only a supportive 'one.
The government brganiSations thus become
the main instruments of a total development process of the people.
This position I belidve is true of all thecountrieain the region.

.

.
.

.

Sarvodaya means "awakening of all" and ShraMadana is "sharing.
of labour"'and these two wOrds explain the strategy and philosophy'
behind!the Movement.
Constraint's
..

').
.

.

-

,-

.,,,

.

.
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.

.

.
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.- lbeforegoing'accountof the NGOs, I.presume, throwe some light on
their role and performance in'adult education in the current decade...
lidWever, Wore .1 proceed, to discuss their future trends, some
passing reference, at. least, would be expected pn the constraints
In order:not to lengthen an already long
which affect their work,
report I would, at this instance, mention only some of-the constra-rthat readily,come into my.mincl, and that too in; point form.
.

..,

1,.
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In -so =far as Sri. Lankais concerned, the last decade witnessed,
far reaching- changes'inits socio-economic set-up; These changes
coincided with the political. clianges that took'place.in 1970 and
.

.

1... Ohe of the major constraints is the absence of a declared
Although the principle
national policy towards the NGOS:
collaborator of the. government in its Adult-education Activities
is the NGO the participation has been moreem a piece-meal, ad.
:,hoc basis rather than as an integrated planned exerciso..,

1977.
It is against this:background tIcatthe activitiesof the
NGOs in non-formal education referred to above, and their perspectives-for the future,' have to-be viewed.

.

.

_.

It. is the changes that took place in the economic spherecthat had
the greatest iMpact.on the educational activities. of the NGOs
during the latter half of the decade and will continue to have in
the rest of.the 80s; Policy changes introduced in 1977 and-putsued
thereafter. transformed a near,btagnant economy to a dynamic ode.
Thit resuscitation Of the economy-brought in employment opportunities
for a large number of unemployed youths

.

.'-'-'-.,

the Most crippling effect on the
activities of the NGOs.. Although almOstall the NGOs are
supported by the-government ih some form or Otheni and a good
.. 'number of them are. assisted by 'National. and or International

-:. 2.,Finandial constraints
.

-'

-.

.organisations, the flow of funds has generally,been inadequate
and irregular to sustain continuity of programmes in most
instances.

..-

.

.

In order to meetAthese demands:particularlyjor technically
..qualified personnel in the middle range,.a large number of full-time
part-time'technical courset,,were provided in state insfttutiont
state aided ones.' . By 1982 some '300.cOurses were being oonducted
L, 'at 97 full-time technical units for nearly 6000 students. with'
around 14,000 students` following. coursetat 300i:eft-time technical'

I\.

...

3. Lack of suitable infrastructUre by way of bUildings, furniture,.
equipment and other facilities And.qualified.and trained
personnel restrict the activities of practically all the NGOS..
:

:

.

,f'

,'

N

i

,

--14: The NGOs themselves Arenpt sufficiently aware or been made
-'
aware Of their contribttorY capacitiet.and.participatory
capabilities.in prototing adult eduoationprogramMqs, while the
recipient rural communities are equally unaware Of.the potento
.iaiittes of the.NGOt to make full use of them.
.:'
'-5. Tiletendency of many organisations to concentrate in and.
.direct their aativities. froM urban centres has deprived the
0. .tural community of the. maxiMmaximum beneAit4 from the adult. education
Thialias beenaggraVated'by the inaccessibility to
- prograMmeS.
adult educatn centres .due to:distance,and lack of.adeguate"
transport facilities in-certain. remeteaieas:
..

.

units.

a

.

The programMes conducted'by the NG0s,in'these.and other'areas,
some of which were referred to-earlier,Wre mainly to. supplement
the efforts of the government.sector. The creation of these
'opportunities.thiough the.combined efforts of the GOs and'NG0s.
"to-provide the necessary occupational skills helped.in meeting the
pressing demand appreciably.. The result is that unempl6yment figures
that stood in the range of 1.3 million hi' 1977 came, down to around
0.8 million by the end of 1982[...This stippo'rtive role of the NGOs
in the provision Of skills-for'employment purpOses and improvement
.

.

.

.

.

.

of carrier''opeortUnittes, Will. continue.

6. Needless to say that local rivalries, of various types and
parochial-considerations hinder the progress.ofthe NGOA4
....
.

,

:,

,

,

,

.

.

. .

..

.
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However, the main thrust.Of the NGO programmes. in the rest of the
80s and thereafter, to my mindt ghoUld'embraae the fol/Owing if
Oley.are.to remainmeaningfuI and'prodtiCtive.
It .is indeed in, these
-

.

r

...areas that the government will look up to the organisational
resources and the particiPatory capacities and Capabilitiesof
the NGOs.
'
1.

4.

The NGOs will be required t6equip themselves to meet the
demand of the radical restructuring ofthe economy that
is taking place through an expansion of agriculture and
export oriented industries-Whichneed higher and varied
technical skills that were not hitherto required.

LamYChhane, Sri Ram, The Role and Performance of NGOs 'in Adult/
Nonformal Education in Nepal". Sri Ram Lamichhane- is a staff member
'of the Centre for Educational Research, Innovation and Development
(CERID) of Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu Nepal. Paper was presented
to Region I Conference, Sri Lanka, as. above.
.

5.

.

Jayawardanai- W.A. , "Role and Performance of Non-Governmental Organizations

in Adult/Nonformal EducatiOn,in Sri Lanka during the Decade. 1972-82,
preSident, of the
and the Perspectives fOr...the' 80s". Dr JayaWardana
"Sri Lanka Association for Total Education, Sar.vcidaya, 98 Rawatawatte Road,
Moratuwa, Sri -Lanka. Paper was presented to Region I Conference; Sri
Lanka, as above:"
.
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2...The multi purpose development projects like the Mahaveli.
diverEion scheme are expected to change the entire socioeconomic complegion of the.country. They wilt assuredly
need the'Wticipation of the NGOs 'in the solution of problems
0f7readjitatient-in.7-theue
e families
settling down in!the recently colonised areas and pf the
villagers who.are uprooted from their.ancestral homes and'
located elsewhere to sake room for the reservoirs that
replaced their villages.

k.---ittre--above- papers -h7aveow-been-published-th'A-Pr6Ce-UdThgi-eif-T------''

the Region 1 Seminar and a limited number of copies are
available for anyone with a particular-interest in the topic.
Regional, ASPBAE..(W.M.K. Wijetunga Ed.), The Role and
Performance of Non-Government Organizations in Adult
Education in South Asi2i, A Report of a Regional Seminar
, Zuly, 1983r.Sri Lanka.
Published by.Asian-South Pacific.
BureaU of. Adult Education: Region 1, 198A,.C/--Sarvodaya,
98 Rawatawatte Road,:Moratuwa, Sri Lanka. 126p.
.

3.

The Gramodaya (village awakening) Movement on which the
government relies heavily in its efforts to uplift the
economic and social conditions of thq villagers and.to
arresttheir migration into the urbai areas will depend
for.its success on the voluntary organisations from whom
it drew' inspiration for theMOvement itself.

many people liye. where?

The promotion of.communal.understanding and racial harmony.
in a multiracial community such as ours (Sinhala 74%, Sri
Lanka Tamils 12.6%,Indian'Tamils 5,5%, Moor 7.1%, Burgher
.0.3%,. Malay 0.3$, 'others 0.2%) which have been'deterorating
in recent times, is a major area of usefut,.and urgent co -.
,."operation where the NGOs-can play a decisive role.
Initiative.alreadytaken by the Sarovdaya in this direction
is commendable and deserves emulation.

'Comparative populations/
Total world population

197573906 million
.people.

million people (10% of the
world's . population) Ma excluding Japan - has 1.957
million, people (49 4% of the
world's population)
.

What is the wealth for
the different regions?

Notes
1.

in

America
has '319
Latin
million people (8% of world's
population) Africa has 400
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ICompardhvewealth"

n 6vernmental Organisations
Pi nal,. or K.S., "Role and Performance o
cade 1972-82, and the
in adult/non-forMal education, during the
perspectives: for the 80's, with special reference to Kerala", "paper ...
presented by br- Pillai, Hesd, Centre fOr Adult Education. and Extension,
UniversitYof-kekara, Trivandrrimi-.India, to the ASPBAE Region I Seminar
Sri Lanka, 18-20 Jtkly1983.
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Saxena( ../...0..!The'Rol& and Performance of NGOs in Adult Education in
India". '1-.C.'4axena 1s"Honorary Secretary-General of the Indian
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Adult Education Ass6ciation, 17 -B Indraprastha Marg. New Delhi", 1041
.
presented to Region I conference, as above. :'
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The Gross National PrOduct(GNP) is the

-Ghani, Osman. , "The Role and performance of Government and, Non-Gbvernment

Osman Ghani is
Organisations' in Adult Bdudation in Bangladesh".
Sec.rehery-Generil of:the Hamyladtph Liteiscy Society, 59, .Rajibazat,
lejg*kk,:phii4 15,. Bangladesh.
Presented to Sri :Lanka 'Conference,: as
above.
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total amount of goods and services
,country. In 1975 the
prodUced by
average GNP per person iii, the Third
World- was $ 441 per person, compared
with $ 4,831 for the developed countries.

The-:pooreit 6D%'.* the world's Mipulatien had 9% of the world's GNP.

